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Abstract
Low dose hyper-radiosensitivity (HRS) is observed in some cell lines, e.g. V79, and results in 
an increase in cell kill, per unit dose, in the low dose region (<  1 Gy). Investigations into this 
effect are of great interest in radiation protection and cancer treatment using radiotherapy. 
Cell cycle phase plays a significant role in this effect and with the increase in particle ra­
diotherapy, research into the low dose region, using high LET irradiations, are of particular 
interest. However, low dose investigations using particles require specific irradiation proto­
cols which are incompatible with gold standard phase synchronisation methods. A protocol 
for particle irradiation was developed in which the phase of individuals cells could be as­
sessed in situ, prior to irradiation. Phase assessment was made using the fiuorescent signal, 
emitted from previously stained cells, collected using the fluorescent end-station microscope.
The protocol was developed to allo\y the end-station microscope to be used as a cytom­
etry device. Therefore, validation of this technique was carried out by comparing cell data, 
collected using the end-station microscope and displayed in the form of a fluorescence inten­
sity histogram, to cells analysed using flow cytometry. Both asynchronous and synchronised 
data were used. Investigations into different fluorescent stains, their toxicity and changes in 
the radiosensitivity of cells treated with such stains were also investigated. The microscope 
was characterised and the use of the end-station microscope, as a cytometry device, was 
shown to be valid.
The development of this protocol was complimented by the modification and use of an 
existing mathematical model, CelCyMUS {Cell Cycle M odel  University of Uurrey) in con­
junction with a newly written program FloCytUS {Flow Cytometry  University of Uurrey). 
This model allows simulated populations of cells to be grown which can then be passed 
through either a “virtual” flow cytometer or a “virtual” end-station microscope. These pop­
ulations can then be fitted to experimental data collected using the corresponding method. 
Analysis of various data sets allowed cell and instrument parameters to be determined. 
These parameters were then used to fit simulated to irradiated (using the end-station pro­
tocol) data sets. The phase of each simulated cell is recorded by the model thus allowing 
the fluorescence intensity, relating to a specific phase, to be determined.
Using the experimental protocol and mathematical model described, low dose X-irradiation
V lll
experiments were carried out on V79 cells using facilities at the Royal Surrey County Hos­
pital. The biological end-points investigated were survival, phase delay, apoptosis and DNA  
damage using the 7H2AX assay. It was found the assays used to assess both phase delay and 
apoptosis were incompatible with the use of the end-station microscope and related soft­
ware. However, the survival and 7H2AX assays were compatible with this protocol. Data 
collected were separated into different phases depending on each cell’s fluorescent intensity 
signal. The intensity ranges associated with the different phases were based on the results 
of the FloCytUS analysis. It was found that there was a region of slight low dose hyper­
sensitivity with respect to survival for the asynchronous and G1 populations with a more 
pronounced substructure observed in the G 2/M  population. W ith respect to the 7H2AX  
assay there did appear to be an increase in the mean number of foci in the low dose region 
for the G 2/M  phase.
To summarise, it was found that the end-station microscope could be used as a cytometry 
device which allowed the cell cycle phase, of an individual cell irradiated, to be determined. 
FloCytUS modelling complimented this technique and allowed populations of cells to be 
sorted into separate phases G l, S and G2/M. In doing so, survival and DNA damage foci 
could be assessed for the different phases of the cell cycle after 250 kVp X-irradiation. Low 
dose hyper-radiosensitivity was observed in asynchronous, G l and G2/M populations of 
cells. The most pronounced hypersensitive effect was observed in the G l phase and the 
most pronounced region of increased radiation resistance was observed in the G2/M phase. 
The 7 H2AX data showed some low dose substructure indicating that there is also a low 
dose hyper-radiosensitive response with respect to DNA damage.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Cancer is the UKs second largest killer and affects one in three people in the UK [15]. 
Research into the treatment of this disease is therefore of great importance in improving 
clinical outcome and patient care. Radiotherapy is one of the major forms of treatment 
and in the UK around 50% of cancer patients will be treated using radiotherapy, whether 
as a stand alone treatment or in conjunction with surgery or chemotherapy. Radiotherapy 
is also responsible for curing 40% of cancers, [15] , therefore research and development into 
this treatment modality is highly beneficial in the cure and management of this disease.
1.2 Physical M ethods of Optimising treatm ents
Radiotherapy is the treatment of disease using ionising radiation, e.g X-irradiation which 
is toxic to living cells. The energies used vary and depend on the location of the tumour 
being treated. X-ray tubes that produce X-rays between 90 and 300 kVp are used for su­
perficial tumours. For treatment of tumours located at some depth within the body more 
energetic X-rays are required to allow sufficient penetration through the preceding tissue 
and to spare the skin. These treatments are provided by Tmear Accelerators (Linac) 
which produce X-rays between 6 and 20 MVp. With respect to energy deposition how­
ever, X-rays do not discriminate between tumour and normal tissue resulting in the need 
to minimise the amount of healthy tissue involved in the treatment. To some extent this
1
can be limited by using more than one treatment field and also by conforming the treat­
ment fields to the outline of the tumour. Further advances over the years to address this 
problem include the development of 3-D imaging and treatment planning systems. This 
allows the beams to be arranged and the resulting dose distributions to be calculated 
prior to treatment. Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), which provides highly 
conformai fields through dose modulation, is also used. Even with such techniques which 
allow isodose contours to curve around even concave structures, the physical limitations 
associated with X-rays remain. It is for this reason that in some countries, high energy 
particles such as protons and carbon ions are starting to be used in radiotherapy treat­
ments.
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F ig u re  1.1: A diagram showing the depth-dose distribution through tissue for X-rays, protons and carbon ions. Graph 
taken from ref [39].
The physical properties of high energy particles make them advantageous over X-rays 
in the treatment of certain tumours at depth within the body. Figure 1.1 shows the 
percentage dose at depth for X-rays, protons and carbon ions. The bulk of the particles 
energy is deposited at the end of their range within tissue, in what is known as the Bragg 
peak. This is clearly beneficial as it reduces the dose deposited in the tissue preceding and 
following the tumour volume. The depth at which the Bragg peak occurs increases with 
energy. Therefore energy modulation of the particle beam may be utilised to broaden the 
peak to cover the thickness of the tumour. This allows the tumour to be treated to the 
prescribed dose but with a smaller volume of normal tissue absorbing lower doses.
1.3 Biological M ethods of Optimising Treatments: Prin­
ciples of Radiobiology
Biological as well as physical methods are also utilised in order to minimise the effect on 
normal tissue whilst maximising the effects on the tumour, the efficacy of which is quan­
tified by the therapeutic ratio (TR), see Equation E l and Figure 1.2. This parameter is 
expressed in terms of tumour control probability (TCP) and normal tissue complication 
probability (NTCP). An increase in this ratio translates to an increase in tumour control 
at no extra expense (with respect to damage) to normal tissue. It is the fundamental 
properties of radiobiology which are manipulated in order to optimise the TR, these be­
ing the “five Rs” of radiotherapy: repair; redistribution; reoxygenation; repopulation and 
radiosensitivity [120]; [132]. The five Rs, originally the four Rs [132], with the later ad­
dition of the fifth R, radiosensitivity [120], describe the processes which result in normal 
tissue sparing in radiotherapy treatments achieved through the fractionation of treat­
ments. Fractionation is the term used for the division of the prescribed dose into smaller 
dose portions or fractions. These fractions are usually of the order of 1.5 - 3 Gy and 
are delivered on a daily basis over a number of weeks until the tumour has been treated 
to the prescribed dose, usually between 55 and 75 Gy depending on the site. The five 
Rs and how these are utilised by fractionation regimes will be discussed in the following 
paragraph.
_  . _ . Dose required to produce 50% TCP _ _
Therapuetic Ratio =  Dose req^Tred to produce 50% NTCP
Survival curves are a convenient way in which to display survival data, see Figure 1.3. 
Survival fraction describes the number of cells which grow into colonies compared to 
the number of initial cells in that sample, normalised to the survival fraction of the 
control. This parameter is then plotted against dose, which in this case is radiation 
dose expressed in terms of Gy. Survival curves are discussed in more detail in Section 
4.2.2. Survival curves usually have a shoulder followed by a steeper slope. The shoulder
TOO Turnout,
N o rm a l
t i s s u e
I
Dg Dose
F ig u re  1.2: Diagram showing a typical response between tumour and normal tissue to radiation dose. For radiotherapy 
to be viable for a particular tumour the tumour response curve must be to the left of the normal tissue response curve and 
as great a separation as possible between the two is advantageous. Taken from ref [131].
represents a portion of the survival curve in which accumulation and repair of sublethal 
damage occurs. Cell death in the shoulder therefore relates only to the lethal events, as 
the sublethal events are repaired. Both sparsely and densely ionising events occur, (the 
proportions of which depend on radiation type delivered) and the lethal, non-repairable 
events are the result of the latter. Once doses are such that the maximum capacity for 
repair of sublethal damage has been reached, survival follows a nearly linear relationship 
which includes cell death as a result of both accumulated sublethal damage (multiple hits) 
and non-repairable (single hit) damage. When considering fractionated treatments, if the 
separation of two fractions is such that full repair has taken place, then on sequential 
irradiation, repair will be carried out as if the original irradiation had not occurred. In 
order to fully exploit sublethal repair however, the size (and timing) of the fractions must 
be such that repair of sublethal damage is occurring in normal tissue and the maximum 
capacity has not been reached. On the overall dose response curve for such treatments, a 
steeper shoulder, indicating more repair for total dose delivered, is observed. Whilst these 
mechanisms are useful in sparing normal tissue, it also allows recovery in the tumour and 
therefore, in order to enhance the therapeutic ratio, the other mechanisms need to be 
fully utilised.
Cells have different radiosensitivities depending on their phase within the cell cycle [109]; 
[114]. After irradiation the more sensitive phases will suffer the greater degree of killing.
3to
1
SF = exp-(aD + pD )^
a  = 0.05, P = 0.03
0.1
3 4 62 50 1
Dose (Gy)
F ig u re  1.3: A representative survival curve displaying experimental V79 cell survival data collected for the purposes of 
this thesis and explained in more depth in the method and results chapters.
leaving a partially synchronised population of cells that are in a more resistant phase of 
the cell cycle. By allowing sufficient time between fractions, surviving cells can progress 
into more sensitive phases ready for the next fraction; this is known as redistribution.
Tumours tend to be supported by highly unorganised vascular systems which leave the 
centres very hypoxic due to lack of sufficient blood supply. The presence of oxygen can 
provide a degree of fixation of damage sites resulting from indirect effects of irradiation 
(free radicals); therefore repair is prevented and hypoxic regions become more resistant to 
radiation. Irradiating the tumour in fractions, results in the outer, more vascular parts of 
the tumour being killed and disposed of, thus allowing reoxygenation of the more hypoxic 
regions. Reoxygenation can increase the radiosensitivity of tumours by a factor of about 
three, and is therefore an important aspect of fractionation in radiotherapy treatments.
Repopulation or regeneration describes the cells’ ability to multiply and replicate after 
irradiation. This is important with respect to normal tissue complication but also has 
a negative effect in that it counteracts the aim of radiotherapy treatment, i.e. tumour 
sterilisation. However, for normal tissues, repopulation seems to occur earlier and to 
greater extent than for tumour tissues. There also seems to be an increase in the rate 
of repopulation after irradiation [30]; [104]. This effect is important when considering
fractionation regimes because, to ensure local control of the tumour, it is essential that 
the duration of the entire treatment does not extend beyond the period in which tumour 
regeneration is likely to become significant [132].
The final R, radio sensitivity^ relates to the inherent radiosensitivity observed between 
different tumour and tissue types [120]. Ensuring a good separation between the tissue 
response curves (see Figure 1.2) of the tumour that is being treated and the normal tissue 
which needs to be spared is of great significance to radiotherapy treatments. Ensuring that 
the tumour is more sensitive than the surrounding normal tissues, and also taking into 
consideration all the other Rs of radiotherapy when dealing with fractionation, optimises 
the therapeutic outcome of the treatment.
Whilst these five Rs form the basis of existing fractionation regimes, newer biological 
phenomena have been observed which could also be utilised in the future to optimise ra­
diotherapy treatments. These are termed non-targeted effects, in which cell killing occurs 
which cannot be attributed to direct or indirect (free radicals) radiation damage of the 
nuclear DNA. These include such effects as the bystander effect where (in vitro) an unir­
radiated cell, which as a result of neighbouring cell(s) being irradiated, will experience 
damage and potential death, [41]; [88]; [103]. This effect has also been observed in vivo 
with tissue away from the treatment site (and therefore not itself irradiated) experienc­
ing radiation effects after radiotherapy treatment, described as abscopal effects [64]; [85]. 
Other effects include the adaptive response in which a small priming dose enhances sur­
vival after a later “challenge” dose (e.g. [101]) and also low dose hypersensitivity (HRS) 
and induced radioresistance (IRR), [78]; [102]; [117]. Low dose hypersensitivity is the 
phenomenon of an increase in cell kill per unit dose in the low dose (<1 Gy) region (HRS) 
followed by an increase in survival (IRR) to which this thesis is primarily investigating. 
It has been considered that maybe these effects could be incorporated into fractionation 
regimes to further increase the TR [51]. However additional work needs to be undertaken 
to further characterise survival at these low doses.
1.4 Work Undertaken
The work undertaken and described in this dissertation is related to the survival and 
phase delay of cells after irradiation using 250 kVp X-rays. How the position within the 
cell cycle phase affects these parameters after irradiation in the low dose region has been 
investigated. Initially different methods of synchronisation were investigated. However the 
techniques which were readily available proved either too toxic to the cells or logistically 
impractical. For the investigation into phase delay, the pulsed 5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine 
(BrdU) Assay, see Section 2.2.6, was assessed. Whilst data has been published using this 
technique (e.g. [55]) it was found that this method was particularly unreliable with a 
success rate of only about 25%.
Low dose survival experiments were also attempted using traditional methods, some of 
which were modified to enhance accuracy. However these were not sensitive enough to 
provide information regarding the low dose substructure. With this in mind, and also with 
the desire to investigate phase effects, the suitability of using the end-station fluorescent 
microscope as a means to determine the phase of individual imaged cells was developed 
and assessed. The end-station microscope, and its role in targeted particle irradiations 
is discussed in further detail in Section 3.1.2, but in short, it consists of a fluorescence 
microscope mounted on a moveable x-y stage. Assessment of cell phase is possible using 
this equipment in conjunction with the use of a nuclear stain. Cell phase is related to DNA 
content which in turn is proportional to the uptake of the fluorescent stain used. This 
method allows the initial identification of individual cells by imaging prior to irradiation. 
Then later imaging, after sufficient time to allow colonies to form, the presence or absence 
of a colony can allow survival of that cell to be determined. It also has the additional 
benefit of providing information as to the phase of each of these individual cells, see 
Section 6.7.2.
The use of this method to investigate phase delay was also assessed. Each individual 
cell, instead its survival being evaluated, was revisited just hours after irradiation and 
rescanned to allow a further assessment of phase at this later time. Additional assays could
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be used in conjunction with this protocol and DNA damage foci (using the 7 H2AX Assay) 
and apoptosis were simultaneously investigated for the time points used. Unfortunately, 
it was found that for the later DNA stain used, propidium iodide, its capacity to bind with 
the DNA double helix was hindered by the initial Hoechst 33258 stain: see Section 6.7.3. 
Problems were also encountered with the apopotosis assay, see Section 6.7.3, however the 
7H2AX Assay worked well, and DNA damage data were obtained for both asynchronous 
populations of cells and for the individual phases: see Sections 6.7.3 and 6.7.3 respectively.
The key component of this method described is the ability for the fluorescence microscope 
to be able to quantify DNA content, and thus cell cycle phase, from previously stained 
cells. This was achieved through comparison of data collected with the end-station micro­
scope, in which intensity signal histograms were generated with data collected using a flow 
cytometer. Flow cytometry is a standard method in which cells in suspension (as opposed 
to fixed on a substrate which is required for microscopy) are analysed, thus allowing the 
number of cells in the different phases to be determined from the fluorescence intensity 
histogram generated. Different distributions of cell populations were analysed to robustly 
test this. Data collected from both modalities were in close agreement with each other. 
The effects of Hoechst 33258, with respect to toxicity and its effect on radiosensitivity 
were also assessed and at the concentrations to be used, the effects were negligible. Ir­
radiations then commenced with this method using both 250 kVp X-rays (Royal Surrey 
County Hospital) and data were collected for both survival and phase delay assessment 
in the low dose region.
To aid the work using the “end-station cytometry” a mathematical model was developed 
in which a virtual flow cytometer and end-station “cytometer” were created whose data 
could be compared to that of real experimental data to allow accurate assessment of 
the cells in the particular phases of the cell cycle. Using this model, the data relating 
to the histograms collected using the end-station microscope could be separated into 
the contributions from the individual phases. This allowed, based on the signal intensity 
related to an individual cell, the likelihood that it is in a particular phase to be determined.
1.5 Organisational Structure
This section outlines the organisational structure of this dissertation. The literature re­
view, Chapter 2, initially introduces the reader to some relevant biological principles 
related to the cell cycle and to checkpoints relating to damage and phase delay. Dif­
ferent assays relating to the different endpoints investigated in this dissertation are also 
discussed before reviewing the current literature relating to the low dose hypersensitivity 
effect with respect to survival, phase delay, apoptosis and DNA damage. Finally for this 
section literature relating to cytometry methods involving microscopy and modelling flow 
cytometry data were discussed.
The following chapter. Chapter 3, explains all equipment and relevant software used in this 
dissertation. Chapters 4 and 6 outline the experimental methods and results respectively. 
Discussed are the different synchronisation methods assessed, the different survival and 
phase delay assays assessed. Later in these chapters the steps involved in developing and 
validating the microscope irradiation protocol in which the phase of an individual cell is 
assessed from its intensity signal as collected by the end-station microscope. The final 
sections relate to the irradiation of cells using this protocol with respect to the different 
end-points: survival, phase delay, apoptosis and qH2AX foci.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the model developed, FloCytUS {Flow Cytometry University 
of 5urrey). Results obtained using this model are also described in Section 6 . Penulti- 
mately, the results relating to the development and validation of the microscope irradiation 
protocol, the survival results, the qH2AX results and the modelling results are discussed 
in more detail, and with respect to what was discussed in the Literature Review, Chapter 
2, in the discussion chapter. Chapter 7. Finally the overall conclusions relating to this 
dissertation and future work are outlined in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter initially introduces the reader to some relevant background biology which will 
help in the understanding of subsequent sections. Included is an overview of the cell cycle, 
an outline of the types of ionising radiation (IR) induced DNA damage, related damage 
pathways and subsequent cell cycle phase checkpoints. The following sections discuss the 
historical and current survival models, cell cycle phase delay and DNA damage. This 
chapter also includes sections that discuss various work undertaken by other groups with 
respect to DNA labelling microscopy methods and flow cytometer modelling.
2.2 Overview of Relevant Cell Biology
2.2 .1  T h e C ell N u cleu s and D N A
The main components of the eukaryotic cell, which is the basic subunit of life, is the 
cytoplasm and the nucleus. The nucleus is the information centre and contains deoxyri­
bonucleic acid (DNA) in which all genetic information is stored. Through transcription 
involving ribonucleic acid (RNA), this information can be retrieved by the cell thus allow­
ing all necessary proteins, as and when required, to be synthesised. DNA is double helix 
in structure and consists of a pair of complementary polynucleotide molecules. Each nu­
cleotide consists of a sugar phosphate (which forms the backbone of each polynucleotide)
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and a base which come in two complementary pairs, thymine & adenine and cytosine 
& guanine. To allow the DNA to fit within the nucleus it needs to be organised into a 
compact volume. This is acheived through the combination of DNA with histone proteins 
which form a condensed structure called chromatin. The packaging of DNA through this 
method has a number of different levels which are shown in Figure 2.1, the highest level 
being the formation of the chromosomes from the chromatin. At different stages of the cell 
cycle the compaction of the chromatin changes, corresponding to the specific functions 
which are occurring during each respective phase. During mitosis the chromatin condenses 
which is thought to make them more structurally sturdy to allow them to withstand the 
stresses involved in separation and to allow them to move freely without becoming tan­
gled. During Interphase some of the chromatin remains condensed (heterochromatin), 
the remainder (euchromatin) decondensing and distributing itself throughout the nucleus 
[26]; [86].
DNA The Nucleosome "Beads-on a String'
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Isolated patches.  G enes under active transcription.
The 30nm Fibre Active Chromosome
Less active genes, During interphase.
The Metaphase Chromosome
During cell division.
F ig u re  2.1: Diagram showing the structures at different magnification levels, taken from[3].
2.2 .2  T he C ell C ycle
The cell cycle, see Figure 2.2, consists of two periods, interphase and mitosis (M). The cell 
undergoes certain functions in these phases which allow the cell to replicate and finally 
divide into two identical daughter cells during mitosis. Interphase can be split up into 
three distinct phases, G1 (Gap 1), S (synthesis) and G2 (Gap 2). In G 1 the cell grows 
and organelles are synthesized therefore transcription of associated proteins is required. 
During S phase an exact copy of the existing chromosomes are made. Therefore the
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DNA content of the cell doubles during this phase resulting in a chromosome consisting 
of a pair of sister chromatids joined through the centromere. The final stage of the cell 
cycle is Mitosis in which through a number of events, the chromosomes separate and two 
daughter cells are formed. Mitosis itself can be separated into 6 separate parts, these 
being prophase; prometaphase; metaphase; anaphase; telophase and cytokinesis [6].
Prophase
Prom etaphase
M etaphase
Anaphase
Telophase
Cytokinesis
chromosome condensation occurs; centrosomes outside the nucleus 
split into two, move apart and mitotic spindles start forming be­
tween them.
breakdown of nuclear envelope; kinetochore (attached to the cen­
tromere) then attach to the mitotic spindle microtubules.
chromosomes align at the midway point between the two centro­
somes.
the sister chromatids separate into two daughter chromosomes; each 
move away from each other and towards their nearest centrosome 
pole which is aided by the shortening of the kinetochore micro­
tubules. At this point the two centrosomes also start to move apart 
from each other.
the chromosomes congregate at their respective poles and a new 
nuclear envelop forms.
the cytoplasm splits into two forming two new cells.
Regulation of the cell cycle is essential to prevent premature entrance into each subsequent 
phase. This is achieved through the activation and inhibition of cell cycle regulating 
proteins, cyclin dependent kinases (CDK). CDKs are only activated when in a complex 
with an appropriate cyclin, whose abundance varies throughout the cell cycle. It is these 
complexes which either maintain specific phases of the cell cycle or which activate entrance 
into the next phase when specific requirements for the previous phase have been met. The
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combinations of cyclins and CDKs and the phase in which the resulting complex is active 
are displayed in Table 2.1. The position of a cell within the cell cycle has an effect on its 
fate after irradiation.
T able 2.1: A table showing the cyclins and cyclin dependent kinases (CDK) associated with regulating the cell cycle with 
their respective phases. [26]
Phase Gyclin CDK
Gl D, E Gdk4, Gdk2 &: Cdk6
S A, E Gdk2
G2 A Gdk2 & Gdkl
M B Cdkl
G2
Preparation 
for 
Mitosis
Growth
Go
Growth
Preparation 
t for DNA 
Synthesis
I
DNA 
Replication
Gi
F ig u re  2.2: Diagram showing the different phases of the cell cycle.[4]
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2.2 .3  R ad ia tion  D am age and its  E ffect on  C ells 
Targeted Effects
The main target of radiation damage to cells is thought to be the DNA contained within 
the cell nucleus. Damage to one of the strands in the DNA double helix, known as single 
strand breaks (SSB), happens frequently. This type of damage is quickly repaired due to 
the complementary base configuration of DNA in place which acts as a template. However, 
the repair of double strand breaks (DSB) and SSB separated only by a few nucleotides 
are far more problematic and it is this type of damage which is thought to be the main 
factor responsible for cell death and also mutations as a consequence of incorrect repair 
[52]; [119].
When a cell has been irradiated with ionising radiation, energy is deposited along the 
tracks of charged particles. After irradiation, these may be the original charged particles 
that the target is bombarded with or e.g. in the case of X-rays, the secondary electrons 
produced when a photon interacts with the matter, usually by Compton interaction. It 
is the ionizations and excitations which are the method by which energy is deposited and 
these tend to be localised about the tracks of individual particles. However, there are 
major differences in charge to mass ratio between some particles (e.g. between electrons 
and protons) which results in large variations in the spatial distribution of the ionising 
events. For low energy electrons the ionisation events have much greater distances between 
them and are therefore termed sparsely ionising. High energy protons on the other hand 
have ionisation events that occur very close together and are therefore termed densely 
ionising. These differences have a great impact on the resulting biological effect [52]; [119]. 
Linear Energy Transfer (LET) is the parameter used to describe how energy is deposited 
per unit distance and therefore gives a measure of how sparsely ionising a particular 
type of radiation is. Linear Energy Transfer was defined by International Commission of 
Radiological Units as follows, [91]:
‘‘The linear energy transfer (L) of charged particles in medium is the quo-
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tient of dE/dl, where dE is the average energy locally imparted to the medium 
by a charged particle of specified energy in traversing a distance of dl. ”
As the energy deposited along particle tracks varies, LET is determined by measuring 
the track lengths in which a set amount of energy is deposited, and taking the average of 
these lengths.
T ab le  2.2: A table showing the LET values for a selection of different radiations, taken from page 108, [52]
Radiation LET (keV-/xm-i)
Co-60 gamma rays 0.2
250 kV X-rays 2
1 MeV protons 42
3 MeV protons 264)
10 MeV protons 4.7
150 MeV protons 0.5
2.5 MeV alpha-particle 166
For particles of the same type, the energy and LET are inversely proportional in the 
plateau region of the depth dose curve. Also with respect to the biological effect of the 
particles, as the LET increases, so does the biological effect. This is true up until about 
100 keV-/im“  ^where the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) reaches a maximum before 
decreasing again. This is due to the fact that at 100 keV• (im~^, the separation between 
ionisations is approximately 2 nm which is about the separation between the two strands 
of DNA. This greatly increases the chance of a DSB with a single track. At LETs lower 
than this, a single track will not be able to produce a DSB and will require a break from 
a separate particle track. However, with LETs greater than 100 keV-/j,m~^ more energy 
is deposited than required to produce a DSB and therefore potentially damaging energy 
is wasted thus reducing the overall effectiveness of the radiation [52].
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Non-Targeted Effects
As briefly mentioned before, cells can respond to damage even if they are not directly 
targeted themselves. Such effects include low dose hypersensitivity [79], which will be 
described in depth within this chapter. It also includes effects such as the bystander 
effect [41]; [88]; [103]. The bystander effect is a term used to describe the radiation-type 
effects observed in non irradiated cells whilst in the presence of neighbouring cells which 
were irradiated. This is thought to be as a result of a bystander signal emitted by the 
irradiated cells. This effect can be studied using a number of different methods including 
targeted irradiation with a microbeam; irradiated cell conditioned medium (ICCM) where 
non-irradiated cells are grown in the filtered medium of irradiated cells; and also the use 
of particle irradiation at a fluence low enough that only a fraction of cells are likely 
to be irradiated. Another non-targeted effect, the adaptive response, describes how an 
initial small priming dose of the order of 20 cGy will protect cells from a later challenging 
dose. The use of initial priming of cells before irradiation results in survival that follows 
the standard L-Q model for cell lines which would otherwise display low dose hyper­
radiosensitivity. [101].
2 .2 .4  D am age R esp on se , R epair M ech an ism s and A p o p to sis
After DNA damage has occurred a number of events can occur to preserve the genome. 
These include the initial sensing of the damage and then depending on a number of 
circumstances (e.g. cell cycle phase /  severity of damage /  type of damage) the cell can 
temporarily arrest, repair itself or go into programmed cell death (apoptosis). These 
subjects will be discussed in this section.
One of the key histones involved in packaging the DNA to form chromatin is H2AX. After 
damage, a region which extends well beyond the initial double strand break becomes 
phosphorylated. Transformation into this phosphorylated form (referred to as 7 H2AX) is 
a result of the activation of a number of different proteins, including Ataxia Telangiectasia
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mutated (ATM), DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) and AT related kinase (ATR) 
and results in alterations in the chromatin structure which allows repair proteins access 
to the damage site [76].
ATM is only active in the presence of the MRE11-RAD50-NBS1 protein complex (MRN). 
A further protein, MDCl is also involved and binds directly to the ATM and the 7H2AX 
thus allowing phosphorylation to spread throughout the damage site. This pathway is 
related to a type of repair known as Homologous Recombination (HR). HR uses a length 
of undamaged DNA as a template to repair the damaged portion. As an identical strand 
of DNA is required, this type of repair can only take place in the S and G2 phases where 
there are two identical sister chromatids within each nucleus.
An alternative pathway involves the identification of DSBs by the catalytic subunit of 
the protein DNA dependent kinase (DNA-PKcs). Ku70 and Ku80 attach to the damaged 
ends of a DSB which then allow the DNA-PK to become activated (DNA-PKcs) and 
cause subsequent phosphorylation of H2AX. This pathway is key to Non-Homologous 
End Joining (NHEJ), and as no DNA template is required for this type of repair, it 
occurs throughout the cell cycle. This method is fast but error prone and can result in 
insertions or deletion of DNA. However, as only a couple of percent of the total DNA is 
actually used in encoding genes, often these small mutations do not cause problems [76].
ATR is most commonly linked to the natural damage that occurs throughout the cell 
cycle such as SSB and collapsed/broken replication forks. ATR requires ATRIP (ATR 
interacting protein) and can also act downstream of ATM.
An alternative to repair is programmed cell death which serves to protect the organism 
from dangerous mutations which could result from poorly or non-repaired DNA. Apoptosis 
is linked to the p53 tumour suppressor gene. P53 protein is made continuously, however 
it is destroyed through interactions with MDM2, its negative regulator. After irradiation, 
ATM phosphorylates both p53 and MDM2 and therefore no degradation of p53 occurs 
which result in the up-regulation of many of its target genes thus potentially resulting in 
apoptosis [62].
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2.2 .5  R ad iation -In d u ced  C ell C ycle C heckpoints
Introduction
The following section summarises the views of a number of authors, as outlined in reviews 
based on current literature in this subject. For further clarification on any points discussed 
in this section, the reader is directed to the original reviews [57]; [60]; [77] and [81].
Checkpoints are in place about the cell cycle to prevent cells progressing through to sub­
sequent phases when some existing damage is still present. A cell remaining in its current 
phase for an amount of time can allow a degree of repair to occur which will increase its 
chances of surviving the subsequent phase. If the repair requirements are too great, then 
cells can remain trapped in this phase. Checkpoints result in cells remaining in a partic­
ular phase for longer than normal. This phase elongation is described as phase delay. It 
follows that cyclin dependent kinases (CDK) which regulate entry into successive phases 
and which themselves are subject to a number of regulatory mechanisms, play a significant 
role in these pathways. Possible candidates for sensors of DNA DSB include Poly(ADP- 
ribose polymerase) or PARP, which is directly activated by single strand breaks (SSB); 
DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK); ATM and ATR which have been discussed in 
the previous section. Two key kinases are Chkl and Chk2 which are phosphorylated and 
thus activated by ATR and ATM respectively [16]; [60].
G l Phase Arrest
There are two routes by which a delay in the C l phase can occur. One is an immediate 
response resulting in degradation of the cdc25a, a protein involved in activating both the 
Cdk2-cyclin E and the Cdk4-cyclin D complex. Due to depletion of the cdc25a, activation 
of this complex does not occur, thus preventing entry of cells into the S phase.
The second route to C l delay is referred to as the delayed stage as it involves the tran­
scription and synthesis of proteins associated with the p53 gene. It therefore follows tha t
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cell lines with mutant forms of this gene, which express either no or reduced levels of 
the associated proteins, have a correspondingly reduced G l delay. P53 expression occurs 
as a response to cellular damage, increased levels being observed between 1 and 2 hours 
after irradiation and remaining elevated for up to 72 hours. One gene transcribed as a 
result of p53 activation is which inhibits the aforementioned Cdk2-cyclin
E, thus inhibiting entry into S phase. It is thought that ATR and ATM are activated 
within minutes and they in turn activate p53 at the Ser 15 site. ATM also activates Chk2 
(at Thr 68 site) which in turn activates p53 at the Ser 20 site. Levels of p53 are also 
thought to remain elevated after irradiation due to disturbances in its ability to interact 
with a protein MDM2, (see previous section) which labels the p53 for degradation, thus 
reinforcing the delay. As MDM2 is itself activated by p53, it follows that p53 and MDM2 
are involved in a negative feedback loop which provides further regulation of this protein. 
Other proteins involved in the G l delay include histone HI, whose phosphorylation is 
inhibited by the proteins, WAfl and Gipl. Also G add 45 expression is thought to be 
involved in the G l delay as its levels increase after irradiation.
It is thought that G l delay is involved primarily in maintaining genomic stability. This is 
due to the fact that the time taken for NHEJ, the main repair mechanism for this phase, 
to occur is rapid compared to the observed length of the G l delay. Also p53 activity has 
been linked to apoptosis, which could occur to remove irreparably damaged cells. The 
majority of human tumour cell lines are p53 mutant, thus linking genetic instability with 
an inability to apoptose and also an inability in maintaining a sufficiently long G l phase 
delay to allow this to happen [16]; [57]; [60].
S Phase Arrest
Unlike the G l checkpoint, the S phase delay does not involve transcription of p53 related 
proteins, which may be to prevent unwanted apoptosis during this phase. However, similar 
to the G l checkpoint, ATM & ATR and Ghkl & Ghk2 are involved and through both 
routes result in degradation of cdc25a. As mentioned in the previous section, cdc25a 
causes the activation of cdk2 to allow formation with associated cyclins, in this case A
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and E. Therefore, without the formation of these vital complexes, progression through 
the S phase is not possible.
One route to S phase delay involves activation of ATM, and downstream of this Chk2 
activation and cdc25a degradation. Also involved downstream of this path is the inhibi­
tion of cdc45 which stops replicon firing. This cascade is rapid in response, reaching a 
maximum 30 minutes after irradiation, and any interference in it will result in breakdown 
of the delay and what is known as radioresistant DNA synthesis (RDS). However there is 
also a slower acting delay utilising the ATR pathway which reaches a maximum between 
2-4 hours after irradiation. There are other target proteins involved in this checkpoint 
downstream of ATR such as BRCAl, a component of the MRN-complex. There is also 
possible involvement of MDCl, as a protein involved in recruitment of repair or signalling 
proteins to damage sites.
It is thought that the S phase checkpoint can be activated at any point throughout the 
phase and its length is determined by repair requirements. The checkpoint is also bi-phasic 
[16] with a radiosensitive and radioresistant component. The radiosensitive component 
is related to the inhibition of firing replicon clusters and the radioresistant component 
is related to inhibition of chain elongation [16]; [60]. Chain elongation is part of the 
translation process, which is itself the final stage from which proteins are synthesised 
from sections of DNA through messenger and transfer RNA.
G2 Phase Arrest
02 delay is linked with radiosensitivity. Those cell lines with longer 02  delays are more 
resistant than those cell lines with short or no 02  phase delay. This checkpoint also con­
sists of two distinct components. The first, the late response, is related to cells irradiated 
in G l or S and is ATM independent and dose dependent. The second, early response, is 
related to cells irradiated in the 02  phase and is dependent on ATM activation and is 
dose independent between 1 and 10 Gy with an activation dose of about 40 cGy. The 02  
phase has been linked to low dose hyper-radiosensitivity (HRS) and the link is thought
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to be through this second pathway. It has been shown that cells which exhibit HRS fail 
to activate this checkpoint at low doses, thus meaning that a phase delay does not occur 
[81].
Again, entry of a cell into M can only occur if certain inhibitory phosphorylations are 
removed from Cdkl. This is mediated through the activated form of Cdc25C. After 
irradiation however, inhibitory phosphorylations (due to the ATM/Chk2 or ATR/Chkl 
pathways) at the Ser 216 site occur and as a consequence, it binds with protein, 14-3-3, 
causing it’s sequestration into the cytoplasm. Further regulators of Cdc25C are thought 
to be P lkl and Plk3. Though p53 is primarily related to the G l phase, there are some 
indication of related proteins having an effect on GDKl as p21 is involved through a 
competing interaction which prevents Gdc25G from dephosphorylating inhibitory sites on 
the Gdc2-Gyclin B complex [57]; [60]. The phosphatase Gdc25A is also involved in this 
checkpoint through the ATR/Ghkl pathway.
Summary
Work has been undertaken on cells, artificially inducing phase delays on mutant cell strains 
which lack certain checkpoints. This does not appear to have an effect on radiosensitivity. 
Therefore, it is thought that the checkpoints are not solely used for damage repair but 
have other functions. This could include ensuring that the DNA is in a state suitable 
for repair in subsequent phases where repair can be performed optimally. The state of 
the chromatin formation, which is related to cell cycle phase may also be important. 
Therefore checkpoints may be present to prevent entry into a subsequent stage whilst the 
chromatin is in a configuration that would undermine correct processing.
When considering checkpoints, it is important to consider the type of repair mechanisms 
that are used, e.g. NHEJ and HR. NHEJ is fast acting and can remove up to 75% 
of DSB in under 20 minutes [60]. It therefore does not benefit from extensive phase 
delay and from the fact that the maximum manifestation of the response signal occurs 
1-2 hours after irradiation. NHEJ is thought to be checkpoint independent. However,
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checkpoint responses are thought to have more of an effect on HR as it is a much slower 
process involving the synthesis of new DNA. This repair process also utilises several of 
the checkpoint proteins. A possible conclusion drawn is that initial repair by NHEJ is 
performed which is quick but has low fidelity. The checkpoints are then used to bring the 
DNA into a state where HR can work efficiently [60].
The G2 early response pathway is thought to be related to the low dose hypersensitivity 
phenomena. It is thought that ATM induces this checkpoint which allows additional 
NHEJ to occur. Like HRS, this checkpoint only occurs after activation of a threshold 
dose and data supports the idea that both the induction of IRR and the activation of the 
early G2 share common biological pathways. This is also supported by work investigating 
the survival of two related cell lines, one wild type (normal) and the other mutated with 
respect to its PRKDG status which is linked to NHEJ [126]. Survival at doses lower than 
40 cGy were identical for each cell line but, after this point, the normal cell line displayed 
IRR whereas the mutant did not. Therefore it is thought that HRS is independent of 
PRKDG status (and DNA-PK which is also related to NHEJ) but IRR is not and requires 
activation as a result of a threshold dose [126].
2.2 .6  A n alysis T echniques  
Cell Survival and D N A  Dam age
Traditionally, the effects of radiation were measured in terms of survival by irradiating a 
seeded number of cells and allowing colonies to form after a set period of time. Initially 
the concentration of cells in a solution is determined and then through serial dilution, an 
appropriate number of cells is added to each flask, this number ranging from around 100 
to 1000 cells depending on the dose (and therefore toxicity) being used for a particular 
sample. Cells are allowed to grow for 1-2 weeks, depending on the doubling time of the cell, 
to allow macro colonies to form which can be stained and visualised with the naked eye. 
Surviving colonies (colonies containing 50 cells or more) can then be counted and a survival
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fraction calculated by dividing this value by the original number of cells seeded and 
then normalising to the plating efficiency. The plating efficiency is the survival fraction 
of the control. Using this protocol the survival at different doses could be measured 
and survival curves generated. Due to the uncertainty related to serial dilution and 
plating small number of cells, only survival data after doses greater than 1 Gy were 
available. However with the increased interest in low-dose HRS and the following region 
which exhibits an increased resistance to radiation, IRR, higher precision techniques to 
evaluate survival in this sensitive region were required. These methods include the use of 
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FAGS), to allow accurate determination of the initial 
number of cells irradiated or microscopy methods in which each individual cell is initially 
identified and then revisited at a later date. The latter technique was especially important 
for investigating survival in the low dose region after particle irradiation as it allowed 
identification of cells for microbeam irradiation as opposed to broadbeam which suffer 
from the effects of Poisson statistics. This corresponds to large variances in the actual 
number of particles that a cell may be hit by for any given mean dose. This is problematic 
in the low dose region where the difference between a couple of particles could have a large 
difference in the related biological effect.
The use of the adapted clonogenic assay utilising microscopy resulted in a number of 
studies being carried out comparing survival data collected using this technique with 
that of the standard clonogenic assay [75]; [102]. This was to determine appropriate 
parameters for use to ensure similar survival would occur regardless of what technique 
was used. Modifications in the parameters are required for the microscopy methods 
because it would be impractical to scan a region size similar to that of a petri dish used 
for standard clonogenic assay. As a result of this, cells spacing is small and therefore it 
is not possible to allow them to grow for the same amount of time as for the standard 
assay as the colonies would overlap. Incubation time for the microscopy assay is therefore 
reduced to about half that of the standard assay. It therefore follows that the threshold 
number of cells to classify a colony as surviving must also be reduced as cells have had 
less time to grow. Maeda et al [75] obtained V79 survival curves for a standard clonogenic 
assay (incubation time of 7 days) and compared with survival data obtained using the
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microscope assay (incubation time of 60 hours). Using different thresholds for survival 
(10 to 45 cells in 5 cell steps) they generated survival curves which were compared to 
the standard assay. They found that using a threshold of 30 cells gave survival data that 
was closest to that of the standard assay. Schettino et a l [102] performed a study which 
investigated the number of cells per colony for a control and also a number of different 
doses of contrasting toxicity. The distribution of cells per colony against percentage of 
cells analysed showed two distinct peaks. The mid-way point on the trough between 
these two peaks occurred at roughly 35 (cells per colony) for all doses analysed. This is 
in keeping with the work performed by Maeda et a l [75] as the incubation time used by 
Schettino was slightly higher at 72 hours compared to that used by Maeda, 60 hours.
Although clonogenic assays are considered the “gold standard” with respect to cell sur­
vival, other endpoints are also used to determine the cellular effects of radiation. These 
include a number of different assays which analyse the number of chromosome breaks; 
the number of cells in apoptosis (programmed cell death) ; the use of immunofluorescence 
to highlight regions of damage/repair (e.g. 7H2AX foci) and various proteins involved 
in the repair pathways. W ith these techniques, antibodies to the relevant protein, (e.g. 
7H2AX) are added to cells and a secondary fluorescent stain is then applied which allow 
visualisation of damage sites. Both the survival assay and the 7H2AX assay will be de­
scribed further in Chapter 4 and the literature relating to these subjects will be discussed 
later in this chapter.
Apoptosis, programmed cell death (see Section 2.4.2) can also be used to determine tox­
icity of some insult, e.g. radiation. Methods used include staining for annexin-V or 
caspase-3. An alternative dye that can be used is YOPRO-1 which is impermeable to 
live cells but not to those undergoing apoptosis or necrosis. This stain has been used 
with success by a number of groups [33]; [50]; [58]. There is a small signal for live cells 
with increasing signal for apoptosis and a maximum signal for necrotic cells. For further 
distinction between ap opt otic cells and necrotic cells propidium iodide (PI) may be used 
which (without prior permeablisation of the cell membrane) only incorporates within the 
nuclei of necrotic cells. Cells are stained live but then can be fixed and analysed later.
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Different apoptosis methods have been compared [50]; [58] and the use of YOPRO-1 was 
found to be comparable. Groups [58] have also used YOPRO-1 in the absence of pro­
pidium iodide (to allow for the sorting of viable cells as opposed to apoptotic cells) with 
success. The use of this dye will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
Phase Analysis: Synchronisation Techniques and Phase Delay
Introduction
To allow investigations into phase effects with respect to survival, cells can either be syn­
chronised at a particular point in the cell cycle, some methods of which are described 
in this section, or they can be sorted using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting, again 
discussed in this section. Once synchronised or sorted, cells can be irradiated an the 
survival of the individual phases assessed. Synchronisation or sorting can also be used 
to analyse phase delay. If cells are synchronised on irradiation, the progression of the 
whole cohort of cells can be analysed and any delay in progression through the cell cy­
cle can be measured. Alternative methods of measuring phase delay includes the use of 
5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) to label S phase cells which is also included in this section.
Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS)
Fluorescence activated cell sorters (FACS) uses flow cytometry to separate cells into 
their different phases. Flow cytometry is also used in cell cycle studies to analyse cell 
samples allowing the percentage cells in each phase to be determined. The FACS and 
flow cytometers (which analyse but do not sort cells) operate by a system of lasers which 
are focussed on cells travelling within a stream of fluid called the sheath fluid. Cells are 
naturally focussed to the centre of the sheath fluid due to the pressure differences present 
as a result of its laminar flow. Cells then pass through the beam of a system of one 
or more lasers and focussing lenses. Prior to analysis, fluorescent dyes (fluorochromes) 
are used to label the cells. To allow identification of cells in the different phases of the 
cell cycle, a fiuorochrome such as propidium iodide, is used which combines to DNA 
strands by intercalating between the bases. Due to incorporation of the fiuorochrome
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within the cell, if the wavelength of the laser matches, light can be absorbed and then re- 
emitted at a longer wavelength and subsequently detected. The intensity of the detected 
signal is related to the DNA content and therefore a histogram of DNA content can be 
produced, see Figure 2.3a. The histogram contains two peaks, G l (lower DNA content) 
and G2/M (double the DNA content of Gl). The peaks are connected by a shallower 
region, representing S phase cells. These have a range of DNA content between early S 
phase before any synthesis has taken place, to late S phase where synthesis is near to 
completion. From this histogram the relative percentages of cells in each stage may be 
determined.
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F ig u re  2.3: Figure 2.3a shows a flow cytometer histogram showing the DNA content of an asynchronous population of 
V79 cells. Figure 2.3b shows the FALS (x-axis) vs SALS (y-axis) of the cell population represented in 2.3a. The region 
outlined in red shows the viable cells.
Forward angle scattered light (FALS) and side angle scattered light (SALS) may also be 
detected and measured and is usually presented as shown in Figure 2.3b. The FALS data 
gives information regarding size and viability of the cells. SALS is useful in identifying 
cell fragments which produce considerable SALS but minimal FALS. This is useful for 
thresholding cells, prior to compilation of the DNA histogram, to allow in the analysis of 
just the viable cells as opposed to cell debris, damaged cells and clumps [90]; [130]. For 
spherical cells such as V79 cells, the FALS and SALS are similar, therefore subsequent 
signals for viable cells are represented on a dot plot, see Figure 2.3b, at an angle of 
approximately 45° to either axis.
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To allow collection of cells in different phases, cells are labelled with either Hoechst dye 
33342 or 33258 which do not adversely affect the cells at low concentration and which are 
progressively cleared by the cell after administration. From the resulting DNA histogram, 
regions can be selected which represent the phases from which the cells are to be collected. 
Then the intensity of light emitted by each cell, which corresponds to the DNA content, 
can be analysed and cells dispensed into different containers accordingly.
Another separation method is the use of centrifugal élutriation, which is a mechanical 
method of separation by use of centrifugal forces allowing separation with respect to the 
different masses of cells about the cell cycle [36].
Mitotic Shake
The mitotic shake [121] is a synchronisation technique which collects cells in mitosis. It 
is only viable for those cells which attach to the surface of the dishes in which they grow 
and have to detach in order to divide. When cells progress into the M phase (metaphase) 
they ball up and become much more loosely attached to the surface to which they are 
attached. Therefore, when the dishes are shaken, the mitotic cells dislodge. The media, 
containing the mitotic cells is then collected and may be stored on ice for about an hour 
to allow more cells to be collected. Though a very simple technique which provides cells 
that have not been interfered with by inhibitory drugs, the yield is very small (2-4%) [44].
Batch Methods
The double thymidine block is one type of batch method of synchronisation. It based on 
the assumption that treatment of cells with excess thymidine will completely inhibit the 
synthesis of DNA therefore stopping progression of all cells within the S phase and also 
preventing entry into the S phase from the G l phase [46]. The synthesis inhibition results 
from the inhibition in the reduction of cytidine diphosphate to deoxycytidine diphosphate. 
This imbalance in the nucleotide pool therefore interferes with the synthesis feedback 
mechanism, thus preventing DNA synthesis. In order to synchronise the cells using this 
method, thymidine is administered to the medium to produce a resulting concentration of
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2 mM for an amount of time that will allow all cells to be either stopped throughout the S 
phase, or halted at the G l/S  boundary. This is an amount of time that is between Ttotai, 
(the total duration of the cell cycle) and Ttotai - Tg (Tg being the duration of S phase), 
which allows those cells initially in G2, enough time to reach the G l/S  boundary. The 
cells are then released from the block by replacing the media with fresh, thymidine-free 
media and incubating for a period of time that is comparable to Tg, this allows all cells to 
clear the S phase prior to the application of the second block. Thymidine is then added 
to the media again to induce the second block which should theoretically block all cells 
at the G l/S  boundary. However, it was observed that DNA synthesis was not completely 
halted which has an effect on the resulting synchronised population [20]; [46]; [123].
Work performed by Galavazi et a l [46], on a heteraploid kidney line highlighted the fact 
that after application of a double thymidine block, the first S phase after the release was 
shortened however the second S phase had returned almost to normal with a duration 
time of 7.6 hours compared to 8 hours for the control. They also noticed a decrease in 
length for the G l and G2 phases which they said could be related to processes which 
although usually occur in G l and G2, however are not specific to these phases, and occur 
in S phase when it is particularly elongated.
Later work by Bostock et a l [20] on GHOP and L-cells confirmed these findings . This 
study showed that the first S-I-G2 (combined) phase after release from the block was 
reduced when compared to control. They were in agreement with Galavazi et a l [46] 
who postulated from this that DNA synthesis was not completely halted but occurring 
at a much reduced rate. This would account for the reduced time to complete the SH-G2 
phase as part of the S phase would have been completed during the last block. They 
then proceeded to analyse the rate of DNA synthesis using radioactive incorporation 
during the second thymidine block. The specific activity of P^  ^ in the blocked cells was 
about 30% of that of the control cells, indicating a reduction in the rate of DNA synthesis 
of about 33%. This corresponds to a subsequent increase in the S phase of about 30%. 
This is in keeping with results they obtained using continuous H  ^ thymine labelling in 
which straight after the second block, between 70 and 80% of cells were labelled . This
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again suggests that during the block the S phase occupies about 75% of the cell cycle as 
opposed to just 45% of the cell cycle for control cells.
The Thymidine Double Block is referred to as a batch method because all cells are treated 
to the same insult in order to obtain synchronisation. Other batch synchronization tech­
niques include insult methods such as serum starvation, in which cells are incubated in 
media, depleted of nutrients, forcing the cells into senescence, GO. On replenishing their 
nutrient pool, cells are able to return to G l phase. The benefit of using such methods is 
the large numbers of synchronised cells which can be collected. However the drawbacks 
are the resulting interference to the normal biochemical processes.
One study by Gooper, [27] analysed data from various different batch method to compare 
the resulting size and DNA distributions against a normal population of cells in steady 
state growth. From these investigations Gooper [27] found that whilst these batch treat­
ments resulted in cohorts of cells which may have the uniform DNA content, that the cell 
size could dramatically vary between the resulting cells. Basically, whilst you can arrest 
one aspect of the cell cycle others will persist. This results in a population of cells which 
have just one common feature but which cannot be said to be synchronised. Synchronised 
should be described as a group of cells which have a common feature, i.e. DNA content 
relating to a particular phase, but which still all behave as they would, if they were in a 
normal, unperturbed cell cycle. It was found [27] that using these batch methods, whilst 
the cells could arrest at some DNA content, other biochemical processes still continued 
which resulted in cells with large variation in size distribution. This would ultimately af­
fect how they progress throughout the cell cycle after release from the method in question. 
As they do not continue through the next cell cycle together as a single cohort of cells, 
synchrony is lost rapidly. This study suggested the use of three criteria which must be 
fulfilled in order to describe a synchronisation as successful. These were a uniform pattern 
of DNA, a size distribution of cells in the resulting population which is smaller than that 
for the original asynchronous population and also a well synchronised cell division [27].
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Phase Delay: 5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) Analysis
One commonly used method of phase delay analysis is 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) 
labelling of S phase cells within a population. BrdU is a synthetic thymidine analogue that 
is incorporated into synthesising DNA during S phase. Using an antibody in conjunction 
with a fluorescent label fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and used simultaneously with 
the aforementioned propidium iodide, dual parameter analysis may be performed on the 
cells. This will give a 2-D representation of BrdU positive and negative cells in each of 
the phases of the cell cycle. Cells are either pulse labelled [55] or continuously labelled. 
For pulse labelling, cells are exposed to BrdU for a short amount of time (~20 minutes), 
immediately following irradiation. This allows determination of the phase at which cells 
were irradiated in, in an asynchronous population, e.g. all BrdU positive cells would have 
been in S phase immediately after irradiation when exposure to and incorporation of BrdU 
took place. Continuous labelling is when the population of cells is exposed for extended 
periods of time with BrdU. Samples are taken at set intervals to track the increase in 
incorporation, thus indicating the passage of cells through the S phase.
2.3 Cell Survival
2.3 .1  C ell Survival M od els
Introduction
In the fleld of radiobiology, models have been devised to allow survival of cells to be 
described in mathematical terms. This is an extremely useful tool which can be utilised 
in many different ways. Survival information may be used in larger scale systems [37] 
which aim to model the behaviour of cells after radiation and can be utilised to predict 
the outcomes after e.g. different fractionation regimes; the survival after treatm ent with 
different drugs and also non-targeted effects can be investigated in silico [96]. Survival 
models, e.g. the L-Q model, are also used routinely in clinical situations to determine (if
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any) alterations which need to be made to a patient’s fractionation regime after breaks 
in their radiotherapy treatment [28]; [89]; [112]. There have also been models developed 
such as the local effect model (LEM) in which survival data for X-irradiation is used in 
conjunction with the radial dose distribution of track structures for high LET particles. 
This is for the purposes of heavy ion treatment planning software [34]; [105], however will 
not be discussed further. The following section outlines the classical model for survival 
and also relevant models developed in more recent years which describe low dose effects.
Linear Quadratic (L-Q) M odel
Traditionally the survival of cells after irradiation was modelled using the linear quadratic 
equation, Equation 2.1.
S =  (2 .1)
S is the survival fraction and a  and /3 are parameters determined through fitting the 
experimental data to this model [22]; [43]. There is no direct biological basis for this 
model and it is purely a mathematical fit to the survival data. However, as there was such 
close agreement in the shape of the experimental data and the shape of the L-Q equation 
this model was well regarded for many years. However, whilst it is a mathematical fit, 
some interpretations have been made relating the different parameters a  and /? to different 
types of damage, these being repairable and non repairable damage respectively. These 
types of damage are outlined in Section 1.3. It was only within the past two decades when 
it was possible to measure survival at small doses (0-1 Gy) that deviations from the L-Q 
model were noticed in this dose region. A revision to this model and investigation into 
behaviour of irradiated cells in this region was required.
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Low D ose H yper-radiosensitivity M odels
One of the early observations of Low-dose Hyper-radiosensitivity (HRS) was in V79 cells 
[79] when experimental results deviated from the L-Q model in the dose region between 
0 and 1 Gy. Well below 1 Gy there appeared to be a region of increased cell kill per unit 
dose followed at higher doses by a region of increased radiation resistance (IRR). Inves­
tigation into this phenomenon led this group and others to determine similar behaviour 
in a number of other cell lines and radiation types [72]; [102]; [108]; [135]. In an attempt 
to explain this behaviour a number of possible models were outlined. These included the 
two population model [135], the variable a  induced radioresistance model [61] and the 
accumulated damage induced radioresistance model [133]; [135].
The Two Population Model
The two population model is based on the assumption that the substructure in the survival 
curve results from the existence of a small but sensitive subpopulation of cells, resulting
from the variation in radiosensitivity between the different phases of the cell cycle. This
can be described by Equation 2.2.
S =  f -  e -“'® +  ( ! - / ) •  g-crO-fcf (2.2)
S is the overall survival fraction, f is the fraction of cells in the sensitive subpopulation, 
a®, and /? are the a  terms for the sensitive and resistant population respectively and 
the j3 term. There is no /3 term necessary for the sensitive population because at low 
doses the j3 term contributes little to the resulting survival fraction, S.
The Variable a  Induced Radioresistance Model
The variable a  induced radioresistance model is described by Equations 2.3 and 2.4
 ^ 2^.3)
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a  (D) =  Œr — (ar — Œs) ‘ e (2.4)
Dc is the critical dose which is defined as being the point where 63% of induction of 
resistance has occurred. This model assumes that the sensitivity of the population as a 
whole changes with respect to dose [61], [79].
The Accumulated Damage Model
The accumulated damage model assumes both a sensitive and a resistant population, the 
proportions of cells in each changing with dose. It is assumed that initially all cells reside 
in the sensitive population and that after a critical threshold of damage, governed by the 
Poisson distribution, increased radioresistance (IRR) is induced. This model is described 
by Equation 2.2, with the parameter /  being described by Equation 2.5 where a is the 
number of damage events per Gray, of which the cell must sustain a critical number c 
before the resulting IRR is triggered.
c—1
In one study [135], a number of different cell lines were used to determine if they displayed 
HRS and if so, which of the models introduced earlier, best described their survival curve. 
The cell lines used for this study, U l, HT-29, DU145, A549 and SiHa, were all human 
cancer cells but varied in their sensitivity. To allow an accurate number of cells to be 
seeded a FACS, see Section 2.2.6, was used, cells were then irradiated with 250 kVp X-rays 
(HVL 1.5mmGu) at doses between 0.05 Gy and 4 Gy. Experimental data for each cell 
line, along with the L-Q best fit for data above 1 Gy, were plotted. It was observed that 
the most radiosensitive cell line SiHa showed no HRS. It was also noted that the more 
resistant cell lines made the transition from HRS to IR at higher doses. Survival data 
from the four cell lines displaying HRS were then fitted to the three models described.
The two-population model was considered unlikely due to the parameters that resulted
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from the best fits of the data. The parameters in question were the f, describing the 
proportion of cells in the sensitive sub-population and also the relationship between the 
values of a  for the sensitive and resistant population. According to this model the sensitive 
subpopulation would consist of only 1-5% of the whole population and also these cells 
would be between 50-700 times more radiosensitive than the resistant cells. This is not in 
keeping with the differences in radiosensitivity between the phases of the cell cycle which 
rarely exceeds 10, [115].
The experimental data fitted well with the two induced repair models and for both, the 
Œr and /3 agreed closely with those parameters obtained for the standard L-Q fit of the 
1-4 Gy experimental data, thus adding credence to the possibility of these models. The 
goodness of fit (as described by the root mean square (rms) error between the experimental 
data and the model) was slightly better for the variable a  model when compared to the 
accumulated damage model when the number of damage events per gray, a, was fixed 
and c, the critical amount of damage which must be incurred before induced resistance 
is activated, was allowed to vary. The fixed value (of a) that produced the best fit for 
the accumulated damage model was 20, similar to the observed number of double strand 
breaks per gray [59]. A better fit, which produced rms values closer to that of the variable 
a  model were obtained by fixing c to 1 and allowing a to be varied. This is assuming 
that that there are differences in the susceptibility of damage events between different 
cell lines. One feature of this model is that a good fit is only possible with a low value 
of a (i.e. few damage events per gray). If this value needed to be raised due to the fact 
that damage events are far more common, for instance if DSBs are not the sole damage 
events, the model predicts that the whole population would rapidly reach radioresistance 
thus producing a discontinuous survival response.
The findings of Wouters and Skarsgard [135] in this study were corroborated by Short et 
al [107] and also in a later study by Schettino et a l [102] where again, the ability of 
these models in characterising the survival fraction was assessed. In this instance though, 
the cell line used was V79, which were irradiated with 1 and 3.2 MeV protons. Instead of 
the use of a FACS cell sorter, see Section 2.2.6, accurate quantification of the number of
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cells irradiated was achieved using a microbeam facility which allowed precise detection 
and re-visitation of each irradiated cell. Similar conclusions, as to the validity of the 
different models, were drawn and further data with regards to the survival after high 
LET radiation were presented and this last aspect of their work will be discussed later in 
this chapter, see Section 2.3.3.
Further weight was added to the acceptance of the induced resistance model over the two 
population model by a continuation by Skarsgard and Wouters of their previous work 
described above, [134]. The cell line used was HT-29, which in the previous study they 
had confirmed as displaying HRS at low doses. Comparisons were made between survival 
curves of cells after single doses and after a small priming dose followed by a later challenge 
dose (adaptive response). Results showed that for the primed population no HRS was 
observed, but also no increased resistance at higher doses was observed which led to the 
proposal that mechanisms for the adaptive response and increased radioresistance were 
different. However the lack of HRS corroborated the theory that the substructure in 
the curve is not due to the differences in sensitivity between phases in the cell cycle. 
If this was the case, then there would be sufficient time in the gap between the two 
irradiations for cells to progress around the cell cycle, thus introducing a new sensitive 
subpopulation for the second irradiation. However if there is a sufficient gap between the 
two irradiations (several hours) then the low-dose HRS substructure is not observed in 
the survival response.
Work has also been undertaken [75] which compares the irradiation of V79 cells with a 5.35 
keV X-ray microbeam in which either the whole cell or just the nucleus was irradiated. 
These results were also compared to broadbeam irradiated cells. HRS was observed for 
both populations of cells, however it was most pronounced for the nucleus-only irradiated 
cells when compared to whole cell irradiated cells. It was found that the broadbeam and 
whole cell irradiated cells resulted in comparable survival data with a decrease in survival 
to around 80% at 0.5 Gy. However, for the nucleus-irradiated cells, the survival dropped 
to around 60% at 0.5 Gy which is the most pronounced observation of HRS to date. The 
nuclear averaged dose was compared for both nuclear and whole cell irradiated cells and
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therefore the more pronounced HRS effect cannot be attributed to the increased dose 
that the nuclear irradiated cells experienced. The authors suggested that possibly the 
energy deposited in the cytoplasm could either suppress HRS or enhance IRR though the 
induction of intracellular signalling and mediation repair factors.
2.3 .2  L ow -D ose H y p ersen sitiv ity  and R a d io sen sitiv ity
Low-dose HRS has been linked to intrinsic radiosensitivity and work has been under­
taken comparing the survival fraction at 2 Gy, SF2Gy, with the degree of HRS displayed. 
[107]; [108] Survival responses were obtained for T98G cells [108] which are from a ra­
dioresistant human glioblastoma cell line. These cells were irradiated with single doses 
between 0.05 and 5 Gy using 240 kVp (HVL 1.3 mmGu) X-rays and fitted to the Vari­
able a  Induced Repair model. The ratio between the two as (cKg/cKr) was then used to 
quantify the extent of the HRS observed in the survival data. This ratio was plotted 
against the corresponding SF2 for a number of other cell lines for which HRS had been 
ascertained. The general trend showed that as the radioresistance increased (as indicated 
by an increase in survival at 2 Gy, SF2Cy), so did the degree of HRS.
Following on from this, further work investigating whether HRS can be observed in a num­
ber of radioresistant cell lines was carried out [107]. Experiments were either performed 
using a Dynamic Microscope Image Processing Scanner (DMIPS) (U373 - astrocytoma, 
A7-glioblastoma) or a FACS (T98G, HGL21, U138, U87MG - glioblastoma). The DMIPS 
stores the positions of individual cells in a flask thus allowing each cell to be revisited at a 
later date to ascertain whether a colony has formed. A FAGS allows a set number of cells 
to be dispensed into individual flasks prior to irradiation. This allows manual counting of 
the resulting colonies and was used for those cell lines unable to produce discrete colonies. 
Experimental data using the same dose range and radiation source were collected for each 
cell line and then fitted to both the L-Q model and Marple’s Induced Radioresistance 
model using non-linear least squares regression. The criteria set for establishing whether 
HRS is evident in a cell line were values for as and whose 95% confidence intervals did
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not overlap and also a value of Dc significantly greater than 0.
Low-dose HRS was found in all cell lines with the exception of U373. The ar/<^r for 
each cell line was plotted against SF2Cy alongside previously published data from the 
Gray Laboratory and the BC Cancer Research Centre, Vancouver data [107]; [116]; [135]. 
Although the data fitted in broadly with the overall trend observed, just considering the 
five glioblastoma cell lines by themselves, there was little variation in HRS with SF2Cy 
There was no HRS observed in the astrocytoma cell line, U373, despite its radioresistance, 
however it was suggested [108] that this could be due to the Dc being too small to 
allow detection. So although there does seem to be a general trend linking HRS with 
radioresistance, this does not always hold true, as demonstrated by another radioresistant 
cell line, Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO), which do not appear to exhibit the low-dose 
substructure [12].
2.3 .3  Low D ose  H y p ersen sitiv ity  and Linear E nergy Transfer  
(LET)
The irradiation of cells with high linear energy transfer (LET) has two implications. One 
is the biological effect that the increased LET, and therefore the different deposition of en­
ergy along particle and secondary particle tracks, has on survival. The other implication 
stems from the fact that high LET radiation is synonymous with particle irradiations. 
Broadbeam particle irradiations suffer from stochastic effects, governed by Poisson statis­
tics, which can lead to large variations in the number of particles delivered to a cell for an 
overall mean dose delivered. This can potentially lead to large variations in dose delivered 
between cells for a single dose point that may be especially pronounced if the dose asso­
ciated with one particle is large. When investigating small deviations from the standard 
survival curve, it is therefore necessary to deliver doses with high accuracy and precision 
to avoid masking any effect that may or may not be present. Whilst significant low dose 
studies have been performed using broadbeam irradiation, the potential of microbeam 
facilities could be utilised for such investigations, [40]; [67]; [70]; [75]. Microbeam irradia­
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tions allow cells to be initially localised with a microscope and then later irradiated with 
a specified number of particles. The error associated with the microbeam dose depends 
on the detection apparatus (i.e. scintillator, PIN diode etc.) and in many cases (e.g. at 
Surrey Ion Beam Centre) the error in the dose is considerably smaller than that described 
by a normal distribution and an error of 1%. However to highlight the differences between 
broadbeam and targeted irradiation, Figure 2.4 shows the distributions for a set number 
of protons if Poisson or normally distributed. This clearly shows that for precise dose 
delivery of particle irradiation, targeted irradiations are required.
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F ig u re  2.4: Graphs showing the distribution of particles delivered to a hypothetical population of cells for a required, 
mean number of particles for (a) broadbeam and (b) microbeam irradiation. The y-axis shows the probability density 
function of delivering number of protons. Particle numbers selected relate to dose points (in terms of number of particles) 
used for a low dose study using 1 MeV protons, [102]
The effects of LET on survival was first investigated on V79 cells using both X-rays and 
either broadbeam neutrons [79] and then later broadbeam peak and plateau pions [78] 
and no HRS was observed. It was noted that survival in the very low-dose region (0- 
0.2 Gy) was LET independent, therefore the shape of the survival curves after higher 
doses reflects the extent of the induction of IRR [78]. Doses investigated were in the 
hypersensitive region (0-0.2 Gy), doses in the increased radioresistance region (0 .2-0 .5 
Gy) and in the “normal” dose region (0.5-3 Gy) and survival was assessed using a DMIPS 
which allows accurate assessment of survival by means of initially locating individual 
cells through microscopy and then later revisiting to determine survival. Irradiation was
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performed using either X-rays, 240 kV^ (Half Value Layer (HVL) =  1.5 mmCu) or pious. 
Pions deposit the majority of their energy at the end of their range in m atter and as 
such, a depth dose curve of this type of particle would include both a plateau section 
followed by a peak at greater depths. Each section would have its own distinct LET 
value, for this case these values were 35 keV-/xm~^ and between 10-20 keV*/im“  ^ for the 
peak and plateau pions respectively. This allowed the effect of LET on cell survival for 
a single radiation type, as well as between 240 kVp X-rays (LET 2 keV*/im“ ^), to be 
investigated. Results showed an IRR response for cells irradiated with the 240 kVp X-rays 
and for the plateau pion, albeit to a lesser extent. However no IRR was observed after 
peak pion irradiation. Due to the fact that for the high LET irradiations, particles are 
used for both cases, the Poisson effect cannot be attributed to the lack of an HRS effect 
as for the lower LET particles an effect was observed. In view of this work and previous 
work by this group using neutrons, it was therefore thought that HRS was related to low 
LET radiations and the effect decreased with increasing LET.
This is in contrast to later work undertaken by Bohrnsen et a l [19] who did observed low- 
dose HRS in V79 cells after high LET radiation. However in this instance the radiation 
used were broadbeam 100 MeV/u carbon ions which were compared to 6 MV photons. 
The discrepancies between these results and those of earlier work [78]; [79] were thought 
to be as a result of the track structure for both pious and neutrons which are very narrow, 
below 1 fim (as a result of low energy secondary charged particles) compared to that of 
carbon ions. This group used a bright field microscope to allow initial identification and 
later re-visitation of cells for accurate assessment of survival. The lowest dose used was 
0.1 Gy, which corresponds to a mean number of particles of 2.3 per cell. They observed 
a definite HRS effect for both carbon and photon irradiated cells but a more pronounced 
effect as a result of the carbon irradiation. They postulated that such a pronounced effect 
could be due to the bystander effect because using a mean of 2.3 particles per cell would 
result (as per the Poisson distribution) in a large proportion of cells (between 10 and 30%), 
which would not be irradiated at all. Another possible explanation could, be attributed 
to the Poisson distribution with respect to the distribution of doses being delivered. For 
this combination of dose per particle; dose for inducing IRR for the particular cell line
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used and also the mean doses delivered, more cells could receive a dose in the low dose 
region which could potentially skew the survival results. In short, the low doses selected 
for use and the interval between them, as a result of the points just mentioned, could 
have an impact on whether a low dose substructure (if there is one) is observed or not on 
the resulting survival curve.
Work by Bohrnson et al. was corroborated by another group, Tsoulou et a l [124], again 
using V79 cells and high LET alpha particles (58.9, 79.3 and 101.7 keVfim~^ ) and Co- 
60 photons. Broadbeam irradiation and a standard clonogenic assay was used. This 
study again showed a low dose effect for the particle irradiations and it also showed that 
increasing the LET resulted in an increase in this HRS effect. However, another group, 
Cherubini et al. [23], who investigated the low dose region, using V79 cells found no 
hypersensitive region for particle irradiation. This was again using V79 cells, however 
protons of LET 7.7 and 28.3 keV/xm""  ^ (that corresponds to energies of around 5 and 0.8 
MeV respectively) and Co-60 photons were used as opposed to alpha particles. They did 
see an HRS effect for photons. The lack of low dose HRS could possibly be attributed to 
the Poisson distribution of number of particles delivered for a particular mean dose. The 
number of protons required to deliver a dose of around 0.1 Gy is higher than that for alpha 
particles and is about 6 or 7 protons per cell. The distribution of particles could mean 
that overall, more cells receive a dose that is higher for the threshold for IRR and therefore 
the low dose effect is to some extent masked. Also due to the use of a standard clonogenic 
assay, it is possible that this was not sensitive enough to detect any effect. Basically, the 
overall probability density function of the number of particles per cell for a particular 
experiment; the number of particles per gray and also the threshold at which the induced 
radioresistance (IRR) occurs all could potentially interfere with the survival response. It 
is for these reasons that for low dose studies using particle irradiation, microbeam survival 
assays are the only way to distinguish an actual effect from artefacts of the irradiation 
technique.
In comparison to the work undertaken by Cherubini et al. [23] on V79 cells, Schettino et al. 
[102] irradiated V79 cells using a microbeam of 3.2 MeV protons and observed increasing
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low dose hypersensitivity effect with increasing energy (and therefore decreasing LET). 
This is in contrast to the broadbeam work performed by Cherubini et a l [23]. It is also 
in contrast to the broadbeam work by Tsoulou et a l [124] which showed an increasing 
HRS effect for increasing LET, but again, different irradiation and experimental methods 
could contribute to these differences observed. Whilst Tsoulou et a/. [124] used a standard 
clonogenic assay and broadbeam protons, Schettino et a l [102] used a microscopy method 
for the clonogenic assay and microbeam irradiation and therefore overall was a much more 
sensitive experimental technique.
2 .3 .4  T h e E ffect o f  C ell C ycle  P h a se  on  L ow -D ose H yp er - 
rad iosen sitiv ity
As mentioned previously, the different phases of the cell cycle have different sensitivities 
to radiation. In 1965, Sinclair and Morton [113] carried out a study on V79 cells, syn­
chronising them into their different phases by means of a mitotic shake. Mitotic shake 
was discussed in Section 2.2.6 and will be discussed again in Section 4.1.3. The different 
populations were then irradiated, using 250 kVp (HVL=0.9 mmCu) X-rays, with doses 
between 2.5 and 17.5 Gy and using the standard clonogenic assay, the survival at each 
phase was determined. They found that the most resistant phase was the latter part of 
the S phase followed by G1 and G2 which had equal sensitivities. However due to the fact 
that contamination of the synchronised populations by resistant S phase cells could affect 
the results, the group did a continuation study on the same cell line but using a method 
to deactivate the S phase cells at each stage. They also investigated whether sensitivity 
varied throughout the S phase. They concluded that M and G2 were the most sensitive 
phases followed by G1 then early S and finally most resistant was late S. They also noticed 
an absence of the characteristic shoulder of the L-Q curve in the most sensitive phase, the 
G2/M  phase [114].
W ith regards to the effects on survival fractions at different phases of the cell cycle in the 
low-dose region, work has been undertaken by a number of different groups, [12]; [79]; [81];
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[109]. In Shorts research, [109] two cell lines, T98G and U373 cells were studied. Initially 
cells were sorted into different phases using a FACS and set numbers of cells were then 
dispensed into different flasks. Survival fractions at doses between 0.05 Gy and 5 Gy were 
determined and these results were then fitted to the Induced Repair model (variable a). 
The presence of HRS was indicated in different phases of the different cell lines by good 
separation between ag and (i.e. their confidence intervals did not overlap) and a Dc 
greater than zero. The ratio between the two a  values were used to compare the extent 
of the HRS effect observed between the cell cycle phases of the different cell lines. The 
most pronounced effect for the T98G cells was observed in the G2/M phase. However it 
was also exhibited in the asynchronous, G1 and S phases but to a lesser extent. For the 
U373 cells the HRS effect was only observed in the G2/M  phase however the authors did 
suggest the possibility that the value of Dc was too small to be observed in this type of 
assay.
Marples and Wouter, [81] have also investigated the differences in survival at low doses 
with the different phases after ®°Co 7  irradiation. The V79 cell line was used and clono­
genic survival data was fitted to the Induced Repair (variable a) model. HRS was deduced 
by values of ag and ar whose confidence intervals do not overlap and which also have a 
value of Dc above zero. They found that for V79 cells, HRS was evident in the G2/M  
phase (Dc=32 cGy) with a survival fraction at 40 cGy of 0.59 which increased to 0.69 at 1 
Gy. A less pronounced effect was observed in the asynchronous population (D c= 10 cGy) 
and with the effect occurring in a lower dose region. The HRS region for the asynchronous 
population was evident below 20 cGy with the increased radioresistance occurring in the 
region between 30 and 50 cGy. No HRS region was observed in the G1 and S phases.
Whilst in this study, [81], no HRS region was observed in the G1 and S phase, in an earlier 
study performed by the same group, [79] a similar behaviour was observed for G1 and S 
phase cells as for asynchronous cells (which did show low dose substructure) in the low 
dose region after 250 kVp irradiation. Individual phase populations for G1 and S were 
obtained using a Dynamic Microscope Image Processing Scanner (DMIPS) cell analyser 
which had been developed to detect G1 and S phase cells using bright field microscopy,
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[118]. With respect to radiobiological effectiveness (RBE), the relationship with dose for 
G1 and S phase cells was similar to that of the asynchronous population. The RBE was 
calculated using the neutron survival data (in which a simple exponential relationship 
was observed between dose and survival) for each dose point for each experiment. This 
was performed to remove any variations that could result from slight differences in the 
radiosensitivities of cells used at the different experimental days. Discrepancies between 
earlier and later data could arise from the different parameters that were compared, RBE 
for the earlier study and survival fraction for the later study. Both synchronisation assays 
resulted in cells that had a similar degree of enrichment so it would seem unlikely that 
the synchronisation method would effect the results in such a way. One additional source 
which may have contributed to the differences observed could be related to the use of 
the DMIPS. When using such a system, colonies are incubated for a shorter amount of 
time than for a standard clonogenic assay, see Section 2.2.6. In this instance, cells were 
incubated for only 3.5 days as opposed to the usual 7 days for this cell line. However, the 
threshold used for classifying a surviving colony for survival was kept at 50 cells. Work 
performed by other groups, [75]; [102] which is discussed in Section 2.2.6, investigated 
thresholds for use with such systems to ensure that survival results obtained by microscopy 
methods were compatible to that of data collected using a standard clonogenic assay.
When considering reasons for the discrepancies between data collected by this group [79] 
and [81] again the type of clonogenic assay used could be a contributory factor. This 
group made an interesting hypothesis, [79] relating to the use of the standard clonogenic 
assay in the low dose region. They suggested that you may not be able to see substructure 
in the low dose region using the standard assay due to the occurrence of satellite colonies 
which arise from cells which due to low doses and therefore a small (or non-existent) 
phase delay, cells have insufficient time to firmly attach thus making it easier for cells 
to move some distance from the site of the original cell. Both resulting colonies formed 
could then be counted as an individual colony when in fact only one colony should be 
counted. This increases the survival fraction. This is not a problem for microscopic 
techniques, such as the use of the DMIPS as individual locations are recorded and only 
those locations revisited. Therefore any resulting satellite colonies will not contaminate
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the survival fraction. This effect may be quite subtle which could account for the fact 
that using a standard clonogenic assay in the later study, [81] substructure was observed 
for the the asynchronous and the G2/M phase but not for the G1 and S phase. If the low 
dose substructure is more pronounced for the asynchronous and G2/M  populations then 
the subtle error introduced by the assay may be insufficient to mask the effect for these 
phases but could mask the effect for the G1 phase cells.
In the later study by this group by Marples et al, [81], the entry from G2 phase into 
M phase was also investigated by determining the protein, histone H3 content of the 
cell which indicates cells in M phase. Results showed that there was no delay in cells 
entering mitosis in the dose region of 10-30 cGy. However in the dose range of 50 cGy 
to 6 Gy, the mitotic ratio (ratio of irradiated to unirradiated cells staining positive for 
H3) decreases sharply with increasing dose. A similar response of mitotic ratio with dose 
was also observed in T98G human glioma cells which are known to display HRS. The 
decrease in mitotic ratio with dose does not occur, however, until 60 cGy. When U373 
astrocytoma cells were tested, a more linear relationship between mitotic ratio and dose 
was found. This led to the conclusion that low-dose HRS is related to a G2 checkpoint 
which is only active after a certain critical dose in those cell lines which display HRS. It 
was suggested that the phase delay allows repair in damaged cells before entry into the 
M phase, thus increasing the survival after the critical dose [81]. The effect radiation has 
on phase delay will be discussed further in Section 2.5.
2.4 Low Dose Hyper-radiosensitivity and other Ra­
diation Effects
Survival has been discussed previously in Section 2.3 however survival is not the only dam­
age effect that can be quantified. In this section, other end points and their relationship 
with the low dose hyper-radiosensitive effect are considered.
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2.4 .1  Q uantification  o f  D ou b le  Strand  B reak  In d u ction  and R e­
pair u sing  7 H 2 A X  A ssay
The 7H2AX assay utilises an antibody which attaches to 7H2AX, thus allowing these 
damage sites to be identified through fluorescence microscopy. The role of 7H2AX in 
repair pathways is discussed earlier in this chapter, see Section 2.2.4. This assay is a 
well established technique [76] and good correlation between foci and DNA double strand 
break has been found [98]. Also found is the excellent sensitivity of this assay to low 
doses of radiation with foci being detected at doses as low as 1 mGy [100]. A number of 
studies (using low doses of radiation) have been carried out in vitro, [65]; [73]; [88]; [98]; 
[100]; [125] and in also in vivo [111] using this technique. The majority of work has been 
performed using broadbeam 7  or X-irradiation, [65] ; [88] ; [100] however some studies were 
performed using broadbeam [73] or microbeam [125] particles.
Nut a et al. [88] used BJ human foreskin cells and observed the occurrence of foci as 
early as 10 minutes after irradiation with ^°Go 7  or 200 kVp, 15 and 20 foci per cell for 
0.5 Gy and about 28-30 foci for 1 Gy. These foci became more distinct after one hour. 
At two hours they performed a study comparing the number of foci positive cells with 
doses at 0.25, 0.5 and 1-6 Gy. There was a steep increase, but no low dose substructure, 
in foci positive cells with the percentage of foci positive cells reaching 100% at 6 Gy. 
Foci positive is defined as having one or more foci. However, this was only looking at 
one time-point and was only distinguishing the presence or absence of foci and not the 
number of foci. They also performed experiments tracking the average number of foci per 
cell over time for doses of 1, 0.5 and 0.25 Gy. Repair dynamics appeared to be similar in 
that the maximum average foci number was observed at 10 minutes (between 15 and 20 
foci per cell for 0.5 Gy and about 28-30 foci for 1 Gy), with a steep decrease at around 4 
hours and then a shallower decrease to control levels by 25 hours. The only exception was 
that with the 0.25 Gy data set, the maximum of average number of foci per cell (around 
11-12) was reached at 30 minutes and then decreased in a similar manner to the other 
dose points.
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Rogakou et a l  [98] observed even earlier instances of foci at time points as small as 
three minutes after Cs-137 irradiation. Cell lines investigated were IMR90 normal human 
fibroblasts, MCF7, human breast cancer, SF268 human astrocytoma cells, Indian munt- 
jac, Muntiacus muntjak normal skin fibroblasts, A6 normal kidney cells and Drosophila 
melanogaster epithelial cells. This group observed the initial occurrence of foci at 3 min­
utes with foci increasing in size and number up until a maximum at 30 minutes. Doses 
used were 0.6 or 2 Gy. At 90 minutes they started to observe a decrease in the number 
of foci, but no decrease in their size.
Little work has been performed investigating the effect of phase on and repair of 7H2AX 
in the low dose region, however one group, Kato et a l  [65] has investigated the effect on 
synchronised CHO cells. They initially synchronised their cells by pharmaceutical means, 
isoleucine depletion was used to obtain a G1 enriched population and colcemid was used 
to obtain mitotic cells. One part of the study was to assess the relationship between dose 
and number of foci per nucleus for cells fixed 20 minutes after irradiation. This showed a 
linear relationship with mitotic cells having more than double the instances of foci than 
the G1 cells. This was for doses of 25 - 100 cGy in 25 cGy steps. This was attributed 
to the DNA content of a nucleus in which mitotic cells have double the DNA content 
of those in G1 phase. However, the DNA repair kinetics were performed for cells (both 
in G l and M phase) irradiated with 1 Gy. It showed that for cells in M phase the foci 
persisted at 6 hours and had dropped to only about 30% of the original number of foci 
whilst for cells irradiated in G l the percentage of remaining foci had dropped to only a 
couple of percent. This group suggest that the reason why the foci for cells irradiated in 
mitosis persist for longer is that the condensed chromatin structure of the M phase cells 
limits the production and accessibility of the repair enzymes or possibly the foci remain 
present or trapped in the rejoined chromatin structure. They say that this results in M 
phase cells being more sensitive to irradiation which corresponds to work performed on 
the effect of phase on survival, e.g. [113].
Rothkamm et a l [100] investigated the repair kinetics of lung fibroblasts (MRC-5); skin 
cells (HSFl, HSF2) and a DNA DSB repair deficient cell line 180BR. These experiments
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used 90 kV X-ray irradiation on cells grown to confluence. Also G2/M cells were excluded 
from the analysis so their results related to G l and S phase cells only however as cells 
were confluent on irradiation, the majority would be in the G l phase. This group was 
investigating the sensitivity of this assay and determined that at doses as low as 1 mGy, 
foci could be measured. Initially the background level of foci was determined and the 
corresponding dose was calculated. This was done using the foci/Gy information as 
calculated from data collected at 1 Gy. They determined that the minimum dose which 
could be detected was 1 mGy. Irradiations were then performed using doses from 1.2 
mGy up to 2 Gy. In the repair deficient cell line, a large proportion of the initial number 
of foci persisted at 24 hours, however, for the repair proficient cell line very few remained. 
Approximate numbers for the remaining foci for the repair proficient and deficient cell 
lines were 1 and 20 respectively for the 24 hour time point after 2 Gy. This persistent 
level of foci observed in repair proficient cells, 0.1 foci per cell, remained for up to 14 days 
post-irradiation. This suggests that this level of damage was not recognised and therefore 
not repaired. This work suggests that the recognition and repair of DNA damage is a no 
threshold mechanism because this persistent level is approximately 1 mGy which is the 
dose at which one cell on average is traversed by one electron track. This is the lowest 
amount of radiation that can be delivered because the use of lower doses would just means 
fewer cells would be irradiated. Cells were irradiated in a confluent state and therefore 
unable to complete their cell cycle. Therefore this group also re-plated irradiated cells 
to allow them to complete their cell cycle. They found that the persistent level of foci 
remained the same however there was an increase in micronucleated and apoptotic cells 
and this is reflected in the survival at these levels which was found to be significantly 
reduced, 89-92% at 1.2 mGy [100].
Leatherbarrow et a l  [73] also investigated the repair dynamics of repair proficient and 
deficient cell lines, V79-4 hamster cells (NHEJ proficient), xrs-5 (NHEJ deficient) hamster 
cells and HE 19 human cells. They compared Co-60 7  with 3.31 MeV a  particles and used 
doses between 20 and 2000 mGy. Cells were exponentially growing when irradiated and 
therefore asynchronous. In agreement with previous work mentioned, it was shown tha t 
the optimum time to allow the maximum number of foci to develop was 30 minutes. It
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was shown that at 6 hours, all cell lines have number of foci that are approaching control 
levels. However at 4 and 6 hours, the percentage of foci drops from 24% of the original 
value to 9% for the V79-4. However, for the xrs-5, this only drops from 26% to 22%. Also, 
for the high LET radiation the foci sizes were larger and persisted for longer. Again, in 
agreement with the work of Rothkamm et al [100] and Nuta et al [88], there appeared to 
be a linear relationship between the number of foci vs dose, this was for an analysis time 
of 20 minutes post irradiation.
Another group, Ugenskiene et a l  [125], investigated the 7H2AX response of asynchronous 
AG01522 cells to 240 kVp x-rays, 2 MeV protons and 3.5 MeV helium ions at 20 minutes 
post-irradiation. The doses used were 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 Gy for the 250 kVp X-rays and 
the number of particles used were 10, 20 and 40 protons and 5 and 20 carbon ions. They 
observed a positive correlation between dose and number of foci, however it was not linear 
relationship. A decrease in foci per unit dose (or per particle for the ion irradiations) was 
observed for the highest dose/particle number (1 Gy for X-rays; 40 protons or 20 carbon 
ions). This effect was attributed to the increasing foci size which could cause some degree 
of overlap. With protons a third of all tracks produced foci whereas for carbon ions all 
tracks resulted in foci. Again in agreement with previous work there appears to be no 
low dose hypersensitive effect.
Looking at the current literature on the subject of 7 H2AX induction and repair it appears 
that in vitro it is a linear, no threshold effect [73]; [100] and that the maximum induction 
of foci occurs at 30 minutes [65]; [73]; [88]; [98]; [100]; [111]. The linear response observed 
is not surprising for cell lines such a CHO, which have been shown not to display low dose 
hypersensitivity [12], however for such cell lines that do display low dose hypersensitivity 
such as V79 cells, [79], it highlights the fact that other factors could be responsible for 
the increased cell kill at low doses and possible candidates could be apoptosis which is 
discussed in the next section.
Whilst no low-dose hypersensitivity has been observed in the work described above, dis­
crepancies have been observed between in vitro and in vivo results. Simonsson et a l  [111] 
investigated the 7H2AX of skin biopsies taken from patients after radiotherapy treatments
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and did observe some degree of low dose hypersensitivity at 30 minutes post irradiation. 
This group plotted foci///m^ using the 7H2AX assay and observed a low dose hypersen­
sitivity effect at doses below 0.3 Gy. Other groups have quoted figures for number of foci 
per cell or just number of cells containing one or more foci. The number of different ways 
in which foci data can be displayed could potentially cause complication in comparisons. 
This group also noted that they had observed a dose dependent increase in mean focus 
size and that the hypersensitive response could in part be due to the relocation of DSB 
in cells with a number of foci per nuclei.
2 .4 .2  A p op tosis
As mentioned in the previous section (see Section 2.4.1) after 7H2AX determination of 
DNA DSB foci there appears to be a linear response to radiation for cells investigated in 
vitro. It was therefore suggested that other mechanisms come into play which would result 
in the decreased survival at low doses. This is further corroborated by work performed by 
Rothkamm [100], in which levels of damage persisted accompanied by increased levels of 
apoptosis and micronucleated cells. The occurrence of apoptosis has been observed [48] 
in V79 cells at doses as low as 0.58 Gy and a time of 6 hours post-irradiation however 
they were not investigating the link between apoptosis and low dose hypersensitivity. 
Further groups have specifically investigated the links between low dose hypersensitivity 
and apoptosis [35]; [71] and it is the work performed by these groups that will be described 
in this section.
Enns et al. [35] investigated the link between low dose HRS and p53 induced apoptosis for 
T98G human glioma, A549 human lung, MCF7 breast cancer cells. The T98G and A549 
display HRS but the MCF7 does not. MCF7 cells lack caspase 3 activation which is a 
key component of the p53 dependent apoptotic pathway. They examined the occurrence 
of apoptosis using annexin V, cell cycle effects using an assay to quantify caspase-3 and a 
proliferation assay, which employs flow cytometer methods, to determine survival in the 
low dose region. Doses used were between 0 and 200 cGy. This group observed a marked
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increase in the occurrence of apoptosis, as measured using caspase 3 activation, which is 
a marker for apoptosis, at 24 hours. For the T98G and A549 there was a distinct peak in 
the low dose region which was not observed for the MCF7 cells.
Annexin V is also another marker for apoptosis and represents the translocation of phos- 
phatidylserine to the exterior of the cell membrane. This assay allows earlier identification 
of apoptotic cells than caspase 3 activation and as such, time points between 2 and 24 
hours post-irradiation could be analysed. Doses used were 0, 5, 15 and 25 cGy. A549 and 
MCF7 were analysed at 4 hours and T98G at 6 hour which were found to be the optimum 
time point for apoptosis. Again a similar response to dose was observed for this assay 
when compared to the caspase 3 assay. To ascertain the relationship between p53 and 
this response, pifithrin (a p53 inhibitor) was administered which subsequently abolished 
the low dose relationship with apoptosis previously observed for the T98G and A549 cell 
lines.
They also observed for the A549 cells that those cells labelled with annexin V and there­
fore, positive for apoptosis, had a decreased proportion of G2/M  cells (6% compared to 
12%) and increased proportion of G l cells (43% compared with 38%) when compared to 
those cells negative for annexin V labelling. This suggests that the majority of apoptosis 
occurs in Gl.
The work by Enns et al. [35] was also supported by later work by Krueger et al. [71]. 
Again, this group were investigating a panel of cell lines, some p53 mutant (T98G and 
U373 which are both p53 mutant) and some which had wild type/normal p53 status (MR4 
and 3.7). Additional work was performed with enriched G l populations of V79 and MR4 
cells in addition to asynchronous populations. Both survival and apoptosis were assessed. 
The survival assay used a flow cytometer to allow accurate quantification of cell number 
for each sample to provide a sensitive assessment of survival. Apoptosis was assessed 
using the active caspase 3 assay at time points of 3 and 24 hours. Irradiations were 
performed using a kilovoltage X-ray unit. Survival and corresponding levels of apoptosis, 
were measured for those cell lines displaying low dose HRS (T98G and MR4) and those 
which do not (U373 and 3.7).
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It was found that for the T98G and MR4 there was an increase in apoptosis over the 
low dose region which at higher doses decreased corresponding with the HRS (less than 
20 cGy) and the peak of IRR (around 40 cGy) regions. When comparing the V79 and 
MR4 asynchronous versus G l enriched populations, both the asynchronous populations 
displayed similar peaks as T98G and MR4 cells coinciding with the low dose HRS region. 
The G l enriched populations showed behaviour similar to the U373 and 3.7 cell lines’ 
behaviour in that there was little difference with dose and percentage of apoptotic cells.
This group undertook further investigations using two normal human lymphoblastoid cell 
lines prone to apoptosis, GM15036 and GM15245. No increased apoptosis was observed 
in the low dose region however it is thought that these cells do not exhibit low dose 
hypersensitivity. This could not be verified using a standard clonogenic assay as these 
cells do not form colonies. As an alternative, this group performed a study to investigate 
the progression of cells from G2 into M in the low dose region, as the G2/M checkpoint 
has been shown to display a profile similar to that of low dose HRS [80]. This was achieved 
through the use of histone H3 phosphorylation staining [63], to measure the presence of 
mitotic cells. Delay was shown to be immediate and threshold free with respect to dose 
indicating that this cell line does not display low dose HRS. The work by this group 
highlights the fact that the ATM dependent G2/M checkpoint is key to overcoming the 
HRS response. If this checkpoint works correctly in a threshold free way then no low dose 
hypersensitivity is observed. If it does not, then the low dose hypersensitivity region is 
present and could be due to resulting apoptosis.
2.5 Phase Delay
2.5 .1  P h a se  D elay  G eneral
For the purposes of this report phase delay is used to describe the increase in the duration 
of the various phases after irradiation and these effects have been extensively examined, 
[94], [136], [127]. The effects of radiation on phase delay vary between cell lines however
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one study performed by Nagasawa et al [87] aimed to determine whether a relationship 
existed between phase delay and intrinsic radiosensitivity. Phase delays for a number of 
cell lines were examined after irradiation with 2 Gy of ®°Co 7  rays or with Dio% (dose 
which results in a 10% survival) for each cell line. In this study the movement of S- 
irradiated cells was investigated using pulse labelled BrdU incorporation after irradiation 
and analysing with the FACS at 2 hourly intervals. The cell lines used were 3 human 
tumour squamous cell lines (SCC61,SQ20B, SCC12B.2), 2 normal human skin fibroblasts 
(GM2Ü52, AG1521) and 2 different Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-Kl and the ra­
diosensitive mutant CHO-xrs-5). Within the groups of cells there were comparable delays 
in entry into the G2/M  phase within cell lines of the different groups after irradiation 
with Dio%. Also noted was the slight S phase delay immediately after irradiation but the 
predominant delay was in the G2 phase. The CHO cells showed a 4.4 hour delay after 
DIO, the normal skin fibroblasts and all squamous cell lines (except the radiosensitive 
SCC61, delay of 4 hours) displayed delays between 2-3 hours. After irradiation with 2 
Gy the radiosensitive cell lines, not surprisingly had resulting phase delays in the G2/M  
phase that were significantly higher than that of the resistant equivalent, e.g. CHO cell 
lines, the resistant K1 cells have a phase delay of 1 hour compared to 7.7 hours of the 
sensitive xrs strain. The use of BrdU analysis allowed non-cycling G l cells to be excluded 
from the phase duration measurements by calculating a parameter referred to as the rel­
ative movement. Relative movement (RM) is a measure of the rate of progression of the 
labelled S phase cells to the G2 phase [87].
Another study on CHO K1 cells by Higashikubo et al [55] used 200 kVp X-rays to 
irradiate cells with doses of 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 Gy. Then cells were analysed every hour 
for 13 hours after irradiation. All S-irradiated cells progressed though to G2/M , which 
happened within 7-9 hours regardless of dose given. The labelled cells then started leaving 
the G2/M  phase at 1, 3, 5, 6 and 8 hours for the control, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 Gy irradiated 
cells respectively. This is in close agreement with the G2/M  delay observed in CHO K1 
cells, after 2 Gy for the Nagasawa study [87]. The phase delay of cells irradiated in the 
G2 phase was also investigated by analysing unlabelled cells in the G2 compartment of 
the dual parameter fiow cytometer histogram. For the control cells, the percentage of
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unlabelled cells had dropped exponentially to 10% by 5 hours after irradiation. For the 
2.5 Gy irradiation, the number of labelled cells remained constant for 3 hours indicating a 
3 hour delay. The delays for the 5 and 7.5 Gy irradiations were 4 and 7 hours respectively. 
There was also a dose dependent increase in the percentage of unlabelled cells remaining 
in this phase compartment. Overall, the most pronounced delays were observed in G2 
regardless of whether irradiation occurred in S phase or G2 phase. It was also observed 
that the progression through the S phase was not significantly affected by whether the 
cells were irradiated in G l or in the S phase. The effect of irradiation on G l was not 
assessed in this study.
Marples et al  [81] were investigating the phase delay of cells, irradiated in G2 by Co-60 
7  rays, entering mitosis concentrating on the effect of low doses and the existence of a 
threshold for delay. The ratio between irradiated and unirradiated cells staining positive 
for phosphorylated histone H3 was used to assess the mitotic ratio after different doses 
were delivered. Doses were in the range of 0 to 10 Gy in 1 Gy intervals, with additional 0.1 
Gy steps in the region between 0 and 1 Gy. It was observed in the two cells lines, known 
to display low-dose HRS, that below a critical dose (30 cGy and 60 cGy for V79 and T98G 
respectively) there was no difference in cells labelling positive for phosphorylated H3 when 
compared to the unirradiated sample, thus indicating no delay. However, at doses greater 
than the critical doses the mitotic ratio displays a sharp decrease with dose for both cell 
lines indicating a block in the G2 phase. A threshold for delay was not observed for the 
U373 cell line, but this cell line is not known to display low-dose HRS. It must be noted 
that only one time point of 2 hours was used for this experiment and as such, it cannot 
be said conclusively that this cell line displays no threshold.
Similar studies on other cell lines, e.g. GHO cells [12] have also been undertaken at low 
doses. In this study, the phase delay was investigated for CHO cells in the low-dose 
region, after 300 kVp X-rays. Only one time point was investigated. Immediately after 
irradiation, the cells were pulse labelled and analysed 4 hours later. For the control cells, 
at 4 hours, results showed that almost all cells in G2/M  at t= 0  had divided, early S phase 
cells had progressed to late S phase cells and a large number of S-irradiated cells had
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either progressed through to G2/M  or even into the next G l phase. A dose dependent 
increase in the percentage of G2 irradiated cells blocked within this phase was observed 
along with a slight block in S phase for G l irradiated cells and also delays in the S phase 
for S irradiated cells. No threshold for phase delay was observed in this cell line which is 
not surprising as this cell line does not display low-dose HRS.
When comparing this study to work of authors previously mentioned [55]; [87], compar­
isons can be made but with caution as different parameters were measured due to the 
type of data collected by the different groups. Whilst Higashikubo and Nagasawa [55]; [87] 
collected phase delay data over a time course ranging from 0 to 25 hours for a particular 
dose, Bartkowiaks group [12] plotted the effect of dose on the number of cells in different 
compartments of interest for one time point, 4 hours. Therefore looking at appropriate 
points from sets of data from these groups one can determine whether agreement can or 
cannot be found. Bartkowiaks data [12] shows that for the S-irradiated cells, at 2 Gy the 
number of cells within the S phase has increased when compared to the control. For the 
Nagasawa data [87], for the same cell line, the RM at 4 hours is slightly decreased when 
compared to the control. Therefore it does appear that the data are in agreement with 
each other.
The main point of difference between the studies undertaken by Higashikubo and Naga- 
sawas groups [55]; [87] in comparison to the work performed by Bartkowiak [12] is that 
the former were both looking at a fixed dose and then assessed the phase delay over time 
where as the latter was looking at the effect that different doses have on the different 
compartments at a fixed time (4 hours) after irradiation. It therefore follows that the dif­
ferent groups used different parameters which were appropriate to their work, to describe 
their results. It is for this reason that it is difficult to make a direct comparison between 
results published by Bartkowiak [12] and work published by Higashikubo and Nagasawa 
[55]; [87] who both used relative movement of S phase cells into the G2/M  compartment.
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2.5 .2  P h a se  D elay  variations w ith  LET
A number of studies have been performed investigating the impact that LET has on phase 
delay on both normal, e.g. [45]; [74] and tumour e.g. [9]; [54]; [106] cell lines. An extensive 
study [106] was undertaken using V79 cells, where comparisons were made between delays 
incurred at different stages of the cell cycle after irradiations of populations synchronised 
at different positions within the cell cycle using centrifugal élutriation. Radiations with 
increasing LETs were used from 250 kVp X-rays to uranium ions (LET =  16225 keV- 
Cells were irradiated with approximately 1 .5-3  particles each with doses ranging 
from 1.9 to 75.4 Gy and a fluence of 3 x 10® particles/cm^. These doses were chosen as 
they resulted in similar levels of survival. Results obtained for the X-irradiation (6.9 Gy) 
showed that cells irradiated in the earlier stages of the cell cycle showed an increase in 
the number of cells collecting in the G2/M phase. For those cells irradiated later in the 
cycle, late S and G2/M  phase, a greater cell cycle delay was observed, 4 hours for cells 
irradiated in S phase and 2 hours for cells irradiated in G l phase. Due to the division 
delay, increased numbers of cells were present in the G2/M phase. Similar observations 
were made for irradiations using neon ions with cell cycle delays of 3, 4 and 4.5 hours 
for cells irradiated in G l, early S and late S-G2/M, however, cells lost their synchrony 
quicker than those irradiated by X-rays.
With increasing LET, cells became delayed earlier in the cell cycle, in the S phase, with a 
resulting depletion of cells in the G2/M phase. Though a fraction of these cells remained 
in this phase, a significant proportion of these cells were able to proceed to G2/M however, 
here, they incurred another delay and accumulated in this phase. An increase in LET 
resulted in more pronounced delays. Severe effects were observed after the irradiation 
with the higher LETs, e.g. after uranium irradiation, LET =  16225 keV- The
synchrony of the cycle was lost almost immediately and many cells failed to complete 
the cell cycle. The small fraction that did manage to progress around the cell cycle were 
identified by the mini troughs and peaks in the distributions of cells in specific phases 
over time. With the high LET radiations, little differences in phase delay were observed 
between the populations of cells which started off synchronised at different points within
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the cell cycle. This may result from the fact that synchrony was lost almost immediately. 
Also, an LET dependent increase in the delay of the first G2/M maximum peak was also 
observed. This ranged from about 2 hours for the X-irradiated cells to about 10 hours for 
the uranium irradiated cells.
The main conclusions drawn from this investigation was the fact that synchrony in cells 
was lost after all irradiations, but with increasing LET, this occurred much more quickly. 
This is due to the fact that hits are stochastic in nature and as such are governed by 
Poisson statistics. This group calculated from the particle fluence used, assuming a cell 
size of 50 /im, and from the mean number of hits of 1.5 that was calculated, that 22% 
of cells will not be hit at all, 33% hit once, 25% twice and 12.5% will be hit three times. 
Therefore with high LET particles, where more energy is deposited per particle, a greater 
variation in phase delay after different number of hits is observed. This has the effect 
of increasing the rate at which synchronization is lost. Also noted was that the division 
delays that occurred after irradiation were mainly due to delays in S and G2/M  phases for 
the particle irradiation which become more pronounced with increasing LET. A G l phase 
delay was also observed for cells irradiated with uranium. X-irradiated cells, however 
showed no S phase delay, and the cell cycle delay was a result of the accumulation and 
delay of cells in G2/M.
Hieber et al. [54] also investigated the G2/M  phase delay after irradiation with 3.4 MeV 
a-particles, LET =120 keV- on G l or S synchronized L929 mouse fibroblasts. Cells
were synchronized by use of a serum starvation technique, thus providing a synchronized 
G l population at 6 hours and a synchronized S population at 20 hours after addition of 
fresh media. Using doses between 0 and 1 Gy they observed a dose dependent increase 
in the percentage of cells accumulating in the G2/M phase. After 8 hours, cells start to 
leave this phase and start mitosis. Similar findings to those of Sholtz et al. [106] were 
found with greater delays being observed in populations irradiated later in the cell cycle, 
with G2/M  delays of 4 hours/Gy for G l irradiated cells and 18 hours/Gy for S irradiated 
cells. There are slight differences in the G2/M phase delay however a different cell line 
and different synchronisation method was used.
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Comparison between G2/M phase delay observed after 250 kVp X-rays or low energy 
proton (LET= 7.7 or 28.5 keV- jj,m~ )^ on normal human primary fibroblasts HFFF2 after 
doses between 1 and 4 Gy were carried out [9]. This group also showed accumulation 
in the G2/M phase at 8 hours after irradiation for all radiation types. By 24 hours, for 
irradiations with the 7.7 keV- inm~  ^ protons and the 250 kVp x-rays, cells had re-entered 
the cell cycle, however this was not the case for the 28.5 keV- fim~^ protons. [9] This 
study just looked at G2/M delay, but a study by Winter et al. [74] evaluated the largest 
delays observed in an asynchronous population of AG1522 which is also a normal human 
fibroblast cell line. 250 kVp X-rays (LFT =  2 keV- /xm“ )^ or 9.8 MeV/u carbon ions 
(170 keV- were used and it was found that the delays were both dose and LFT
dependent, with it requiring about 4 times less the dose for the carbon ions to produce 
comparable delays to the X-rays. Also observed was that the largest delays occurred in 
the G1 phase. This G1 phase delay is a characteristic of normal cell lines which often 
have a wild type p53 status which is associated with delays in this phase. The infiuence 
of the p53 gene on survival and phase delay was discussed in Section 2.2.5.
Another normal human fibroblast cell line (strain 55) was also used in a series of exper­
iments [45] comparing the phase delay at 9, 24 and 48 hours after 7-ray (from Gs-137 
source, 0.66 MeV) and 3.5 MeV a-particle irradiation of equitoxic doses. These were 2 
and 4 Gy for the 7 -ray and 0.19 and 0.57 Gy for the a-particles. From this study they 
observed that the delays in the G2/M phase were similar in kinetics for both the «-particle 
and 7  irradiation, with a slight increase in the number of 7 -irradiated cells blocked in the 
G2/M phase at 44 hours of 7% compared to 2% for the «-irradiated cell.
There is also evidence for a delay of G1 irradiated cells in the G1 phase however by the 
44 hour time point, these blocked cells start to enter S phase. There are a fraction though 
that remain blocked in the G1 phase. The number blocked was dose and LFT dependent 
with a maximum of 30% and 15% of cells permanently blocked after 7-irradiated and 
«-particle irradiated cells respectively.
Overall the findings from this study highlighted that the main differences in the phase 
delays between 7  and «-particle irradiated cells was the fact that the G1 phase delay was
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more pronounced and persists for longer in the 7-irradiated cells. This was surprising due 
to the fact that equitoxic doses of 7  and «-particles were used, which would lead one to 
believe that as the doses were equitoxic, a similar amount of repair and therefore similar 
phase delays would occur. This could be due to the possibility that that the full extent 
of the damage after high LET radiation (i.e. locally multiply damaged sites) is not fully 
recognised, leading to smaller delay periods than the 7-irradiated cells. This group also 
discussed how these data, though not anticipated, does actually support discrepancies 
observed between high LET RBEs for survival and DSB induction. It appears that the 
RBE for DSB induction is between 1 and 3 but the RBE for cell killing is much greater 
than this [99]; [93]; [129]. Therefore if using equitoxic doses of 7  and «-particles to 
irradiate cells, more DSB will occur after 7 -irradiation and hence the greater phase delay. 
They also suggested the possibility that free radicals, associated with the damage caused 
after low LET as opposed to high LET radiation, may also (alongside DSB) influence the 
activation and duration of the G1 delay.
So, in conclusion, it is found that delays are observed in G2/M after high LET radiation 
and are observed in both asynchronous and synchronised populations. It was shown that 
after irradiation of synchronised populations of cells, phase delay was dependent on age at 
irradiation, with those cells irradiated later in the cell cycle experiencing a greater delay 
[54]. However, there was conflicting evidence about G2/M phase delay with some studies 
showing increased delay with increasing LET, i.e. Anotoccia [9], where the greatest delay 
was shown for the highest LET radiation used. One study however showed greater G2/M 
delay with the lower LET radiations, [45]. However it must be noted that this study 
used equitoxic doses [45] and others used equal doses [9]. Scholz et al. [106] used equal 
number of particles with increasing LET which they proposed where of similar toxicity 
and found that as the LET increased the G2/M compartment decreased. This was due to 
delays earlier in the cell cycle which therefore prevented cells reaching and accumulating 
in the G2/M  phase. For normal cell lines, delays were also observed in the G1 phase. 
For equitoxic doses of 7-rays and «-particles [45] delays were observed in the G1 and the 
G2/M phase with increased extent and persistence of delays after 7  irradiation compared 
to «  irradiation. Also delays were greater in the G1 phase when compared to delays in the
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G2/M phase. These delays were only assessed for the two different irradiation types for 
this study, though other studies have observed that with increasing LET the G1 delays 
become less important and the S and G2/M delays play a greater role. This is of course, 
only if a cell line which does display a G1 phase delay is used [42].
All these studies used broad beam irradiation and therefore it is important to consider 
the Poisson statistics involved which govern the number of hits a cell is likely to receive. 
A statistical analysis was included in one publication [106] which outlined how the doses 
they used were calculated for the high LET irradiations. For particles with increasing 
LET, associated doses delivered were increased in order to preserve the flux used. This 
in turn would preserve the number of direct hits a cell was likely to receive which, they 
stated, provided more correlation in survival results than dose. Therefore, when evaluating 
radiobiological data from broadbeam experiments after high LET radiation, fluence as well 
as dose is an important aspect to consider.
2.5 .3  P h a se  D elay  at Low D oses
A number of studies have been performed investigating the effect of radiation on phase 
delay at low doses [12]; [49]; [81]. These studies use either X-rays or 7 -rays and the main 
points arising from them are the fact that even at low doses, alterations in the cell cycle 
are observable.
Gilbertz et al [49] were investigating the early changes in the cell cycle of HL-60 promye- 
locytic leukaemia cells after low doses (0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 Gy) of 240 kVp X-rays. This 
group was concentrating on ascertaining whether phase delays could be used as an in­
dication of radiation exposure and were not interested in whether there was a threshold 
(indicative of low-dose HRS) at which these delays start to occur. No phase delay was 
observed in the G1 phase which was to be expected as the majority of tumour cell lines 
have p53 negative status. Dose dependent delays did occur though in the S and G2/M  
phases of the cycle after irradiation of an asynchronous population.
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In this study [49], BrdU analysis was also used to allow transition rates of groups of cells, 
through different phases to be determined. These were calculated using gradients from 
the linear portions of a series of graphs. This series consisted of 6 graphs, percentage vs 
time, for cells in each phase and for both BrdU status (i.e. positive or negative). Results 
showed that the progression of cells through the G1 phase, after irradiation slowed down. 
These cells then showed an increase in the transition rate from S to G2/M. The S phase 
irradiated cells showed no delay progressing through the S phase but they did exhibit the 
most pronounced G2/M  delay. G2/M  irradiated cells also showed a G2/M  delay but there 
was also a proportion of cells which did not seem to be affected and progressed through 
to G1 normally after irradiation. In summary, results suggest that irradiations in the S 
phase result in the most pronounced delay which are in the G2/M  phase [49].
A threshold for induction of phase delay has also been investigated [12]; [81]. Bartkowiak 
et al [12] studied CHO-Kl cells using BrdU labelling to track different phases progression 
through the cell cycle after low (0.4,0.8) and normal (1.6 and 4 Gy) doses of 300 kVp (2 
mmCu filter, HVL of beam is 3.22 mm) irradiation, to determine whether there is a 
threshold for delay which could coincide with induction of increased radioresistance.
At 4 hours after irradiations no alterations in the progression from G1 to S phase was 
observed for G1 irradiated cells. At this time, cells were blocked in G2/M  the progression 
through S phase and at the S-G2/M boundary. After about 3-4 Gy the G2/M block of 
those cells irradiated in G2/M levels off. Also with increasing dose, as observed in other 
studies, the number of cells blocked in the S phase increases. The phase delay results gave 
no indication of threshold of phase delays at low doses. These data do not discount the 
presence of a threshold for induction of phase delay which could be related to low dose 
hypersensitivity because survival data also obtained for this study, showed no low dose 
substructure in the survival curve suggesting that this cell line does not display low dose 
hypersensitivity.
Marples et al [81] investigated the phase delay of V79 cells after X-irradiation with ®°Co 
7  rays and did observe a threshold for such effects. They were using a technique which 
involved the determination of phosphorylated histone, H3, content using flow cytometry.
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The H3 content could then be used to assess the number of mitotic cells in a population. 
The ratio between H3 content for irradiated and unirradiated cells was therefore used 
to indicate cell cycle arrest after irradiation. For the V79 arrest they determined the 
mitotic ratio at 1 hr after irradiation, and 2 hours after irradiation for T98G and U373 
cells lines also investigated. Between 10 and 30 cGy no changes in the mitotic ratio were 
observed but above 50 cGy the mitotic ratio decreased with increasing dose. There was 
a similar pattern for the T98G cells which have been shown to display low-dose hyper­
radiosensitivity but the threshold occurred at a higher dose, at doses above 60 cGy as 
opposed to 30 cGy. No threshold was observed for the U373 cells which is a cell line that 
has not been shown to display low-dose HRS.
2.6 Determ ination of Cell Cycle Phase
2.6 .1  T h e U se  o f M icroscopy
A number of methods have been outlined in Section 2.2.6 to allow determination of the 
cell cycle phase using either flow cytometry or by synchronising cells so they are all 
at one point in the cell cycle. However, a number of methods have been investigated 
which use microscopy, in place of flow cytometry, to detect the fluorescent signal from 
cells stained with a nuclear dye. Whilst fluorescence microscopy and confocal microscopy 
techniques, not related to phase determination, are widely used, these techniques suffer 
from limitations in the number of cells that can practically be analysed. Flow Cytometry 
allows the fast analysis of large numbers of cells, of the order of 10  ^ cells per sample 
whereas maybe only 50-100 cells may be analysed with microscopy techniques. In order for 
microscopy techniques to be used for phase determination, a certain amount of automation 
is required to allow sufficient numbers of cells to be analysed for a robust determination 
of phase. A number of groups have investigated the use of microscopy in such a way 
and describe work undertaken using either commercially bought software or software 
developed in house. Most of these studies describe work using fixed cells [18]; [47]; [53];
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[128], however some work has been performed investigating such a technique for live cells, 
[82].
Bdcker et al [18] took an approach in which bespoke software was developed, which used 
a number of cell parameters such as cell diameter, minimum & maximum grey scale and 
standard deviation of greyscale to identify the phase of individual cells. Feature vectors 
stored in a feature set were used as a reference for the software to enable determination of 
cell phase for future analysis. To test the software they analysed human lymphocyte cells 
at different time points after irradiation. Cytochalsin B was added to samples to prevent 
the cytoplasm from dividing in mitosis so the daughter and parent nuclei were contained 
within the same cell. Analysis was performed using both the automated system and a 
manual system whereby each individual cell was analysed. Results were comparable and 
also histograms generated showed two distinct peaks for the G1 and G2/M  cells.
Other groups took a similar approach. Harder et al [53] developed “in-house” software 
to track cells undergoing mitosis using time-lapse microscopy. They used similar means 
of quantification as Bocker et al [18] however they were investigating the tracks of the 
cells through the passage of time and had an additional parameter used to quantify cells, 
which was the average intensity. The average intensity was particularly important for this 
study as they could show that the average intensity sharply increased at various points 
during metaphase, thus greatly enhancing the ability to distinguish between different sub­
phases of mitosis. This study was only interested in classifying mitotic cells and grouped 
all other phases together (Gl, S and G2) as interphase. To determine the accuracy of 
their software they used a library of cells with known phase which they could compare 
the output of their software too and which gave results in agreement of between 92 to 94 
% of each other.
Gasparri et al [47] was another group which used microscopy to quantify DNA content 
of cells. This group however used commercially available software which was used in 
conjunction with High Content Analysis (HCA) hardware. High Content Analysis is a 
microscopy technique that is analogous to flow cytometry in that a high throughput of cells 
may be analysed using microscopy and subsequently analysed with software integrated
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into the system. DAPI, used to stain the nucleus, was used in conjunction with a number 
of phase markers. Various treatments with drugs to synchronise cells were performed and 
samples were analysed for both microscopy and flow cytometry and compared. Good 
comparison was observed between the two populations with a slight artefact relating to 
newly separated cells. Comparison was performed visually. It was found that these newly 
formed daughter cells stayed close to one another prevented the correct identiflcation as 
two cells and were identifled as one cell. This artefact was particularly pronounced after 
release from a nocodazole treatment which blocks cells in M phase. On analysis of their 
progression through the cell cycle after release from this block, disparities were observed 
due to this artefact as a result of the large number of mitotic cells present. Similar issues 
were encountered with validation experiments for the microscopy system at Surrey Ion 
Beam Centre and these are discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.
Another analysis that this group performed in this study was to assess the morphological 
structure of cells at different phases of the cell cycle. This was performed using DAPI; 
BrdU; Cyclin B1 and p-H3 which allowed correct classiflcation of cell cycle phase de­
pending on the expression or absence of these various markers. At different points in 
the M phase cells have distinct morphology which can easily be identifled by eye. This 
information can therefore be used with respect to the microscopy techniques used in this 
dissertation, see Chapter 4. Whilst Gasparri’s technique [47] had the ability to analyse 
large quantities of cells for DNA and other markers simultaneously, this method was only 
suitable for flxed cells and also there was not option to revisit the cells at a later point. 
The technique that has been investigated for this dissertation cannot simultaneously test 
for different markers as live cells are being investigated, however there is the opportunity 
to revisit cells and to allow the tracking of individual cells.
Although not related to analysing DNA content using microscopy, work performed by 
Martin et al. [82] is highly relevant and therefore its inclusion in this section is appropriate. 
This group investigated the use of various different nuclear dyes to assess their suitability 
for live cell staining. Five different stains, TOPRO-3, TOTO-3, propidium iodide, Hoechst 
33258 and DRAQ5 were used. Of these flve only Hoechst and DRAQ5 could permeate the
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cell membrane and therefore suitable for use with live cell staining. They tested the photo- 
bleaching of these stains and observed slow bleaching for propidium iodide and Hoechst 
33258 (1-2 minutes) and no bleaching was observed for the DRAQ5. Fast bleaching was 
observed for the other two stains and occurred between 5 and 30 seconds. This work 
shows that the stains selected for the microscopy studies described in this dissertation 
(Hoechst 33258 for initial staining and propidium iodide for revisiting) were appropriate 
choices.
For completeness a study performed by Spadinger et al. [118] must be included in which a 
Dynamic Microscope Image Processing Scanner (DMIPS) was used to analyse live cells in 
situ. A DMIPS cell analyser allows a tissue culture flask, containing cells attached to the 
surface, to be scanned allowing the locations of the cells identified to be stored and then 
later revisited. The cell recognition algorithm uses a master file which contains 18 different 
parameters based on a population of viable cells of the cell type being used. Comparison 
of these parameters and those collected by a detected object allows the software to identify 
live cells. In this study, [118] populations enriched for either G l or S were used to develop 
master files which could then be used to detect cells in these phases. However, this 
software was not developed to detect G2/M cells and therefore populations of cells which 
were either G l or S could be detected with confidence. Cells could only be classified as 
G l, S or debris. This was because the threshold set for detecting cells was such that 
the number of false positives detected was very low (< 5%). This in turn  meant the the 
false negatives was quite high (at around 35%). With such a high false negative it would 
difficult to assume a cell is in G2/M  purely based on the fact that it was not classified as 
a G l, S or debris.
Whilst the methods used by other groups are highly sophisticated and allow the deter­
mination of phase for individual cells, most of these groups are working with fixed cells 
and also are not revisiting their cells. However the work that these groups have done 
highlight the fact that quantification of DNA content using microscopy can be achieved 
(although not to the same degree of accuracy as fiow cytometry [47]) either through the 
development of in house software or through the use of commercially available software
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for use with high content analysis (HCA). In addition to this work Gasparri [47] also 
showed the morphology of cells at different phases of the cell cycle using different cell 
cycle specific markers. This also enabled distinct sub-phases of mitosis to be visualised. 
This information was highly useful to the work undertaken in this dissertation as it pro­
vided information on how to correctly identify cells in different phases of the cell cycle 
based on their morphology. This was also true of the work performed by Harder et a l  
[53] which provided further information on the pattern of the average intensity of cells as 
they go through mitosis. Whilst Spadinger et a l  [118] did develop a system for live cells 
it could only by used to in conjunction with either G l or S phase. This is highlighted by 
the later use of this system, [79] in which data were available only for G l and S phase 
cells.
2.6 .2  T h e use o f F low  C y to m etry
The use of Flow Cytometry is described in the equipment section. Section 3.3 however 
briefly discussed here are some methods of actually quantifying the number of cells in the 
different phases of the cell cycle from DNA histograms as collected by fiow cytometry. 
Very simple methods involve just gating the histogram to obtain counts within each of 
the 3 gating regions, (Gl, S and G2/M). A step more sophisticated could use commercial 
(CYFLOGIC or CellQuest) software or “in house” DNA content models, [11] which allows 
the fitting of different curves to the G l and the G2/M peaks. More sophisticated still are 
the design of cell cycle models that allow the generation of simulated data which can be 
compared to actual fiow cytometer data for determination of proportion of cells in each 
phase [14]; [13]; [17] and [37]. This is fundamentally different to the first two methods in 
that instead of forcing different curves to fit existing data, simulated data is generated 
which is compared against experimental data to determine a best possible fit based on 
actual cell cycle parameters.
Basse et a l  [14] & [13] devised a cell cycle model which was subsequently tested on both 
perturbed and unperturbed cell data for 11 different cell lines. This cell cycle model had
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four different phases with transition rules to allow cells to progress into the next phase. A 
DNA synthesis rate is included to allow an increase in the DNA content from the beginning 
to the end of the S (synthesis) phase. The division rate parameter could then be switched 
either on or off depending on what experimental data it was being compared to (either 
asynchronously growing cells (on) or the drug paclitaxel which prevents mitosis (off)). 
To allow a direct comparison between their experimental data and the simulated data, a 
Poisson function was applied to the output of the model to simulate the inhomogeneity 
of illumination of individual cells as the pass through the flow cytometer laser. Simulated 
data showed strong correlation with experimental data.
Another cell cycle model was developed at the University of Surrey [37]. This is a ID popu­
lation balance model written in Fortran called CelCyMUS {Cell Cycle Model University 
of 6'urrey). This model utilises seven different phases, GO (senescence for non-cycling 
cells); G la and G ib (first gap phase); S (synthesis); G2 (second gap phase); M (mitosis) 
and D (death). Each of the phases can be thought of as a different age compartment. 
The nutrient content available to the cell is taken into account and the levels available to 
the cells are considered when the decision is made to allow a cell to progress through the 
G l phase to the S phase. At any given time a cell can do one of three things, progress 
within the phase which it is in, die or progress through to the next phase which is reg­
ulated through certain transition rules. This model was initially validated by comparing 
simulated and experimental data after cells underwent a thymidine double block. The 
thymidine double block is described in Section 4.1.2. Good correlation was found between 
experimental and simulated data.
Whilst the model developed by Faraday et al. [37] does not generate fiow cytometer 
style data it does generate a population of cells which could be used as an input into 
an additional custom built module, which is described in greater detail in chapter 5. 
This module was named FloCytUS (Flow Cytometry University of Surrey) and initially 
allocates a DNA content to each cell generated depending on the phase and or age element 
of each individual cell. This is set as 1 and 2 for G l and G2/M  respectively, however 
different functions may be used to assign the DNA content for S phase cells depending on
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how far through the phase they are, i.e. relating to the age element. The DNA content 
distribution is then processed using a “virtual instrument” which applies a variance related 
to the machine itself and the fluorescent staining. An output is then generated which can 
be compared directly to flow cytometer data, an optimisation routine is then used to 
fit the simulated data to the experimental data. An extension to this module is the 
additional feature that allows data collected from the virtual end-station microscope, see 
Section 3.1 to be analysed in an identical manner. Ultimately, it is envisaged that this 
model will allow the comparison of virtual end-station data with fiow cytometer data to 
allow comparison and rigorous statistical analysis of the two techniques.
2.7 Summary
In this literature review previous research undertaken by other groups that is relevant to 
the work carried out in this dissertation has been highlighted. Whilst a lot of work has 
been performed investigating the low dose hypersensitive effect with respect to phase and 
survival and for high LET radiation, little work has been performed investigating what 
effect phase has on these issues. This is largely due to the fact that many techniques 
for investigating phase involves prior separation of cells to obtain highly synchronised 
populations of cells. However these techniques are incompatible with revisiting techniques 
required for focussed ion irradiation. Targeted irradiations are required for low dose 
irradiations to avoid results being masked by Poisson effects. Therefore, a microscopy 
protocol has been devised in which the phase of the cell can be determined in situ, prior 
to irradiation. This method has been tested using X-rays however the protocol would 
also be appropriate for use with the vertical ion beam at the Surrey Ion Beam Centre. A 
number of microscopy methods devised by other groups have been reviewed however the 
main difference between these techniques and the one described in this dissertation is the 
additional feature that re-visitation of individual cells is achievable. Cells can be revisited 
after irradiation allowing the fate of individual cells, of known phase, with respect to 
survival, phase delay , apoptosis and DNA double strand break foci to be investigated.
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Other staining techniques for different biological markers are also compatible with this 
technique at the re-visitation stage. Whilst Marples et al. [79] were able to detect G l 
and S phase cells they were unable to detect G2/M  cells. Also, the only end-point that 
they could analyse was survival due to the use of bright field microscopy over fluorescent 
microscopy. A further benefit of the protocol developed at the Ion Beam Centre is the 
use of modelling to rigorously analyse data collected by flow cytometry and from the end- 
station microscope. This allowed the validation of the technique to be robustly quantified. 
This work will be discussed in further detail in Chapters 4 and 6.
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Chapter 3
Equipment
3.1 Surrey Ion Beam Centre
3.1 .1  V ertical B eam  Line
The accelerator at the Surrey Ion Beam Centre is a 2 MV Tandetron [110]. Initially 
electrons are emitted from a heated filament cathode into a vacuum, into which a gas, 
dependent on which ion species is required, is injected. The spiral trajectory taken by the 
electrons as a result of an applied magnetic field results in a high cross section of interaction 
between the gas and the electrons. These interactions cause negatively charged ions to 
form. An extraction voltage is applied which forces the plasma and electron mixture into 
the next section of the beam line. A series of einzel lenses then focus the beam into a 90° 
mass analysing magnet where ions are separated depending on their masses. On reaching 
the accelerator structure ions are accelerated towards its centre which is at 2 MV. Ions 
reach the nitrogen gas stripper region which removes electrons from the negatively charged 
ions leaving behind positively charged ions. The change of charge at the centre, which is 
at a potential of maximum 2 MV causes a second acceleration of these ions to the exit of 
the accelerator structure which is at 0 V. At this point they have reached their maximum 
energy which is dependent on the ion species
A series of quadrupoles provides additional focussing and then a switching magnet is used 
to select the required port as there are different ports for different beam-lines. For the 
vertical beam line [83], the 0° port is used, beyond this is another bending magnet which
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bends the beam in a vertical direction. The beam is then collimated through a 20 /xm 
tantalum aperture. A Wein filter is used to deflect ions scattered from the apertures out of 
the path of the primary beam [84]. A fast electrostatic deflector, controlled by a particle 
counter, is then used to direct the beam either through the collimating aperture or away, 
to switch the beam on or off between individual particle irradiations. The final focussing 
stage utilises a magnetic quadrapole triplet lens which is 160 mm before the exit nozzle. 
The focussed beam then traverses through a 200 nm thick silicon nitride window.
3.1 .2  E n d -S ta tion  M icroscop e
The “end-station microscope” describes the microscope and stage which is situated at the 
end of the vertical beam line which is used to position and locate cells and also used to 
allow the ion beam to be focussed. It is fixed on an optical table which is centred about 
the beam nozzle. The cell dish is mounted on a motorised X-Y stage, on which itself is 
mounted a piezo-electric z stage. This provides a range of motion of ±  100 /xm which is 
used for automatic focussing across a region being scanned. The microscope has both flu­
orescent and bright field capability and has 3 different objectives, 5x, lOx and 40x which 
when in place align with the beam. The cell dish is securely positioned on the moveable 
stage, thus allowing cells to be imaged from above using the microscope and irradiated 
from beneath using the vertical beam. To avoid scatter of the beam, dishes are prepared 
using custom made surgical grade stainless steel frames, with a 4 /xm mylar/ polypropylene 
base, see Figure 3.2. This set-up allows cells, which are attached to the substrate and 
covered with media, to be imaged using the microscope, their locations to be determined, 
see the following section, and the dish subsequently moves to position each individual cell 
above the beam for irradiation. The design of the dish also allows the dish to be returned 
to the stage at a later date in exactly the same position as on irradiation.
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F ig u re  3.1: Figure (a) shows a schematic of the vertical beam line; inset is a diagram showing the end-station microscope. 
Figure (b) shows the stim diode which is used for dosimetry purposes and allows individual particles to be counted. Figure
(c) shows the environmental enclosure which surrounds the end station microscope.
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(a) Mylar dishes (b ) Petri dishes and insert
F ig u re  3.2: Images of dishes used in conjunction with the end station microscope. Mylar dishes are used for ion irradiation 
and commercially bought petri dishes used with specially machined inserts which allow imaging with the end station  
microscope prior to and after X-irradiation at the Royal Surrey County Hospital, Section 3.2
This technique was also adapted to allow more sensitive X-irradiations. Commercially 
bought petri dishes (35mm Corning, Lonza) were used which could be fixed in position 
on adapted dishes, see Figure 3.2b. This was more convenient to use as dishes did not 
have to be prepared. Dishes were marked to allow accurate repositioning and they were 
imaged and re-visited in identical manner as for the proton/particle irradiations
3.1 .3  E n d -S ta tion  Softw are
Detection and analysis software works with cells stained with a fluorescent dye and allows 
cells to be detected and various parameters, based on location and fluorescent signal, 
subsequently analysed. The user sets an intensity and size threshold. Any group of pixels 
that are above the intensity threshold set and that collectively are within the diameter 
threshold set, are classed as a cell. The location is then recorded along with the cell area, 
maximum pixel intensity within the cell and also the intensity of the cell, summed over all 
the pixels. These output parameters are displayed in the form of a points list  ^ see Figure 
3.3b, and all this data can be saved in the form of a simple notepad docnment, which 
itself is referred to as a points list. For clarity, these parameters are listed below:
X (/iin)
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• y (/^m)
• z (//m)
• area (number of pixels)
• Max I - maximum pixel intensity within detected cell
• Sum Intensity - the sum of all pixel intensities contained within a detected cell
This analysis can be performed prior to irradiation to obtain the locations of the cells, 
cells may then be positioned above the beam for irradiation. It can be performed ret­
rospectively on region scans previously obtained to determine the analysis parameters. 
This however is performed using a “dummy” microscope system which can be installed 
on a standard PC or laptop without the need to use the actual microscope. This system 
is referred to as the virtual end-station (VES). The detection of cells works in an identical 
manner to that of the end-station microscope software. In a similar manner a points list is 
generated which has an identical format to those points lists produced on the microscope 
but with the convenience of being analysed, from images previously collected, “off-line” .
(a) Setting threshold
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(b ) Cell points list
F ig u re  3.3: Images showing (a) screen shot of the threshold setting window and (b) the resulting points list and cell data  
generated using VES software
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3.2 Gulmay Kilovoltage X-ray Unit
3.2 .1  In trod u ction
The Gulmay is a kilovoltage X-ray unit located in the Radiotherapy Department at the 
Royal Surrey County Hospital. The Gulmay is a bi-polar, metal ceramic X-ray tube 
attached to a ceiling mounted tube stand. The X-ray unit operates at a number of dif­
ferent tube potentials and electrons are emitted from the heated metal cathode at the 
selected voltage. Interactions between electrons and a tungsten target result in the gener­
ation of bremsstrahlung ( “braking”) X-rays. The X-ray spectrum observed is continuous, 
with a maximum at the operating potential. Depending on the X-ray energy selected, 
different filters are used comprised of different combinations and thicknesses of metals 
such as aluminium and copper. These provide preferential attenuation of the lower en­
ergy bremsstrahlung and also any characteristic X-rays resulting from the filter material. 
These filters are changeable and are positioned below the primary collimator which it­
self is situated below the tube head. Below the filter is an open parallel plate ionisation 
chamber for monitoring purposes during operation. Beneath this is the required applica­
tor which sets the field size and focus to source distance (FSD). Depending on the energy 
required a selection of different field sizes and FSDs are available. The energy used for 
the experiments described in Section 4 is 250 kVp and the applicator provided a 20 cm x 
20 cm field size and an FSD of 50 cm, however the X-irradiation protocol is described in 
more detail in Section 4.
3.2 .2  D o sim etry
A dosimetry system is in place at the Royal Surrey Gounty Hospital (RSGH), traceable 
back to the National Physical Laboratory to ensure accurate patient doses are delivered. 
The Gulmay X-ray unit is calibrated to deliver 1 cGy for every machine monitor unit 
(MU) under standard conditions which for 250 kVp X-rays require a 10 cm x 10 cm field
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size and an FSD of 50 cm. Any deviation from these standard conditions require factors 
to be applied to the MU delivered for a required dose. Due to the geometry and size 
of the cell dishes, irradiations are performed under non-standard conditions and as such 
various factors need to be applied. These include factors such as applicator output factor 
(AOF) and an inverse square law correction (ISLcorr), see Equations (3.1) and (3.2) where 
d is the distance between the bottom of the applicator and the surface to be irradiated. 
This is commonly referred to as the stand-off. The number of MU delivered also need to 
be corrected for daily fluctuations in machine output. Output measurements are made 
on a daily basis by RSGH staff to ensure doses were within ±  2% of standard figures 
as measured under standard calibration conditions. Whilst corrections can be made for 
differing FSDs and field sizes, the non-standard shape of the cell dishes result in various, 
although very small, air gaps between the dishes and the scattering material used and 
as such, will effect the accuracy of the dose delivered. Therefore, under experimental 
conditions used for the X-irradiations, thermoluminescence devices were used to obtain 
accurate doses under these conditions. Their use is described in more detail in Section 
4.4.7.
T Q T
M U  =  Dose(cGy)  • (3.1)
3.2 .3  Irradiation  P ro to co l
Dishes/flasks were placed on at least 4 cm of Solid Water™ (an epoxy resin material with 
properties similar to that of water) to ensure full scatter conditions and positioned under 
the 20 cm x 20 cm applicator with a stand off of 3 cm to allow positioning of the dishes 
under the applicator which has a closed exit. A 250 kVp X-ray field was required which 
involved the use of filter 9, which is comprised of 1.5 mm A1 -f- 0.25 mm Gu +  0.5 mm
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Sn. Cells were irradiated whilst situated in media, 5 ml for flasks and 2 ml for 6-well 
plates and dishes and single petri dishes. Then MU were delivered, the number of which 
depending on the dose required and calculated based on results collected from the TLD 
measurements as described in Sections 4.4.7 and 6.5.
3.3 Becton Dickenson Flow Cytometer
Flow cytometry is a method used to analyse cell parameters based on prior labelling with 
a relevant fluorescent dye. The flow cytometer used for all experimental flow cytometry 
work in this dissertation was a Becton Dickenson FACScan. A flow cytometer operates 
by a system of lasers which are focussed on cells travelling within a stream of fluid called 
the sheath fluid. Cells are naturally focussed to the centre of the sheath fluid due to the 
pressure differences present as a result of its laminar flow. Cells then pass through the 
beam of a system of one or more lasers and focussing lenses. Prior to analysis, fluorescent 
dyes (fluorochrome) are used to label the cells. To allow identiflcation of cells in the 
different phases of the cell cycle, a fluorochrome such as propidium iodide is used which 
attaches to DNA strands by intercalating between the bases. Due to incorporation of the 
fluorochrome within the cell, if the wavelength of the laser matches, light can be absorbed 
and then re-emitted at a longer wavelength and subsequently detected. The intensity 
of the detected signal is related to the DNA content and therefore a histogram of DNA 
content versus number of cells can be produced, see Figure 3.4a. The histogram contains 
two peaks, G l (lower DNA content) and G2/M (double the DNA content of G l). The 
peaks are connected by a shallower region, representing S phase cells. These have a range 
of DNA content between early S phase before any synthesis has taken place, to late S 
phase where synthesis is near to completion. From this histogram the relative percentages 
of cells in each stage may be determined.
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(a ) DNA histogram
(b ) Dot plot of cells displayed in 3.4a
F ig u re  3.4: A flow cytometer histogram (3.4a) showing the DNA content of an asynchronous population of V79 cells. A 
dot plot (3.4b) showing the FALS (x-axis) vs SALS (y-axis) of the cell population represented in (3.4a). The region outlined  
in red shows the viable cells.
Forward angle scattered light (FALS) and side angle scattered light (SALS) may also be 
detected and measured and is usually presented as shown in Figure 3.4b. The FALS data 
gives information regarding size and viability of the cells. SALS is useful in identifying cell 
fragments which produce considerable SALS but minimal FALS. This is useful as it allows 
discrimination between viable and dead cells prior to compilation of the DNA histogram. 
This allows analysis of just the viable cells as opposed to cell debris, damaged cells and 
clumps [130], [90]. For spherical cells such as V79 cells, the FALS and SALS are similar, 
therefore subsequent signals for viable cells are represented on a dot plot, see Figure 3.4b, 
at an angle of approximately 45° to either axis. Data is saved in a .FCS format (flow 
cytometry standard)and once collected, it can be analysed at a later time using software 
such as WinMDI, [1] or Cyflogic, [2]. Regions can be selected on the histogram to assess 
the number of cells in each compartment. Alternatively modelling techniques such as the 
one described in Section 5 can be used.
Flow cytometry may also be used to sort cells into the different phases of the cell cycle. 
The same analysis technology is used which allows intensity thresholds to be set for the 
different phases. Then, as sorting commences, cells may be collected according to their 
intensity. If cells are to be experimented with after sorting, it is apparent that these cells 
cannot be flxed and therefore a cell stain which can work with and does not interfere with, 
live cells is required. Hoechst 33342 or 33258 are often used for this purpose as they are 
able to pass through the cell membrane without prior need of permeablisation and also
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at low enough concentration it has been shown to be non-toxic: see [102] and also Section 
6.4.3.
3.4 Coulter Counter and Haem ocytom eter
Both the Haemocytometer and the Coulter Counter allow the concentration of cells in 
a cell suspension to be determined by sampling a small volume thus allowing these cells 
to be counted. The haemocytometer is a very basic piece of equipment which comprises 
of a glass coverslide, machined to hold a known volume when used with a coverslip. A 
cell suspension can then be pipetted into the measuring volume and the whole apparatus 
can then be viewed under a light microscope to count the cells in a defined region. This 
region is etched into the glass in the form of a square grid, comprising of 9 identical 
sized smaller squares. Cells in the smaller squares are identified and counted using a 
manual tally counter. The concentration of cells may then be determined by applying a 
multiplication factor to the mean number of cells counted. This factor is based on the 
size of the measuring volume.
A Coulter Counter is a piece of equipment which allows a much more sophisticated method 
of counting cells. It is similar to a Flow Cytometer in that cells are in suspension and pass 
individually through the analysis region for identification. A Coulter Counter however is 
more basic and only allows cell size analysis and counting. It works by detecting changes 
in electrical impedance as cells flow through the measuring volume and therefore does not 
require cells to be stained with a fluorochrome prior to analysis.
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Chapter 4
Experim ental M ethods
4.1 Synchronisation
4.1 .1  In trod u ction
To allow the investigation of phase effects it was initially decided to investigate ways of 
synchronising the cell lines to be used. This section outlines the different methods used. 
For outcomes reached please refer to Section 6.1.6.
4 .1 .2  T h ym id ine D ou b le  B lock
As described in Section 2.2.6, thymidine is a DNA analogue which is incorporated into 
DNA after incubation. High levels of thymidine result in the arrest of synthesising cells 
at their given position within the S phase. This results in a population of cells with a 
spectrum of DNA content. To improve the synchrony of thymidine blocked cells, cells are 
released from an initial block before being re-blocked at a later time. Different combi­
nations of blocks and gaps were assessed to determined the optimal combination to use. 
Combinations assessed were equal blocks of either 8, 10, 12, 14 or 16 and gaps of 5.5 to
7.5 in 0.5 hour steps. All combinations of gap and interval length were tested.
Cells were passaged and for each test combination, 2 x 10  ^ cells were seeded and for each 
control, 2 x 10® cells were seeded in 5 ml of media in a 25 cm^ tissue culture flasks. Cells 
were left to attach and then 50 /rl of thymidine 200 /xM was added to each of the test
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flasks, resulting in a concentration of 2 /xM. Cells were incubated for the appropriate block 
time and then the media was removed, the cells were washed once with PBS and then 5 
ml of thymidine free media was added and cells were incubated at 37 °C for the gap period 
being tested. A further 50 /xl of thymidine 200 /xM was then administered and to each test 
flask and the cells were incubated for the duration of time being tested for the final block 
period. After this final incubation period, both test and control cells were trypsinised 
and fixed using 95% ethanol at -20 °C. Cells were then stained using propidium iodide, 
as per the protocol outlined in Appendix A. Samples were then analysed using a Becton 
Dickenson flow cytometer, see Section 3.3.
4 .1 .3  M ito tic  Shake
Adherent cells grow on the surface of a substrate, however, during mitosis, they become 
loose and eventually detach. Gently shaking the flask and collecting the resultant super­
natant allows M phase cells to be collected, see Section 2.2.6. V79 cells, (5 x 10®) were 
seeded in a 175 cm^ tissue culture flask and incubated at 37 °C for 2 days. Dishes were 
then tapped gently and the supernatant collected. Cells were then fixed and stained using 
PI as outlined in Appendix A.
4 .1 .4  M odified  M ito tic  Shake
A method was devised using the mitotic shake in an attem pt to produce an enriched 
population of S phase cells. V79 cells (5 x 10^) were seeded in 25 cm^ tissue culture flasks 
and incubated at 37 °C for 2 days. Dishes were then removed from the incubator and 
tapped gently for a period of time (1, 2 or 3 mins), the supernatant was then removed 
and discarded and fresh media added. This was repeated at hourly intervals and at each 
of these intervals, a proportion of these flasks were fixed in 95% ethanol at -20 °C for 
later staining and analysis using the flow cytometer, as described in Appendix A . A 
further experimental data set was collected using a tapping period of 2 minutes but with 
a reduced interval time of 30 minutes between these periods. Data was collected hourly
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for up to 7 hours for those samples with hourly intervals. For the data set collected with 
a tapping time of 2 minutes and an interval time of 30 minutes, data for just one time 
point of 3.5 hours was collected.
4 .1 .5  Serum  Starvation  and G row th  In h ib ition
Due to its mutant p53 status which results in V79 cells being unable to arrest at the 
G l/S  block, cells do not survive under prolonged periods of either confluent or starvation 
(reduced or no FBS) conditions or both. It is for this reason that a diflerent cell line was 
selected. The cell line chosen was LN18, a human glioblastoma strain and this choice was 
made after tests showed that these cells could survive reasonable amounts of time under 
confluent conditions.
Preliminary investigations suggested that cells needed an incubation time in excess of 3 
days to provide any degree of growth inhibition and subsequent synchronisation in the 
G l phase. Therefore it was proposed to assess all permutations of a number of diflerent 
parameters, these being confluency, the concentration of foetal bovine serum (FBS) in 
the medium and the incubation time of cells with this medium. Dishes were prepared by 
seeding either 4 x 10® (confluent) or 1 x 10® (non-confluent) and incubated at 37 °G for 
TOO hours. Then, depending on what was being tested, the normal media was removed 
and media containing either 0%, 0.5% or 5% (normal) FBS and cells were incubated for 
a further 60 or 80 hours.
4.2 Assays for Measuring Survival
4.2 .1  In trod u ction
One of the key issues relating to this dissertation is the accurate quantification of survival 
in the low dose region. This requires an assay which is sensitive enough to detect these
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small deviations from the L-Q model. Therefore, it seemed prudent to investigate different 
methods readily available to the IBC for assessing cell survival. The following section 
outlines the different methods tested and results can be found in Section 6.2.
4 .2 .2  C lonogen ic A ssay
A standard clonogenic assay, [95], was used to assess the survival fraction at different 
doses. A cell can be counted as surviving if it grows into a colony of at least 50 cells 
after the set incubation period which is related to the cell line used. Cells were seeded in 
either 25 cm^ flasks or 6-well plates and incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours. The number of 
cells seeded in each flask increased with dose to ensure that a similar number of surviving 
colonies would form, see Table 4.1. The final volumes of the flasks and dishes were 5 
ml and 2 ml respectively. Cells were then removed and irradiated with doses between 
0 - 5  Gy, using the orthovoltage X-ray unit, see Section 3.2 at the RSCH, before being 
returned to the incubator for a further 7 days. This was performed on three separate 
flasks and for three separate occasions. The media was then removed, and either Giemsa 
or Crystal Violet (1:10 dilution with PBS) added directly to each sample to stain the 
colonies present thus allowing surviving colonies to be counted by eye. By comparing the 
number of surviving colonies to the number of cells initially plated for the control dish, 
the plating efficiency was determined. The survival fraction for each of the doses used 
was also determined by comparing the number of surviving colonies to the number of cells 
initially plated and then normalising to the plating efficiency.
An alternate method was also used in which cells were irradiated in suspension, as opposed 
to being fixed on the surface of the 6-well plates or 25 cm^ flasks. Cells were grown to 
near confiuency and then passaged as normal. A stock solution of 1 x 10  ^ cells per ml 
was prepared, 100 /xl of which was added to a flask containing 5 ml of media. A flask 
was prepared in this way for each dose point and a control. These flasks were taken to 
the RSCH to be irradiated, see Section 3.2. On return to the laboratory, each flask was
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Table 4.1: Table showing the number of cells seeded per data point for each dose delivered
Dose (Gy)
Cells seeded 
Flask 6-well plate
0 200 100
1 200 100
2 300 150
3 330 165
4 500 250
5 1000 500
diluted to produce a final concentration of 1 x 10  ^ cells per ml. Cells were then seeded, 
the number of which as specified by Table 4.1, into flasks containing 5 ml of media. 
Cells were then incubated at 37 °C for 7 days to allow colony formation and subsequent 
determination of survival as described earlier in this section.
4 .2 .3  P ro liferation  A ssay
An alternative method of calculating survival fraction was also investigated. Instead of 
counting the number of surviving colonies, the actual number of cells grown after a number 
of days was determined using either a haemocytometer or a Coulter Counter, see Section 
3.4. However, to avoid results being influenced by growth inhibition due to lack of space, 
concentrations of cells were measured for different samples, where the initial number of 
cells seeded and the incubation period prior to counting, varied. Cells were passaged as 
normal and 5 x 10 ,^ 1 x lOd, 5 x 10  ^ and 1 x 10  ^ cells were seeded into 25 cm^ tissue 
culture flasks containing 5 ml of EMEM++. Cells were then incubated for 3, 4 or 5 
days. Each combination of seeding concentration and incubation period were performed 
in triplicate with two samples from each flask being counted, with the exception of the 
1 X 10  ^ seeding value. In this instance only two flasks were used per incubation time
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due to limited numbers of cells. On counting, cells were initially washed once with PBS 
and then 1 ml of trypsin-versaine (1:10 dilution) was added and then incubated for a 
couple of minutes until all cells were in suspension. These cells were then counted using 
a haemocytometer.
The results from Section 6.2.3 showed that the optimum conditions for exponential growth 
involved an initial seeding of 5 x 10  ^ cells and an incubation period of 4 days. However, 
this was using 25 cm^ tissue culture flasks. The multiplication capacity was determined 
using a six-well plate for each dose point. Therefore, the initial number of cells seeded 
was scaled down to take into account the differences in surface area. This was the number 
of cells seeded for the control, however for increasing doses, the initial number of cells 
seeded was increased also to result in a similar number of cells counted after the 4 day 
incubation period. Cells were prepared and irradiated as in Section 4.2.2. After four days 
cells were then counted using a haemocytometer or Coulter Counter, from which survival 
fraction could be determined.
4.3 Phase Delay after X-irradiation
4 .3 .1  5-B rom o-2-d eoxyu rid in e A ssay
Due to synchronisation methods described in Section 4.1 not being suitable (see Section 
6.1) an alternate method of measuring phase delay was investigated. This was the use 
of pulsed labelling of cells with 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine, BrdU. BrdU is a DNA analogue 
and as such is only incorporated into synthesising cells. A short incubation of cells with 
BrdU therefore identifies those cells in S phase (BrdU-f-ve) or not in S phase (BrdU -ve) 
at a fixed point in time which corresponds to the end of the incubation period. If cells 
are irradiated at this point, then a snap shot of the phase distribution, at irradiation is 
provided thus allowing phase delay to be analysed by also assessing DNA content at the 
time point being analysed. Results obtained using this assay are displayed in Section 6.3.
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4 .3 .2  5-B rom o-2-d eoxyu rid in e L abelling P ro to co l
The full protocol can be found in the appendices, see Appendix B. However a brief 
description will be included here. Between 1-2 x 10® cells were seeded in 5 ml of normal 
media in 25 cm^ tissue culture flasks. Flasks were then placed in the incubator for 
approximately 2 hours to allow cells to attach to the flask surface. Media was then 
removed and replaced with media made up to a concentration of 10 fiM of BrdU and 
incubated for the required period of time. Cells were then washed and 5 ml of fresh, 
normal media added to each flask. For optimisation of this technique cells were then 
trypsinised and flxed immediately using 95% ethanol at -20 °C. For investigation of phase 
delay, cells were put on ice and irradiated at the RSCH, see Section 3.2 before being 
returned to the incubator for duration being tested. After this time cells were then 
trypsinised and flxed as before, see Appendix A.
Cells were refrigerated for at least 1 hour in 95% ethanol before being centrifuged and 
washed with 4 ml of PBS at least twice. Cells were then resuspended in 1 ml of 2M 
HCl for 30 minutes. Cells were then washed twice with 4 ml PBS and then once with 
PBS-T (PBS with 7.5% Bovine Serum Albumin, 0.2% TW FFN®). Supernatant was 
then removed and 2 fû of anti-BrdU was added directly to the cell pellet. Cells were then 
incubated at 37 °C for either 20 or 40 minutes. Cells were then washed with PBS-T and 
incubated for 20 minutes with 50 /il of FITC (1:10 in PBS-T). Cells were washed again 
with PBS and then incubated at 37 °C for 25 minutes with 345 /il of stock solution (15 
/il PI and 5 /il RNAse per 345 /il of solution). Cells were then analysed using the Becton 
Dickenson flow cytometer, see Section 3.3.
4 .3 .3  P ro to co l V alidation
Cells were seeded as described in Section 4.3.2 and incubated with BrdU for 1, 4 and 
12 hours. Control samples were prepared at the same time and incubated with normal 
media. After the incubation period was complete, cells were trypsinised, flxed and stained
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as outlined in previous sections and see also Appendices A and B. If cells which were 
not incubated with BrdU were stained there would be a small but detectable signal. The 
corresponding FITC signal histogram would comprise of just one peak containing all the 
cells at a point along the x-axis corresponding to this “negative” (for BrdU) signal. If cells 
are incubated with BrdU for a period of time there will also be a “positive” signal which 
is positioned at a higher value along the x (FITC signal) axis. With increasing incubation 
times, the positive signal should increase and the negative signal should decrease. At 
12 hours, which is about the duration time of a complete cell cycle for V79 cells, the 
entire BrdU (FITC) signal should be positive. This is because all cells would have passed 
through the S phase at some point during this period, thus allowing incorporation of 
BrdU into the DNA of all of these cells.
4 .3 .4  X -irrad iation
Cells were seeded as described in Section 4.3.2 and incubated with BrdU for 1 hr. Con­
trol samples were prepared at the same time and incubated with normal media. After 
the incubation period was complete, cells were put on ice and taken to the RSCH and 
irradiated using the Culmay, as outlined in Section 3.2. Doses used were 0, 0.2 , 0.5, 0.8, 
1, 3 and 5 Cy. After irradiation cells were returned to the incubator for either 1, 4 or 8 
hours before being fixed in 95% ethanol at -20 °C and later stained as described in Section 
4.3.2, see also Appendices A and B. All combinations of dose and time were assessed. 
Cells were then analysed using the Becton Dickenson flow cytometer, see Section 3.3.
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4.4 Fluorescence Microscopy using the Vertical Beam  
End-Station
4.4 .1  In trod u ction
A unique method to address problems encountered with previous assays was the use of 
the end-station fluorescent microscope in conjunction with nuclear stains. Microscopy 
was used to investigate whether the fluorescent signal emitted from the cell and collected 
by the camera, could be used to determine the DNA content (and therefore the cell cycle 
phase) of an individual cell. This technique was tested to determine if cell phase could be 
assessed using fluorescence microscopy. In this way, individual cells with known phases 
could be followed after irradiation. With this capability, phase delay, as well as clonogenic 
survival, could be measured. The end-station software, see Section 3.1.3, allows automatic 
cell detection within an image series, based on a user defined threshold. The software then 
outputs parameters for each cell located, including location parameters, the cell area, the 
maximum pixel intensity and also the intensity of the cell as calculated by summing the 
intensity values of each individual pixel within the defined cell area. Such analysis can 
also be performed off-line using the Virtual End Station (VES) software in conjunction 
with region scans collected on the end-station (ES) microscope, see Section 3.1.3. Using 
the intensity values, histograms can be plotted and compared to equivalent histograms 
obtained using a flow cytometer, see Section 3.3.
4 .4 .2  H oech st T oxicity  S tu d y
Hoechst dye stains live cells which are allowed to grow for a designated period of time 
to assess either phase or survival. As such it was vital that the toxicity of each type of 
Hoechst stain was assessed for the cell line which was being used, V79. Six-well plates 
were used and a clonogenic assay, see Section 4.2.2, was performed to assess the survival of 
cells at different concentration levels. Concentration levels of 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, 50 and
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100 fjM were used. Cells were then incubated for 1 week at 37 °C. After this incubation 
period, media was removed and 1 ml of Crystal Violet (10% in PBS) was added to each 
well. Dishes were left for five minutes and the dye was then removed. Macro colonies were 
then clearly visible and could be counted and the survival for each concentration assessed. 
Results are displayed in Section 6.4.2.
4 .4 .3  E ffect o f  H oech st on  R a d io sen sitiv ity  o f  V 79  cells
There is some suggestion that Hoechst provides cells, to some extent, a degree of protection 
from ionising radiation, [31]. This could be due in part to the Hoechst molecule, which 
binds to the minor groove of the DNA strand, blocking the action of radicals. Radical 
scavenging by unbound Hoechst molecules was also suggested, [31]. This needs to be 
investigated to ensure that results obtained using this technique will not be effected. A 
clonogenic assay to determine survival was carried out for doses between 0 and 5 Gy with 
additional dose points in the low dose region. Survival of three cell populations were 
examined, control cells (V79 cells with no Hoechst administered) and cells which were 
incubated for one hour with either 1 or 5 /iM of Hoechst 33258. To ensure survival of 
each population of cells was comparable, washes and media changes were performed for 
control cells at the same time as for the 1 and 5 /xM populations. Preparation of cells, 
irradiation and subsequent analysis of survival was performed using a clonogenic assay as 
per Section 4.2.2, using 6-well plates. Results are displayed in Section 6.4.3.
4 .4 .4  E ffect o f  E xten d ed  In cu b ation  P er iod s at 0°C
As part of the X-irradiation protocol using the end-station microscope it is necessary 
for cells to remain on ice for a period of time. This is because all cells must be taken 
to the irradiation facility (Radiotherapy Department, RSCH) together, as this is some 
distance from the IBC. Immediately after imaging with the microscope, cells must be 
stored on ice to prevent progression through the cell cycle. This ensures that what phase 
the microscope predicts a cell is in on imaging, corresponds with what phase a cell is in
on irradiation. To ensure that all cells are treated identically throughout the experiment, 
all cells are stored on ice at the time of the first dish is scanned. This results in each 
dish being stored on ice for the same amount of time. Durations stored on ice could be 
up to 5 hours and to ensure that this would not have an adverse effect on the plating 
efficiencies, a survival study was performed investigating the effect of duration stored at 
0 “C. Petri dishes (Corning, 35 mm) were used because they are the dishes used for the 
X-irradiation, 100 cells were seeded per dish and six dishes were used per experiment per 
time point. The experiment was repeated three times. Cells were incubated at 37 °C for 
4 hours before being removed and stored on ice. Control cells remained in the incubator 
and were referred to as the t= 0  time point. Cells were stored on ice for between 1 and 6 
hours in hourly intervals before being returned to the incubator. After 7 days incubation 
at 37 °C cells were stained using crystal violet and surviving colonies counted. Results 
are displayed in Section 6.4.4.
4 .4 .5  V alidation  o f  T echnique
Introduction
Previous steps were taken to assess if the use of the microscope for phase assessment of 
a population of cells is feasible with respect any toxicity and radiosensitivity experienced 
as a result of various aspects of the protocol. However additional steps were required to 
ensure that the VES histograms acquired were comparable to those collected using flow 
cytometry. A number of steps needed to be followed in order to achieve this. Initially, 
suitable VES software parameters had to be selected. Methods of fixing and different 
stains had to be assessed to determine whether quality of results were sensitive to these 
factors. Finally, the VES ability to measure a cells DNA content from the sum intensity 
collected had to be robustly tested. This was achieved by using BrdU analysis and 
also non-standard age distributions of cells to ensure that these, as well as the standard 
asynchronous histograms, matched well between the two modalities, flow cytometry and 
microscopy.
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Param eter D eterm ination using H oechst 33258 and N ile Red
The software used to analyse the end-station microscope data is described in Section 3.1.3. 
Appropriate parameters for use needed to be determined. Prom preliminary investigations 
it was found that in certain instances, when two nuclei were in close proximity to one 
another, further clarification as to how these two nuclei should be categorised was required. 
It was not known whether these cells should be regarded as two cells in G1 or one cell in 
G2/M. For further clarification a cytoplasm stain, Nile Red was used in conjunction with 
a compatible nuclear stain, Hoechst 33258.
V79 cells were plated in petri dishes (60 mm diameter) at a concentration approximately
2.5 X 10® ml“  ^ and left to attach for 2 hours. For convenience, cells were then washed with 
PBS and then 4% formaldahyde was added to each dish to fix the cells. Gells were then 
stained with 5 fiM of Hoechst 33258, diluted to the correct concentration in PBS, for one 
hour. Gells were then washed once with PBS and stained for a further 10 minutes with 
100 nM solution of Nile Red (diluted in PBS). Using the end-stage microscope, identical 
region scans were collected for both the Hoechst and Nile Red signal. Gorresponding 
bright field images were also collected. Using the virtual end-station (VES) software, 
pairs of nuclei were located and viewed under each acquisition condition to determine 
how the cells should be categorised, one G 2/M cell or two G l cells.
It was found that these nuclei being discussed were in fact two G l cells. This was shown 
by the two distinct cytoplasm (Nile Red signal) were found for each nuclei pair located 
(Hoechst signal). In order to use appropriate threshold settings on the VES software for 
cell detection, a threshold needed to be used which would ensure that the two nuclei would 
be correctly identified as two separate cells. To obtain settings for individual data sets, 
Hoechst images were viewed using the VES software and line profiles were collected across 
the two nuclei. The intensity value at the trough between the two peaks was found. A 
threshold was then used that was greater than this value to ensure both cells were treated 
as separate objects. Parameters for all further analysis, using the VES software to obtain 
DNA data from region scans were selected in this way. Results are displayed in Section
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6.4.5.
Assessm ent of Fixing and Staining Techniques using Asynchronous Cell Pop­
ulations
It was anticipated that this technique would be used to assess both live cells and cells 
fixed at some time point after irradiation. As such, different fixing methods and also 
complimentary nuclear stains were examined. The two stains tested were Hoechst 33258 
and propidium iodide. Cells were plated in Petri dishes (Corning, 6 mm diameter) at a 
concentration approximately 2.5 x 10® ml“  ^ and left to attach for 2 hours. Live cells were 
then incubated at 37 °C for an hour with 5 fjM of Hoechst 33258, cells were then washed 
once with PBS before being scanned using the end-station microscope. Cells which were 
to be fixed were washed once with PBS and then fixed using either 4% paraformaldahyde 
(in PBS) or a 1:1 solution of methanol and acetone (-20 °C). These cells were then stained 
with either 1 or 5 jjM  of Hoechst 33258, diluted to the correct concentration in cell media 
or 3 fiM propidium iodide, made up to the required concentration in PBS. An additional 
amount of RNAse (100 /xg in 1 ml of dye) was also added to the propidium iodide to 
ensure only the DNA is stained. Cells were then stained and imaged using the end- 
station microscope. Images were saved and then analysed later, off-line using the VES 
microscope software, see Section 3.1.3. Prom the data collected, histograms of the cell 
intensity of these populations were generated using the output text file and plotting using 
Microsoft Excel (2010). Cells were also prepared for flow cytometry and the protocol was 
followed as outlined in Appendix A. In short though, cells were trypsinised and fixed 
using 95% ethanol at -20 °C before incubating at 37 °C with PI (50 /il in 1 ml) and RNAse 
(100 /ig/ml). Samples were then analysed using a Becton Dickenson flow cytometer, 
see Section 3.3. Resulting histograms were viewed and manipulated in Microsoft Excel 
(2010) by initially converting the raw flow cytometer data files with ECS Extract. Flow 
cytometer data was then compared with to the VES data collected, see Section 6.4.5.
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Synchronised Data
V79 cells were synchronised using a thymidine double block, see Section 4.1.2. The block 
and gap combination used was 8 hour block with a 6 hour gap and a further 8 hour block. 
Cells were prepared in large flasks and at the end of the final block, cells were passaged and 
and then re-seeded in either flasks (for later analysis using the flow cytometer) or dishes 
(for later analysis using the VES). The t= 0  time point was specified as the time when 
all dishes, prepared for flow cytometer and VES analysis were returned to the incubator. 
Time points use were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 11 hours. Asynchronous samples were also 
prepared as controls. Fixing, staining and comparison between between samples were 
carried out as outlined in Section 4.4.5. Results are displayed in Section 6.4.5.
5-Brom o-2-deoxyuridine Analysis using the End-Station M icroscope
An independent assessment of this technique was performed using 5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine 
(BrdU) labelling of asynchronous cells, see Section 4.3.2. Asynchronous cells were pas­
saged and seeded on Petri dishes (60mm Corning). Cells were incubated in normal media 
for 1 hr, BrdU was then administered to result in a final concentration of 10 /xM solution. 
After 1.5 hours, cells were washed and fixed as per Section 4.4.5. Then cells were stained 
using anti-BrdU and FITC (which attach only to BrdU labelled cells) and propidium io­
dide, as outlined in Section 4.3.2. Both the FITC and PI image sets were analysed using 
the microscope software. The analysis on the FITC data provided identification and the 
subsequent locations of all the S phase cells which allowed determination of the DNA 
content of those cells from the PI data, thus allowing the DNA histogram of only S phase 
cells to be assessed. Results are displayed in Section 6.4.5.
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4 .4 .6  Q uality  A ssu ran ce  
Introduction
Previous work outlined (see Section 4.4.5) has attempted to validate the technique. How­
ever it was prudent to undertake a series of tests to ensure that the end-station microscope 
and related software was performing as expected. Results are displayed in Section 6.4.6.
Linearity of End-Station System
Flood field images were obtained with fluorescent microscope at different exposure times 
to ensure the camera responds to increase in intensity in a linear fashion. A dish was 
prepared containing 3 ml of PBS (phosphate buffer solution) and 10 fiM of Hoechst 
33342. This dish was then imaged with increasing exposure times. The intensity of the 
10 points were recorded for each image and the mean for each exposure time obtained. 
The mean sum intensity of cells, for each region scan, was then plotted against exposure 
time.
Degredation of H oechst signal over tim e
To obtain a rough guide to the time range at which the fluorescent signal of live cells, 
stained with Hoechst 33258, stays constant, analysis was performed on region scans col­
lected at different time points after staining. Cells were seeded on Petri dishes (35 mm. 
Corning) and stained for 1 hour with Hoechst 33258 as described in Section 4.4.5. After 
the incubation period cells were washed with PBS and fresh media added. All cells were 
then stored on ice until region scanning. At time intervals between 0 and 190 minutes and 
at steps in the region of 10 minutes, dishes were scanned. Region scans were analysed us­
ing the virtual end-station (VES) microscope software and, for each region, the mean sum 
intensity and mean maximum pixel intensity was calculated for cells within a region scan. 
This produced average cell values for each time point (mean cell values). Approximately
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300 cells were analysed for each time point. Cumulative means and standard deviations 
were also calculated between values obtained from region scans relating to the different 
time points (mean region values) for each sequential time point. Cumulative mean region 
values were obtained from the mean cell values for a particular time points and all those 
preceding it. This was to provide further information as to when the fluorescent signal 
drops below the mean.
Focussing
Although focussing of the microscope on the cells was generally very good, sometimes, 
especially at the edges of a region scan, it could falter slightly. Therefore, it was necessary 
to determine just how critical perfect focussing was to the analysis of intensity sum. If 
results were affected, it was vital that this threshold be determined to highlight when 
rescanning of a dish was required or when exclusion of individual cells from the analysis 
was necessary. Cells were stained as described in Section 6.4.5. The stage was then raised 
or lowered by 3 /xm; 5 /xm and 10 /xm (as an artificial means of de-focussing cells) and an 
identical region scan was performed. Data for each stage position was analysed using the 
virtual end-station Software (see Section 3.1.3) (VES) to determined the total intensity 
of each cell located at the different stage positions and consequently at different degrees 
of focus. Small region scans were used to ensure that all cells within that region would 
be similarly focussed for a particular stage height.
4 .4 .7  X -ray D o sim etry  
Introduction
Experiments described in this chapter, involving irradiation, rely on the accurate delivery 
of X-ray dose. The method of calculating monitor units (MU) to deliver an accurate 
dose is dependent on set up conditions used and is described in Section 3.1.2. A rigorous 
dosimetry system based on national recommendations, [10]; [122], is in place at the Royal
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Surrey County Hospital and this is traceable back to the primary standard at the National 
Physical Laboratory. This allows the accurate delivery of prescribed doses of radiation 
to patients. Daily and weekly measurements are made to ensure the machine output is 
accurate to within ± 2%. Various tabulated factors to take into account different geome­
try, enable the number of monitor units, required for a particular dose to be calculated. 
However this only holds true if calibration conditions are met. For preceding irradiations, 
every effort was made to ensure that the irradiation conditions matched as closely as 
possible, these calibration conditions and the MU required for each dose point calculated 
as described in Section 3.1.2. However, the set up would never match exactly the calibra­
tion conditions and therefore some degree of uncertainty would be present in the doses 
delivered. This however would be a systematic error and as survival curves were being 
collected, this would result only in a very minor shift possibly of the whole curve along the 
x-axis. For the proceeding irradiations, as outlined in Section 4.5, much fewer dose points 
were used and therefore the need for very accurate dosimetry, to avoid missing effects 
at critical doses, was required. This was achieved through the use of thermoluminescent 
devices (TLD). Results are displayed in Section 6.5.
Therm olum inescent D evices
To provide a greater degree of certainty for the X-irradiation doses it was decided to 
perform a number of irradiations using thermoluminescent devices (TLD) as a means to 
accurately assess doses delivered for the irradiation conditions used. The TLDs were gen­
erously lent to us by the Radiotherapy Department at the Royal Surrey County Hospital 
and as such all annealing and TLD reading settings used, were previously determined by 
them, see [56]. They will however will be described briefly in this section. The TLDs 
used were Harshaw 700 and these are lithium fluoride doped with traces of magnesium 
and titanium. Dimensions of the TLD were 3.26 x 3.26 x 0.89 mm and these were stored 
in a specially designed container with labelled wells for each individual TLD. To ensure 
no residual traps existed, all the TLDs were initially annealed using the Eurotherm 815 
oven. TLDs were placed on a glass tray, with a labelled grid etched on the surface to allow
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individual TLDs to be later identified. These were then heated for 400 °C for one hour 
followed by an additional 2 hours at 100 °C. After each use (irradiation and subsequent 
readout), the TLDs were annealed in this same manner.
D eterm ination o f Individual Calibration Factors
Initially, individual sensitivity factors needed to be determined for each individual TLD. 
TLDs were irradiated in a perspex phantom alongside a graphite ion chamber (Farmer 
type 2571) to allow accurate assessment of the dose delivered. The perspex phantom used 
consisted of two parts a top and a bottom which could be screwed together. This allowed 
the arrangement of the TLDs (on the bottom part) in two shallow wells either side of a 
cavity created for the insertion of the Farmer Chamber. Once assembled, both the TLDs 
and the hole for the Farmer Chamber were at a depth of 2 cm. The Farmer Chamber was 
then inserted and a dose of approximately 2 Gy was delivered. To obtain a measurement 
of dose, the Farmer reading was corrected for standard temperature and pressure and 
the calibration factor for the electrometer and chamber used were applied. The TLDs 
were then read using a Quados Harshaw 5500 reader located in the Radiation Protection 
Department at the Royal Surrey County Hospital. A preheat of 145 °C was used for 10 
seconds and then an additional temperature ramp of 17 °C per second up until 300 °C was 
reached. Intensity readouts for each individual TLD were then normalised to the dose 
delivered, as measured by the Farmer Chamber. This was performed in triplicate and 
sensitivity factors were obtained from the mean normalised value obtained.
Investigating the Variation of TLD R esponse w ith Dose
The variation in TLD sensitivity with dose was investigated. Using the now calibrated 
TLDs, measurements were made using the same irradiation set up as before, and doses 
between approximately 20 cGy and 5 Gy were delivered. Twenty TLDs were used for 
each dose measurement and they were then analysed using the TLD reader as before. 
Each TLD was normalised to its individual sensitivity factor and the mean, for each
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dose point analysed, was plotted against dose. The appropriate ratio between dose and 
normalised response could then be applied to subsequent TLD readings depending on the 
approximate dose delivered.
D ose M easurem ents using TLDs for Cell Irradiation Experim ental Set-up
TLDs were then used to measure the dose delivered during standard set up for the X- 
irradiation experiments. Standard set up used the 20 cm x 20 cm applicator, filter 9 (250 
kVp) and a stand-off from the bottom of the 50 cm FSD applicator of 3 cm. TLDs were 
irradiated in standard tissue culture flasks, 25 cm^ (Fisher Scientific), six-well plates and 
35 mm diameter petri dishes (Lonza). The dishes and flasks were positioned on a 5 cm 
block of Solid Water™(an epoxy resin material with properties similar to that of water), 
TLDs (in sets of four and wrapped in parafilm) were placed on the surface (where cells 
would be attached) and then filled with 0 or 4 ml of liquid. TLDs were irradiated with 
99 monitor units and then later analysed. The number of monitor units selected was 
such that about 1 Gy would be delivered to each TLD. The exact dose was calculated 
by applying the individual sensitivity factors to the TLD readings, which were then also 
corrected for variation in response with dose. The monitor units delivered could then be 
normalised with respect to dose. Therefore, for subsequent cell irradiations, depending on 
the container used and the dose required, an appropriate number of monitor units could 
be delivered.
4.5 X-irradiations of V79 Cells using Microscopy
4.5 .1  In trod u ction
The previous section. Section 4.4 describes all the steps involved in determining whether 
the use of the end-station microscope was feasible in determining cell cycle phase of cells 
in situ and prior to irradiation. Experimental and modelling results showed agreement
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between both flow cytometer and microscope data, see Sections 6.4 and 6.6. Experiments 
were therefore carried out using this protocol to investigate survival, apoptosis, DNA 
damage and phase delay after irradiation with 250 kVp X-rays using the Gulmay kilovolt- 
age X-ray unit at the Royal Surrey County Hospital (RSCH). The experimental method 
used is described below.
4 .5 .2  C ell P rep aration  and In itia l Im aging
Cells were maintained in EMEM medium containing 10% foetal bovine serum (FES), 
1 % penicillin-streptomycin and 1% glutamine. Cells were in exponential growth on 
preparation for each experiment. Depending on whether cells were to be analysed for 
survival or phase delay (in conjunction with either apoptosis or yH2AX) cells were seeded 
in 35 mm Petri dishes (Corning) at a concentration of 8 x 10® or 2 x 10  ^ cells per ml 
respectively with 1 ml being added to each dish.
All dishes were marked on the underside of the base with a fiducial mark (a cross using 
permanent marker) and scored with a Stanley knife on the side to allow dishes to be 
lined up with the dish holder reproducibly. A template was made to position the fiducial 
marker such that it did not encroach upon the region to be scanned. Dishes were put in 
the incubator, at 37 °C, and cells were allowed to attach for 3 hours before adding directly 
to the dish, an amount of Hoechst 33258 that resulted in a final concentration of the dye 
of 5 fiM. Cells were returned to the incubator for a further hour before being washed once 
with PBS. Then 3 ml of media was added to each dish and all cells were stored on ice 
immediately.
Using a datum dish, the microscope datum was set. Then each dish was scanned in turn  
using the end-station microscope. Cells which were analysed for survival and phase had 
a region scan of 3000 fim x 3000 /xm and 500 /xm x 500 /xm respectively. The dish was 
positioned within the jig and the objective lowered into the media. Using fluorescent 
mode, the stage height required for good focussing was selected and a region scan was 
taken. The height of the stage was raised to allow the bottom of the dish to be visualised
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F ig u re  4.1: Representative image showing the fiducial marks used for each dish. This allowed the revisiting frame of 
reference to be matched to that of the initial scan.
using bright-field mode. To ensure, on revisiting, that identical locations were being 
compared, a point where the fiducial mark intersects was found by moving the stage, and 
a screen-shot obtained, see Figure 4.1. The microscope cross hairs were aligned with this 
point of intersection allowing the co-ordinates for this point to be determined. The dish 
was then returned to the ice and remained on ice until after irradiation. Once all dishes 
had been scanned they were taken to the RSCH for irradiation.
4 .5 .3  Irradiation
Cells were irradiated with 250 kVp X-rays (filter 9) with an applicator of field size 20 
cm X 20 cm and an FSD (focus to surface distance) of 50 cm. Dishes were placed on 
6 cm thickness of solid water. An additional stand off between the exit of the machine 
applicator and the surface of the solid water of 3 cm was used to allow placement of the 
dishes. Doses of either 2, 0.5, 0.25 or 0.1 Gy were delivered with the machine monitor 
units used for each dose, as determined through the TLD dosimetry work described in 
Section 4.4.7. After the irradiation each dish, cells were returned to ice and after the 
final irradiation, all dishes were brought back to the IBC and returned to the incubator. 
For the survival assay, cells were incubated for an additional 72 hours. Five separate 
irradiations were carried out for the survival experiment, each day with between 6 and 8
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dishes being irradiated. For the phase delay experiment cells were incubated for either 1, 
2, or 4 hours and only one irradiation was carried out per time point with only one dish 
per dose each for 7H2AX and apoptosis analysis. This was due to time restrictions.
4 .5 .4  F ix a tio n  and S ta in in g
Cells designated for either survival or 7H2AX analysis were washed once with PBS and 
then fixed using 2% formaldahyde at their appropriate time-point. As outlined in the 
YOPRO-1 product instructions, see Appendix D, cells prepared for for apoptosis analysis 
required staining whilst they were still viable. Therefore, at the appropriate time point 
after irradiation, cells were washed once with PBS, then YOPRO-1 at a concentration of 
100 nM in PBS, see Appendix D, was added to each dish. Cells were then wrapped in foil 
and kept at 4 °C in the fridge for 25 minutes. Cells were then washed once with PBS and 
then fixed using 4% formaldahyde and put immediately in the fridge. Cells were fixed 
after 10 minutes but could be stored for a couple of weeks in the fridge prior to analysis.
Fixed cells for survival analysis were washed once with PBS and stained with 1 ml of 
10 /jM  of Hoechst 33342 for 10 minutes before being scanned. Cells for 7H2AX analysis 
were washed, permeablised using Triton X for 10 minutes. A solution of bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) was then added to each dish to prevent non-specific binding of the 7H2AX 
anti-body. The cells were then washed with PBS and the primary antibody added. Cells 
were covered with a damp cloth in the dark, at room temperature for an hour. Cells were 
then washed and the secondary antibody (FITC labelled) added to each dish. Cells were 
then left for a further hour in the dark at room temperature. Cells were then washed and 
a solution of propidium iodide and RNAse, prepared in PBS, was added and cells were 
incubated at 37 °C for 25 minutes. The full protocol used is in Appendix C. Cells were 
then scanned using the propidium iodide filter and the FITC filter to obtain information 
about the DNA content and information about the 7H2AX foci which formed. Cells 
stained with YOPRO-1 were scanned with the FITC filter and then subsequently 1 ml of 
0.2% Triton X in PBS was added to each dish for 10 minutes to permeablise the cell wall.
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Cells were then washed and a solution of propidium iodide and RNAse, prepared in PBS, 
was added and cells were incubated at 37 °C for 20 minutes. Cells were then rescanned 
with the propidium iodide filter.
4.5 .5  R ev is itin g  Scanning
For each revisiting session the datum was set using the datum dish. Then for each dish 
and using the individual snap-shots of the fiducial mark and their co-ordinates (x,y), the 
fiducial mark intersection point used at the initial scan was found. The cross hairs were 
aligned to this point and this point set as 0,0. The stage was then moved by -x,-y and this 
point was set as 0,0. This allowed almost identical region scans to be acquired at both 
the initial and revisiting stage. There was the potential for some rotational differences 
to be observed due to slight mismatches in lining up the dish within the holder however 
these could be addressed at the analysis stage. Region scans were then obtained for the 
stain in required, e.g. Hoechst; propidium iodide or YOPRO-1. For the FITC imaging 
and subsequent foci counting, an initial propidium iodide scan was acquired to allow a 
points list to be generated. Then using this points list each cell was revisited individually. 
This was to allow individual focussing of each image to allow best possible visualisation 
of the foci.
4 .5 .6  A n alysis
Propidium Iodide, YOPRO-1 and Hoechst images were then analysed using end-station 
software to locate cells and determine the sum intensity for each cell analysed. Associated 
virtual end-station (VES) software (ICS viewer) was used to count the 7H2AX foci. For 
the phase; 7H2AX and apoptosis data, cell locations (from the points lists generated by 
the VES software) at the initial scan and the revisited scan were compared and matched 
using Excel. This enabled the initial sum intensity values; the final sum intensity values; 
the foci count and the apoptosis status to be collected for each cell. For the survival data, 
the initial points were plotted on a 2D scatter plot in Excel. This plot was superimposed
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over the relevant revisited region scan to allow those surviving cells to be determined from 
the presence or absence of a colony. For a colony to be counted it must contain at least 
35 cells as determined by Schettino et a l, [102]. The analysis is discussed in more detail 
in the results section, Section 6.7.
Initial phase information was determined using FloCytUS, see Section 5, software after 
some initial data-processing using Excel. The initial processing involved normalising 
the signal intensity of each dish by the mean sum intensity value of a particular dish. 
This allowed any subtle differences in intensity between different dishes to be taken into 
account. Cell data could then be collated into two groups, survival and phase-delay data. 
In collating these data there was sufficient cell numbers for adequate histograms to be 
generated using the FloCytUS software. These processed data were then analysed using 
FloCytUS to provide information on what intensity ranges were most likely to correspond 
to which phases, see Section 6.6. This allowed the survival, apoptosis and 7H2AX data 
to be split into these separate phases.
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Chapter 5
Theory: M odelling a Virtual C ytom e­
ter
5.1 Introduction
Flow Cytometry is an efficient way to determine cell cycle phase for a large population 
of cells. Approximately 2 x 10® cells are required per sample and this results in the 
analysis of 30,000 cells in a very short period of time, around 10 to 20 seconds. The 
resulting histograms have a peak relating to the G l phase and a second peak (at an 
intensity position along the X-axis double that for the G l peak) for G2/M  phase cells. A 
analogous technique has been developed at the IBC that uses the end-station microscope 
as a means of determining cell phase. Far fewer cells can be analysed than for flow 
cytometry, 500 - 3000 cells depending on the application. However DNA data can be 
generated from images using the end-station software: see Section 3.1.3. Using these data 
generated, similar DNA histograms can be produced.
At the IBC, University of Surrey, a mathematical model was developed which aimed 
to assess the number of cells in each phase of the cell cycle from data either collected 
with either the flow cytometer or the end-station microscope. Methods are available to 
analyse flow cytometer data and this was discussed previously in Sections 2.6.2 and 3.3. 
However using software such as WinMDI, the user is only able to use crude methods such 
as gating the histogram to obtain phase information. Other free and commercial software 
are available (e.g. Cyflogic and CellQuest) and also other programs have been developed 
by various groups to allow assessment of phase, [11] simply by fitting curves to the existing
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curves of the DNA histogram. More sophisticated methods have been developed, [13, 14] 
which model flow cytometer data on cell cycle dynamics, again see Section 2.6 .2. This 
program models cells’ progression through the cell cycle in order to build a population of 
cells which can be compared to experimental data. Basse et al. [13, 14] developed this as 
a stand alone model with 4 separate phases and the S phase was modelled using a fixed 
rate of synthesis.
The model developed for this dissertation, FloCytUS (F low  C ytom etiy  C/niversity of 
Surrey) was built upon an existing cell population model developed at the University of 
Surrey by Kirkby and Faraday [37]. Additional components written by other members 
within the group were also utilised. These included modules written which allow flow cy­
tometer data, which are in the Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) format, to be read into 
the model, “FCS Read” and the various optimiser modules and convergence test modules. 
Each component of FloCytUS will be described in detail in the following section.
to ta l  n u m b e r  o f  cells
BD
Instrument
I  CelCyMUS
|(DNA c o n te n t  m o d u le ) Flow
^  I C y to m e te r  
D ataFCS read
Convergence
test Optimiser
Output
F ig u re  5.1: Diagram showing the main components of the model FloCytUS
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5.2 The Components of FloCytUS
A schematic, showing the main components of FloCytUS is displayed in Figure 5.1. Flo­
CytUS is a program written in Fortran 95 and each individual component will be described 
in this section.
5.2 .1  C elC yM U S: O verview
Initially a cell population is generated in CelCyMUS (C e ll Cycle  ATodel Z7niversity 
of 5urrey). CelCyMUS is a population based model which allows a population of cells 
to be grown from an initial number of cells following certain conditions. The original 
CelCyMUS was composed of six separate phases which were GO; Gla; Gib; S; G2 and M. 
There are age elements relating to each of the different phases. The amount of time taken 
to progress through these age elements can be altered to elongate or shorten individual 
phase durations.
More recently GelGyMUS has acquired a new computational engine which allows for much 
more flexibility in the types of cell cycle that can be modelled. Of particular relevance 
to this work is the ability to use transition rules between age elements which can reroute 
cells back into the same age element. This recycle creates a cell compartment and the 
effective age width (tc) of the compartment is related to the recycle fraction (r) by the 
following expression. Equation 5.1. The natural age width of an element Tq is typically 
also the integration step length for the calculation.
r . =  ^  (5.1)
Originally all phases had just one age element. However in developing FloGytUS it was 
realised that in order to characterise the synthesis of DNA, with adequate resolution, more 
age elements were required for the S phase. Subsequently the number of age elements for 
the S phase can now be selected by the user.
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Initially the user selects the starting number of cells in each phase. Each cell may then 
progress through the different phases until the M phase is reached. The cell then splits 
into two and each individual daughter cell repeats the process until the number of required 
iterations has been reached or a set number of cells has been reached. At this point there 
are a number of cells in different phases and also, for the S phase cells, at different age 
elements within the S phase. To allow the simulation of a DNA histogram, it is necessary 
to have the means to allocate a DNA content depending on the phase and (again for the S 
phase) the age element. It is for this reason that in developing FloCytUS it was necessary 
to write additional code for CelCyMUS to allow this to occur. This module was called 
“DNA Content” and is discussed in the following section.
5.2 .2  C elC yM U S: D N A  C onten t M od u le
The DNA content module was required by FloCytUS to allow a DNA content to be 
allocated to a cell depending on the age element that it is in. For those cells in CO; C l a 
and C lb  a DNA content of 1 was allocated. For cells in C2 and M a DNA content of 2 
was allocated. However, for the S phase, which has a user defined number of age elements, 
a diflFerent mathematical formula was used to allocate a DNA content (between 1 and 2) 
depending on the age element. The specific formula is user selected, the choices being 
made from a linear function (where the user can specify 0 <  a <  b <  1), a power law 
function and a sigmoid function: see Equations 5.2; 5.3 and 5.4 resepectively. This is 
where x represents the fractional age of a cell in the S phase and y represents the DNA 
content at this fractional age x. A program listing for the DNA content module is given 
in Appendix E
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21.8
1.6
a. 1 .4
1.2
1
0.80 .4 0.6 10 0.2
- a  = 0 , b  = 1 
- a  = 0 .1 ,  b  = 0 .9  
- a  = 0 .2 ,  b  =  0 .8  
- a  = 0 .3 ,  b  =  0 .7  
- a  = 0 .4 ,  b  = 0 .6  
• a  = 0 .4 5 ,  b  = 0 .5 5
F r a c t io n a l  p o s i t i o n  t h r o u g h  t h e  S p h a s e
F ig u re  5.2: A graph showing how DNA content increases with fractional position along the S phase when the linear mode 
is selected, see Equation 5.2.
y =  1 for
y  =  2 for
X — a
b — 0,
+  1 for G < a; <  6
(5.2)
Where the user can specify 0 < a < b.
2
1.8
 n = 0.5
1.6
0 = 1.25
•q. 1.4
 n = 2
1.2
 n = 10
1
0.80.4 0.6 10 0.2
Fractional position through the S phase
F ig u re  5.3: A graph showing how DNA content increases with fractional position along the S phase when the power law 
mode is selected, see Equation 5.3.
(5.3)
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o  1.6
1.2
0.6 0.8 10 0.2 0.4
-ks = 1 
•ks = 3 
■ks = 5 
-ks = 12 
•ks = 25 
•ks = 50
Fractional position through the S phase 
p = 0.5
F ig u re  5.4: A graph showing how DNA content increases with fractional position along the S phase when the sigmoid 
mode is selected. As you can see for low values of kg (<  5) there are large discontinuities at x = 0  and x = l .  At values of 
kg >  5, these discontinuities diminish to an acceptable level, see Equation 5.4.
3— fcs(/x—x )
+ 1 (5.4)
It is the parameters a; b; n; kg and fi that the user has access to in order to adjust the 
fit from experimental and simulated data. Care must be taken when using the sigmoidal 
option as certain values of kg can result in an appreciable discontinuity at x =  0 and 
X =  1. This discontinuity generally decreases to an acceptable level at values of kg which 
are greater than 5, see Figure 5.4. This model does not model fully a description of the 
exact DNA replication kinetics as this is beyond the scope of this project. In short, this 
module allocates all simulated cells a DNA content between 1 and 2 depending on the 
growth function selected.
5.2 .3  B D  In strum ent
The output from the “DNA Content” module is the input to the “BD Instrument” . This 
is the part of the program which converts idealised DNA data into a data set which is 
equivalent to that which would be obtained using a flow cytometer. It is at this point 
that a Monte Carlo simulation is applied such that the signal from a cell(s) is modelled 
as a random process, see Equation 5.5, where ki ~  p(ki) and k2 is an offset constant.
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s  — y ' kl k2 (5.5)
Typically, p(ki) has assumed to be a normal distribution, see Equation 5.6. The mean 
ki, variance , and the offset k2 are assumed to be fitting parameters. Parameters p(ki) 
and k2 are assumed to be properties of the instrument only, but in reality may also depend 
on the cell line and the cell size. Actual values of ki are generated using the Box-Muller 
method.
n \ 1 (^1 — ^i) /p,
5 .2 .4  FC S R ead
Data is collected from the flow cytometer in an ESC (Elow Cytometry Standard) format. 
This is a combination of an ASCII header and binary text. The ESC read module al­
lows the ASCII header to be read which provides the information on the flow cytometer 
parameters and information on how to read the plain text data into the system. The 
number of cells is also read in and this information is supplied to CelCyMUS to ensure 
both data sets (simulated and experimental) have identical number of cells. This module 
has been carefully validated by comparison against packages such as WinMDI to ensure 
data is read and displayed correctly.
5.2 .5  C onvergence T est and O ptim isers
Once the simulated data has been generated, a DNA content allocated, it has been pro­
cessed to mimic data from a flow cytometer and also once the experimental data has 
been inputted, the two data sets are compared. The optimiser has access to a number of 
parameters which are:
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tgi^ & tg 2 recycle fractions;
m  Sz c scaling constants to convert from DNA to signal;
cr^  for the signal variance in which a normal distribution is assumed
for the signal and whose mean is ji =  m.DNA +  c.
It also has access to number of cells in an individual age element. The two data sets are 
compared, and a sum of squares of errors is obtained. Parameters are adjusted and the 
data sets are again compared and a new sum of squares of errors is obtained. Optimum 
parameters are found by finding those which produce the minimum sum of squares of er­
rors. The optimisers used in this program are a “random search” and a “Nelder and Mead 
folding polygon” algorithms, [92]. The convergence tests determines when a minimum has 
been reached and the resulting population distribution and accompanying parameters are 
outputted.
5.2 .6  O utput
After the final optimisation, DNA histograms for both the optimum simulated data set 
and the experimental data set are displayed. Also displayed are the results from the 
convergence test and also the number of cells in each phase, as predicted by the simulated 
data. A report is also generated listing all parameters initially selected and also all optimal 
parameters as determined from the optimisers selected.
5 .2 .7  (V irtual) E n d -S ta tion  D a ta
This model has also been adapted to allow the use of virtual end-station data as an input. 
The virtual end-station system has been described previously in Section 3.1.3. This system 
allows the acquisition of images using the end-station microscope. These images can then 
be analysed “off-line” using the “virtual end-station” software thus allowing a measure of
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fluorescent signal intensity and cell size to be determined for each cell detected. These data 
relating to the cell signal intensity may then be used, similarly to flow cytometer data, 
to produce signal histograms which relate to the DNA distribution of the cell population. 
The only step which required changing was the FSC read part. A new module “ES Read” 
was written which allowed the output of the virtual end-station, which is in the form of 
a .txt file, to be read into the model.
5.3 Evaluating the M odel
This model was evaluated by using DNA histograms collected for both asynchronous cell 
populations. These DNA histograms were collected, as outlined in Section 4.4.5, using 
either a flow cytometer or the end-station microscope. Asynchronous data were analysed 
with this model to determine which cell and machine parameters provided the best fit 
of simulated data with either flow cytometer or end-station microscope data. The model 
was also used to compare the flow cytometer data with the end-station data. Results are 
displayed in Section 6.6.
5.4 Concluding Comments
This model allows flow cytometry data and end-station data to be analysed based on 
simulated cell populations generated by a modifled version of CelCyMUS. Experimental 
data is in the form of signal intensities which may then be displayed in the form of an 
intensity histogram. A simulated population is grown, based on some flxed parameters 
and some which the optimiser has access to thus allowing the simulated population to 
be fitted to the experimental population. Data relating to the phase of each simulated 
cell is available and therefore an estimate of the number of cells at the different phases of 
the cell cycle for the final simulated population can be obtained. This in turn provided 
an estimate of cell numbers in the different phases for the experimental data. Different 
modes of cell growth can also be investigated. Whilst the selected modes for S phase
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growth are quite simple, a more exact description of DNA replication is beyond the scope 
of this project. For the purposes for which the model was intended, the modes of growth 
are an adequate representation of synthesis within the cell cycle.
In the results section the use and validation of this model is discussed, see Section 6.6. 
Outlined are the steps which were taken in obtaining initial fits to asynchronous data 
collected using the flow cytometer and the end-station microscope /virtual end station 
software. Also discussed are the choice in the final fits based on various parameters and 
also the comparison between instrument parameters as predicted by FloCytUS and as 
calculated from experimental data.
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Synchronisation
6.1 .1  In trod u ction
The points discussed in this section relate to:
1. the methods that were assessed in order to synchronise populations of cells;
2. the effect that the cell cycle phase has on both survival and the progression of cells 
through the cell cycle after irradiation.
Synchronising cells is a convenient way to study such effects as, normally large, popula­
tions are produced allowing the action of radiation on different phases to be investigated 
separately.
6.1 .2  T h ym id in e D ou b le  B lock
Results from the different block and interval times are shown in Table 6.1 Position 200 
and 400 on the DNA histogram represents cells in the G1 and G2/M  phase respectively 
with positions in between representing the various stages of the S phase. Results show 
the shift in position of the first peak, thus indicating a shift in the distribution of cells 
about the cell cycle, with a greater number of cells residing at some point within the S
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phase. Representative histograms are shown in Figure 6.1 for increasing block durations 
but each with a 6 hour interval. Data showed that there was little variation between 
the data collected for different interval times for each of the duration times (i.e. block 
duration) examined. Data also showed that increasing the incubation times with thymi­
dine increased the position at which the peak occurred. This indicates that the cells are 
blocked later in the S phase with increasing incubation times. Combinations of block and 
intervals that were not only well synchronised, but also synchronised at the G l/S  point 
of the cell cycle were those with the smaller incubation times with thymidine. The 8 hour 
block and 6 hour gap combination resulted in a population of cells that had the majority 
of cells at the earliest point in the S phase however did suffer from some degree of G2/M  
contamination, see Figure 6.1a. Using an increased block time of 10 hours reduced the 
G2/M  contamination however the majority of the cells had progressed further through the 
S phase, see Figure 6.1b. Both combinations were deemed acceptable for synchronisation 
of V79 cells.
T ab le  6.1: Results from the different interval and block combinations showing the shift in position of the 1®* peak, whose 
position on the control cells is set at channel number 200 on the flow cytometer acquisition software. Standard deviation is 
expressed as a percentage of the mean channel number, (sd//i)%  where ji is the mean channel number.
Interval
(hrs)
mean
8
(sd//x)%
Duration of each block 
10 14 
mean {sd/f i )% mean (sd//i)% mean
16
{sd/fx)%
control 189 1.1 200 1.7 197 3.7 204 0.7
5.5 208 1.7 228 1.4 284 1.4 311 2 .8
6 218 1.4 234 1.6 275 2.2 326 8.7
6.5 213 2.7 230 1.6 276 3.3 310 7.3
7 210 2.7 231 0.9 283 2.5 311 4.8
7.5 207 4.1 229 0.3 291 1.9 319 2.9
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0 1023
(a) 6 hr interval and 8 hr blocks
0 1023
(b ) 6 hr interval and 10 hr blocks
(c) 6 hr interval and 14 hr blocks
0 1023
(d ) 6 hr interval and 16 hr blocks
F ig u re  6.1: Figures showing the resulting DNA histograms after varying combination of thymdine block and interval 
duration. The red histogram shows the DNA histogram for the control (asynchronously growing cells) and the green the 
thymidine double blocked cells.
Whilst this technique proved effective in synchronising cells, it was found that when used 
in practice, the drug was highly toxic and resulted in a severely reduced plating efficiency. 
The data has not been included in this dissertation, for this reason: the plating efficiencies 
that were observed were on average only 10% with some samples having either no or very 
few (1 to 6 colonies out of 200 cells initially seeded) colonies forming. There was concern 
about how this toxicity would effect the radiosensitivity of those cells. This is of particular 
importance due to  the fact that it is small deviations in survival are being investigated 
and any additional sources of errors could potentially mask these effects. It was therefore 
decided that alternative means of synchronisation should be investigated.
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6.1 .3  M ito tic  Shake
The Mitotic Shake proved to be logistically impractical. Insufficient numbers of cells 
were collected to properly assess the resulting phase of these cells by flow cytometry and 
difficulty was met with obtaining enough cells to perform experiments with. It was found 
that using one large, 500 ml tissue culture flask could only produce around 1 x 10  ^ cells. 
In order to obtain a decent flow cytometer histogram, the usual number of cells in a 
I ml sample are 1 x 10® cells. Without being able to properly analyse the resulting DNA 
histogram of cells, collected using a mitotic shake, it was thought that its use should be 
discontinued and alternative methods should be investigated.
6.1 .4  M odified  M ito tic  Shake
A method was investigated which utilised the mitotic shake but with the intent to remove 
mitotic cells from the population, thus enriching the S phase population. This is achieved 
as GI cells progress into the S phase. However by removing the M phase cells, no new GI 
cells can be formed which has the dual effect of removing M phase cells and limiting the 
production of G1 cells. Different durations were used in which to dislodge mitotic cells 
(by gently tapping the cell flask) and media was then removed and fresh media added.
(a) 1 minute (b ) 2 minutes (c ) 3 minutes
F ig u re  6.2: Representative images from the modified m itotic shake experiment. DNA histograms show the resulting phase 
distribution of cells after hourly tapping of flasks with increasing tapping duration of 1, 2 or 3 minutes. Graphs in green 
shown are at the 6 hour time point. Red graphs represent the controls.
1 1 6
This was performed hourly over 6 hours. Result showed that for the earlier time points 
only marginal disruption to the distribution of cells was observed, see Figure 6.2 and Table
6.2. It was not until the six hour time point that significant synchronisation was observed 
for the two and three minute tapping time, no change was observed for the one minute 
tapping time. A visible decrease in the width of the G1 peak was observed between the 
“modified mitotic shake” cells compared to controls for the 3 minute tapping time. An 
increase in the number of cells, in S phase was also observed for the 2 and 3 minute 
tapping time however there was still a G1 and G2/M peak for all population so whilst 
the protocol definitely enriched the population with S phase cells, an adequate level of 
synchronisation was not achievable. For this reason and also for the time taken (6 hours) 
to synchronise the cells, alternate methods were investigated.
T able  6.2: Table showing the data relating to  the modified mitotic shake for the 6 hour time-point. Displayed are the 
proportions of cells within 3 different compartments as designated using the W inMDI 2.9 software marker tool. These 
compartment approximate for bins 1; 2 and 3 the phases G l, S and G 2/M  respectively. Prior to fixing at the 6 hour 
time-point, cells were tapped for either 1; 2 or 3 minutes every hour up to and including 6 hours. Displayed are the mean 
values and standard deviations calculated over three separate samples. Data for asynchronous controls are also displayed.
Duration
(mins)
Time
1
Bin number 
2 3
point (hrs)
mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.
1
6 0.71 0.011 0.14 0.006 0.15 0.007
i
asynch 0.55 0.005 0.25 0.008 0 .20 0.001
6 0.33 0.009 0.27 0.001 0.40 0.009
2
asynch 0.49 0.005 0.25 0.005 0.26 0 .000
6 OJW 0.006 0.36 0.005 0.35 0.008
3
asynch 0.53 0.007 0.28 0.001 0.19 0.006
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6.1 .5  Serum  S tarvation  and G row th  in h ib ition
As mentioned in Section 4.1 cells with a mutant p53 status may not survive under pro­
longed periods of conhuency/starvation (reduced/no FBS (foetal bovine serum)). This 
is the case for V79 cells. For LN18, a human glioblastoma cell line, cells were shown to 
survive under these conditions and therefore used for this experiment. The most effective 
combination was 4 days incubation period, 5% FBS and an initial seeding of 4 x 10  ^ cells. 
This resulted in a population of cells in which 94.9% of cells resided in G l, as calculated 
from the events between channel numbers 190 and 210, divided by the total number of 
cells within the DNA histogram. A representative histogram for this combination is shown 
in Figure 6.3.
(a) Synchronised cells (b ) Asynchronous cells
F ig u re  6.3: Figure 6.3a show representative DNA histograms showing LN18 cells synchronised as a result of being held in 
confiuency for 4 days after an initial seeding of 4 x  10® cells in normal media(5% FBS). Figure 6.3b shows an asynchronous 
population of LN18 cells
This technique worked for LN18 producing populations of cells in which 95% resided in the 
G l peak. However this method was only successful for cells at an early passage number 
of around 17. With increasing passage number, at passage numbers around 25, cells were 
unable to remain under confluent conditions and died.
1 1 8
6.1 .6  D iscu ssion
The synchronisation methods described above had mixed results. Whilst some methods, 
such as the thymidine double block, resulted in well aligned (with respect to DNA) pop­
ulations of cells, they did prove toxic to the cells and resulted in an unacceptably low 
plating efficiencies which were as low as a couple of percent. Using contact inhibition of 
LN18 cells was again a successful method; however this was only suitable for early passage 
cells which could be impractical. If this method proves so toxic to later passage number 
cells then it seems prudent to think that mechanisms will be active as a result of this 
synchronisation method which could interfere with the true survival response at the low 
doses which are of interest. There is literature which suggests that groups should avoid 
using pharmaceutical and insult synchronisation techniques [27] unless one can show that 
the resulting population of cells, meet certain criteria. This was discussed in Section 
2.2.6. These criteria (size distribution and decay of synchrony with time) were not inves­
tigated because these methods were found to be unsuitable and would not be used for 
synchronisation.
The alternative techniques that were tried such as the mitotic shake and the modified 
mitotic shake could be argued to be less damaging to cells. With the mitotic shake, cells 
collected are in mitosis and therefore only very loosely attached to the flask surface. The 
modified mitotic shake could be thought of as more damaging to the cells, however, as the 
cells are only gently tapped then it would only be those cells which were unhealthy anyway 
which would be decanted off (and obviously the mitotic cells) leaving behind what would 
hopefully be a healthy population. However the main problem with these two methods 
is the very low yield (for the mitotic shake) and the fact that the modified mitotic shake 
was so labour intensive. This meant that whilst good synchrony could be achieved, 
it was not practical. Another point which was considered when deciding upon which 
synchronisation method to use was the experimental protocol which would be followed 
for focussed microbeam irradiation. Cells are required to attach to the mylar surface 
or polypropylene, which has been treated with fibronectin, surface which takes 4 hours 
and about 1 hour respectively. The duration required to allow sufficient cell attachment
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would mean that synchronised cells could potentially (especially for the mitotic shake) 
progress into the next phase. The synchrony would start to be lost quite quickly, therefore 
the initial effort in synchronising them in the first place seems out of proportion to the 
end result. It was for this reason that investigations into the use of a DNA stain in 
conjunction with the end-station microscope to determine phase was started as opposed 
to investigating other techniques such as the use of flow cytometry cell sorting (FACS). 
An additional benefit of using such a method was that it allows the investigation of cells 
within their normal environment, i.e. within an asynchronous population of cells, to 
be carried out. It was suggested by Morgaine Richard’s thesis, [97], that inter-cellular 
signalling between cells of different phases could be important in the occurrence of low 
dose hypersensitivity.
6.2 Assays for Measuring Survival
6.2 .1  In trod u ction
Different survival assays were assessed to determine their suitability at determining low 
dose hypersensitivity. Whilst these traditional methods are not compatible with the 
irradiation protocol required for microbeam irradiation, they are compatible with broad 
beam irradiations and other insult methods which may be tested, i.e. toxicity studies 
with different drugs.
6 .2.2 C lonogen ic A ssay
The first protocol tested involved seeding cells in either TC25 flasks prior to irradiation. 
Doses used were between 0 to 5 Cy in 1 Cy intervals, however survival in the low-dose 
region was also assessed and cells were irradiated with doses between 0-1 Cy in 0.2 Cy
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intervals. From the results, see Figure 6.4, it became apparent that the errors in the low- 
dose region swamped any substructure that may be observed and it was therefore decided 
not to continue irradiating cells in this low-dose region. Therefore survival for the 6-well 
plate protocol, “cells in suspension” protocol and both cell proliferation assays (using 
either a haemocytometer or a Coulter Counter) were only assessed for doses between 1 
and 5 Gy. Survival for all three clonogenic assays are displayed in Figure 6.4 and Table
6.3.
1.00  1 1-
.1
Ë
32 50 1 Dose (Gy)
♦  Flasks 
■  Suspension  
A  6-well p la te
F ig u re  6.4: Graph showing survival of V79 cells after irradiation with 250 kVp X-rays using different experimental protocol. 
Doses between 0 and 5 Gy are used in 1 Gy steps with additional doses in the low dose (>  1 Gy) region for the flasks 
protocol. The error bars relate to the sample standard deviation for each dose.
6.2 .3  P ro liferation  A ssay
Initially the optimal seeding quantity and incubation period had to be determined. The 
cell seeding values used, were 1 x 10 ,^ 5 x 10  ^ and 1 x 10  ^ for the 3 day incubation period; 
5 x 10 ,^ 1 X 10 ,^ 5 X 10  ^ and 1 x 10  ^ for the 4 day incubation period and 5 x 10 ,^ 1 x 10 ,^ 
5 X 10  ^ (in 5 ml of media)for the 5 day incubation period. It was shown that 5 days was 
too long an incubation period and as such no results were available for this time as cells
1 2 1
T ab le  6.3: Table showing survival and standard deviation in survival of V79 cells to X-irradiation of 250 kVp using different 
clonogenic assay protocols. D ata are normalised to the plating efficiency (survival at 0 Gy ) in order to  obtain survival 
fractions. The error displayed (s.d.) relates to the sample standard deviation for each dose point.
Dose
(Gy)
Clonogenic Assay
Flasks Suspension 6-well plate
mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.
0 1.00 0.12 1.00 0.14 1.00 0.15
1 0.91 0.07 0.85 0.22 0.93 0.06
2 0.71 0.18 0.56 0.12 0.77 0.08
3 0.56 0.11 0.56 0.15 0.59 0.07
4 0.32 0.10 0.32 0.09 0.42 0.04
5 0.16 0.05 0.23 0.11 0.28 0.03
reached confiuency and started to die. This was also the case for the fiasks containing
1 X 10  ^ cells, which had an incubation period of 4 days. Using trypsin-versaine (1:10),
2 cell samples from the remaining fiasks were counted using a haemocytometer and the 
results are shown in Table 6.4 . To allow comparison of growth between the different 
combinations, all values of counted cells were normalised to an initial seeding of 1 x 10  ^
cells. These normalised values were then plotted with a model growth curve, see Figure 
6.5. The growth curve was modelled using the exponential growth of cells. Equation 6.1.
N = No.2^d (6.1)
N is the number of cells present after t  hours where Nq is the initial number of cells 
seeded and where t^ is the doubling time of the cell line in question. For V79 cells this 
has been previously measured as 12.4 hours. The optimal combinations of initial seeding 
and incubation period were shown to be 5 x 10  ^ cells with an incubation period of 4 days 
and also 1 x lO'^  with an incubation time of 3 days. Using these combinations resulted in 
the closest match between final cell numbers grown and modelled growth of V79 cells.
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F ig u re  6.5: Graph showing proximity to exponential growth that V79 cells display after different initial seeding concen­
trations and incubation periods. The point relating to an initial seeding of 5 x 10^ cells and an incubation period of 4 days 
shows a pronounced deviation from the modelled growth of V79 cells. This indicates that cells have become to some extent 
confluent and their growth therefore inhibited. As these conditions do not result in exponential growth, they cannot be 
used in conjunction with the proliferation assay. Those conditions most closely following exponential growth are for 1 x 10^ 
cells initially seeded and allowed to grow for 3 days and also for 5 x 10  ^ cells initially seeded and allowed to grow for 4 days.
T ab le  6.4: Table showing resulting number of cells (xlO^) after different combination of incubation period and initial 
seeding concentration. No data was available for the 5 day time point as this duration proved too long and cells for all 
initial seeding numbers became confluent and died. This is also true for those combinations indicated by an asterix*.
Incubation Number of cells initially seeded (xlO^)
Period 0.05 0.1 0.5 1
(days) mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.
3 - 4.4 1.7 2.6 1.1 2.4 0.9
4 18.6 6.0 11.8 4.7 4.6 0.9 * *
5 No results for this time-point
( all data normalised to an initial seeding of 0.1x 10®)
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The combination of 5 x 10  ^ cells initially seeded and an incubation period of 4 days was 
determined to be one of the optimal combinations in achieving cells in exponential growth 
at time of counting and was used for this survival study. Initially, cells were seeded in 
6-well plates and irradiated as outlined in Section 4.2.3. The cells were then incubated 
for 96 hours and counted using a haemocytometer. Survival fraction was calculated from 
the number of cells counted using Equation 6.2 and plotted for both haemocytometer and 
Coulter Counter in Figure 6.9.
S F  = (6 .2)
1
0.1
2 3 4 5 60 1
♦  Haemocytometer 
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F ig u re  6.6: Graph showing survival analysed from proliferation data as measured using either a haemocytometer or a 
Coulter Counter.
The results for the heamocytometer method showed again quite large errors associated 
with the data, see Table 6.5 and Figure 6.9, which would mask any substructure in the 
low dose region. Errors relate to the sample standard deviation for each dose point and 
the largest value (0.29) was observed for the 1 Gy dose point. Results collected using 
the Coulter Counter had decreased error bars, see Table 6.5 and Figure 6.9. However 
the survival results themselves were inconsistent with standard results which highlighted
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T able  6.5: Table showing the survival fractions for both of the proliferation assays used. All data were normalised with 
respect to  the plating efficiencies, as determined using the control (0 Gy) samples. The standard deviation (s.d.) fisted 
relates to the sample standard deviation for each dose point.
Dose (Gy)
Proliferation Assay
Haemocytometer
mean s.d.
Coulter Counter
mean s.d.
0 1.00 0.11 1.00 0.06
1 0.74 0.29 1.44 0.24
2 0.63 0.13 1.43 0.13
3 0.47 0.10 1.09 0.25
4 - - 0.82 0.03
5 0.14 0.02 0.35 0.04
concerns about their validity. This could be related to a number of issues including the 
equipment but also related to the impracticalities of carrying out the analysis using the 
Coulter Counter. The Coulter Counter was situated in another lab with insufficient biol­
ogy equipment. Therefore the trypsinisation was performed at room temperature which 
is not optimal and meant that it took longer for cells to detach. This could potentially 
have meant that not 100% of cells did detach. The trypsination was performed at the 
Coulter Counter lab because each trypsinisation had to be performed just before analysis 
with the Coulter Counter because the cells, which were alive, could not survive for long 
in the isotonic solution in which they were analysed. In hindsight, a better procedure to 
follow would have been to trypsinise cells in the biology lab at the Ion Beam Centre and 
subsequently fix all samples before taking them to the Coulter Counter lab for analysis. 
However at the time these experiments were performed, insufficient experience was in 
place to achieve this.
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6 .2 .4  D iscu ssion
When choosing a survival protocol to use there are a number of considerations which need 
to be taken into account, especially when low doses are being used. Results must:
1. have small associated error;
2. have reproducible results;
3. have results that are consistent with published data;
4. be consistent with the corresponding survival model.
Protocols investigated in this section had large associated errors and therefore would 
probably not be suitable for investigating low dose hypersensitivity as any low dose sub­
structure would be lost in the experimental noise. It is for this reason that the study was 
only continued with doses of 1 Gy and above. The least noisy data set was for the 6-well 
plate protocol and the error bars associated with these data were smaller compared to the 
other data sets. Whilst some standard deviation values could be of the same order as for 
the other clonogenic protocols, others could be as little as a third of the value, see Table
6.3. These data may have slightly benefited from increased experience. However another 
reason why errors were smaller is the ease with which additional data points could be 
obtained for each repeat experiment when using the 6-well plates. When using flasks, 
three were used per dose point, for each repeat, whereas six wells would be used when 
using the 6-well plates. The limitations imposed when using flasks were primarily due 
to their bulk, therefore numbers of flasks irradiated depended on what was logistically 
practical as these had to be taken off premises for irradiation. The 6-well plates were 
much more compact allowing more data points to be collected for each dose point.
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T able  6.6: Table showing the a,  /3 and value from the linear regression analysis of experimental data. The a  and /3 
parameters are compared to published data [78]. Proliferation data refers to that collected using a heamocytometer.
Protocol Published
Parameter
flask suspension 6-well plate proliferation Data [78]
alpha 0.064 0.027 0.047 0.028 0.115
beta 0.027 0.163 0.029 0.213 0.039
alpha/beta 2.381 0.166 1.618 0.134 2.949
r2 0.976 0.469 0.990 0.451 -
0.30
0.25 -
0.20  -
a
«  0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0 2 3 4 65
Dose (Gy)
F ig u re  6.7: Graph showing the six-well plate date in terms of -ln (SF )/D  vs D. If the classic alpha beta relationship holds 
this should be a linear relationship. The line of best fit is displayed with the experimental data
To determine whether results obtained using the different protocols provide data which 
closely follow the LQ model, a linear regression was performed on the relationship between 
-ln(SF)/D when plotted against D. Due to the linear quadratic equation, see Equation 
2.1, this relationship should be linear. Using Excel a linear regression was performed and 
from the resulting line of best fit LQ models determined (a is the intercept and [3 is the 
gradient). The standard LQ model was used as the data collected was 1 Gy or above. 
This was performed for each of the standard clonogenic assay protocols and also for the 
haemocytometer data. The resulting parameters are displayed in Table 6 .6. The two 
protocols showing the greatest linear relationship were the two protocols in which cells
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were plated prior to irradiation, either in the 6-well plates or in the TC25 flasks.
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F ig u re  6.8: A scatter plot displaying the results of the Monte Carlo simulations and subsequent comparison between 
data sets for the 6-well plate data and the suspension data. The alpha-beta program was used to carry out this analysis. 
The cdf relates to the number of points encompassed within the eclipse surrounding each population. Each eclipse initially 
encompass 95% of points within their related population. The eclipses then are contracted until the point at which the two 
eclipses just touch. The proportions of cells within each final eclipse can then be used as a likelihood that these populations 
do not agree.
Data were then analysed using the Alpha-Bet a model which was developed at the Uni­
versity of Surrey^ and see also [5] and [92]. This model allows the comparison of different 
experimental data sets to determine, based on their a  and ^ parameters, the likelihood 
that two populations (relating to the two data sets) are the same. This is achieved through 
the use of Monte Carlo simulations which produce on a large scale, hypothetical survival 
data from which a  and (3 parameters can be calculated. Calculations are based on the 
survival fractions and variances, relating to the experimental data supplied and each of 
the resulting a  and j3 combinations are equally likely for the given data set . These a  and
^Personal communication, Norman Kirkby
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(3 parameters can then be plotted for each data set. Determination of the likelihood that 
the two populations are the different, involves contracting the two ellipses, which encom­
pass the parameters for each data set. The point where the two ellipses have contracted 
such that they only just touch, is the point at which the likelihood that they are different 
is described. The percentage likelihood is quoted as the final percentage of parameters in 
each of the ellipses at this point. An example of the output of this comparison is displayed 
in Figure 6.8 for a comparison between the 6-well plate and suspension data.
Using this program good correlation was observed between the majority of the different 
data sets collected using the different protocols, see Figure 6.9. This suggests that whilst 
the a  and j3 parameters quoted in Table 6.6 appear quite different, this is just an artefact 
of the variance in the experimental data. The likelihood that two populations are in 
fact different appears to be slightly higher for some comparisons, e.g. for the 6-well 
plate data versus the suspension data and also for the 6-well plate data compared to the 
haemocytometer data. However the estimate predicted by the model could be thought of 
as a slightly conservative one. If the points on the scatter plots for the different data sets 
are compared, a large overlap is observed, see Figure 6.10. Therefore, the fact that some 
values (relating to the likelihood that two populations were different) appeared quite high, 
did not raise concerns over the subsequent use of related protocols.
The only population that did not appear to be related was the data set collected using 
the Coulter Counter. The a  and /3 parameters relating to this data set were at a position 
completely separate to those relating to all of the other protocols. The cells used for this 
protocol were exactly the same as the cells used for the other four protocols and therefore 
this lack of correlation with data relating to the other protocols suggests significant flaws 
in this protocol which impair those results collected. As mentioned earlier this could be 
due to the cell detachment process. If not all cells are detached then this could seriously 
affect the survival results. The difference in the Coulter Counter data to that of the 
other V79 data, was highlighted by analysing, in a similar manner, survival data relating 
to another cell line, LN18, a human glioblastoma cell line. Figure 6.10 shows that the 
positions of the calculated a  and /3 parameters are completely separate to the V79 data.
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T a b le  6.7: Table showing the the percentage likelihood that data relating to different data sets (collected using different 
protocols) are indeed different. The lower the number therefore, the more likely that two data sets have cells relating to  
one single population.
Percentage difference values fo r different combinations of protocol data sets
Protocol
6 well plates Flasks
Protocol
Suspension Haemocytometer
Coulter
Counter
6 well plates n /a 59.8 34.6 91.6 100
Flasks 59.8 n /a 25.1 2.5 100
Suspension 34.6 25.1 n /a 22.7 100
Haemocytometer 91.6 2.5 22.7 n /a 100
Coulter Counter 100 100 100 100 n /a
which is as expected as they relate to a completely different cell line. This further exposes 
irregularities in the Coulter Counter data and raises concerns over the use of the related 
protocol.
The positions of the published a  and (3 parameters for V79 cells as determined by Marples 
et a l [78] show good correlation with all three clonogenic assays. The linear regression 
coefficient was slightly higher also for the data collected with the 6-well plates. Whilst the 
observed standard deviations for these protocols proved too large to allow sensitive detec­
tion of substructure in the low dose region, they do show that they are valid techniques 
in characterising survival after irradiation using doses of 1 Gy and above and that the 
resulting survival follows closely the L-Q model. Therefore, subsequent survival assess­
ments were performed using the 6-well plate protocol, see Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Whilst 
the flask protocol could also be used with success it was thought the that convenience 
offered by the 6-well plates coupled with its close fit to the L-Q (r^ value of 0.99) made it 
a better choice to use.
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F ig u re  6.9: A scatter plot displaying the results of the Monte Carlo simulations for the five different V79 data sets. This 
shows how the a  and /5 parameters for the different data sets lie in relation to one another. The black points relate to the 
6-well plate data; the blue to the flasks; the red to the suspension data; the green to the haemocytometer and finally the 
cyan points relate to the Coulter Counter data. Also displayed is the position of the a  and ^  parameters for published 
V79 data, [78]. The position is indicated by the yellow star at the intersection of the two red lines. The position of these 
parameters on the scatter plot show that these cells behave in a similar manner to the V79 cells used experimentally in the 
study described in this section. The eclipses cover 95% of all points for each data set.
6.3 Phase Delay Assay
6.3.1 5-B rom o-2-d eoxyu rid in e (B rd U ) A ssay  V alid ation
Cells were incubated with 5-Bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) for increasing durations, 0, 
1, 4 and 12 hours and then prepared for BrdU analysis using the protocol described 
in Section 4.3.2 and in Appendix B. Representative results are shown in Figure 6.11. 
Results showed good correlation to expected behaviour. With no BrdU incorporation, on 
the BrdU (FITC signal) histogram there is only one signal, the negative signal, see Figure 
6.11b. Also, there is a definite cut off on the dotplot, see Figure 6.11a with very few cells 
in the region on the plot above the 10  ^ events. For the next two time points, 1 hour and 4 
hours, the trough between the two peaks of the BrdU (FITC) histogram is at around the 
10  ^ position, with an increasing contribution of cells in the second “positive” peak for the
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A L P H A  B E T A  M on te  C a rlo  R e su lts  C o m p ariso n
F ig u re  6 .10: A scatter plot displaying the results of the Monte Carlo simulations for ol and /3 parameters for the clonogenic 
data sets for V79 data. The black points represent the flasks data; the blue points represent the 6-well plate data and the  
red points represent the suspension data. For comparison data is also included which relates to another cell line, LN18, a 
human glioblastoma cell line, these are the green points. This demonstrates the differences in location of a  and ^ that can 
be expected for completely different populations of cells. The eclipses cover 95% of all points for each data set.
4 hour time point, see Figures 6.l id  and 6.111. For the final time point, 12 hours, there 
was just one peak for the BrdU (FITC) histogram whose peak was positioned after the 
10  ^ point, see Figure 6.11h. Also, the dotplot showed that the majority of cells resided in 
the portion of the plot above this (10^) position, see Figure 6.11g.
6 .3 .2  P h ase  D elay  after X -irrad iation
Using the protocol described in Section 4.3.2 and in Appendix B, cells were incubated 
with BrdU for 1 hour prior to irradiation and then subsequently processed for BrdU 
analysis. Previous results from Section 6.3.1 show that the separation point on the BrdU 
(FITC) response histogram between a “negative” signal (i.e. no BrdU incorporation) 
and a “positive” signal is at 10 .^ This separation point could be used for all further 
experiments with this protocol to allow BrdU positive cells to be discriminated between 
BrdU negative cells. Results obtained using this protocol to assess phase delay were 
highly unstable. There should have been consistency between the number of cells which
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(a) 0 hours - contour plot
(c) 1 hour - contour plot
(e) 4 hours - contour plot
(g ) 12 hours - contour plot
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(d ) 1 hour - BrdU signal histogram
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( f )  4 hours - BrdU signal histogram
(h ) 12 hours - BrdU signal histogram  
F ig u re  6.11: Data showing the contour plots and histograms for different incorporation tim es of V79 cells with BrdU
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were BrdU positive because all cells were incorporated with BrdU for the same amount of 
time, 1 hour. This was not the case and there were large differences between the number 
of cells in the different peaks. In some cases there were just single “negative” peaks. On 
other occasions there were just single “positive” peaks. All this variation could be within 
just one experiment. Overall, results obtained were poor and unreliable and as such this 
protocol did not produce any useful results.
Every effort was made to investigate why such inconsistent results were observed, including 
changing all consumables, increasing the blocking stage by increasing the concentration 
of Bovine Albumin Serum (BSA) to limit non-specific antigen binding. Increasing the 
duration of the primary antibody staining to determine whether that could increase the 
distinction between the “positive” and negative signal and also increasing the duration of 
the secondary antibody. All permutations were tested but to no avail and results persisted 
in their inconsistency. Due to these issues little trust could be placed in this technique 
and the results it produced. It was for this reason that work with this protocol was 
discontinued.
6.4 Fluorescence Microscopy using the End-Station  
Microscope
6.4 .1  In trod u ction
Due to various factors, these being:
1. the need for a sensitive survival assay;
2. the difficulties in obtaining adequately synchronised populations of cells;
3. the need for an assay that is compatible with proton irradiation;
4. the interest in analysing cells of different phases within an asynchronous population;
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5. the problems in using the BrdU assay;
it was decided to investigate the use of the end-station microscope as a means to assess 
the phase of individual cells that were attached to the bottom of the cell dishes. It 
was envisaged that cells would be initially stained with a nuclear fluorescent dye prior 
to imaging with the end-station microscope. The images were to be analysed using the 
virtual end-station (VES) software to detect and analyse cells with respect to the intensity 
of signal relating to each cell. If such a protocol could be devised and proved to work 
adequately then the problems listed above could be addressed. The work outlined in 
this section describes the steps undertaken in order to develop such a protocol and also 
validate its use.
6.4 .2  A ssessin g  th e  T oxicity  o f  H oech st 33342 and 33258
Initially, the toxicity of the live nuclear stains were determined. The fluorescent dyes 
assessed were Hoechst 33258 and Hoechst 33342. For Hoechst 33258, concentrations used 
were between I and 100 /jM  with an incubation time of I hour. Toxicity was only assessed 
between I and 10 fiM for Hoechst 33342 because even at the lower concentrations it 
became apparent that resulting survival was too low to consider its use as a live cell stain. 
As such, toxicity analysis at the higher concentrations were not performed and results are 
not shown. Survival results for Hoechst 33258 are shown in Figure 6.12. It is only beyond 
10 fiM that a clear decrease in survival was observed. Those concentrations between I 
and 10 fjM resulted in a survival fraction about unity , within the error bars. Between 5 
and 10 fiM survival fractions ranged from 0.92 and 1.04 with a sample standard deviation 
of around 0.13. Data were collected over two separate experimental sessions with six 
samples used per data point per session. Error bars relate to the standard deviation of 
results for that data point. To ensure that the concentration levels used were well within 
the non-toxic region, 5 /jM  was decided upon as the concentration to use for further 
experimentation. This was found to be a practical level to use and resulted in cells 
fluorescing at a level which allowed suitable detection using the end-station microscope
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software.
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F ig u re  6.12: Graph showing the survival of V79 cells after 1 hours incubation with increasing concentrations of Hoechst 
33258.
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6.4 .3  E ffect o f  H oech st on  R a d io sen sitiv ity  o f  V 79  C ells
The toxicity of the Hoechst 33258 live cell stain had been previously assessed, see Section 
6.4.2. To ensure that, at this level, the radiosensitivity of V79 cells would not be effected, 
survival curves were measured for cells incubated for 1 hour with either 1 or 5 jiM. of 
Hoechst 33258, see Figure 6.13. Error bars represent the standard deviation of results 
for that particular data point. Each data point is comprised of 12 samples collected 
over two experimental sessions. Results showed that for both concentrations both the 
control population of cells and the stained populations of cells matched to within the 
experimental error bars. There was a close match for the 1 fiM population however for 
the 5 /jM  population the largest difference in survival was observed at 5 Gy. Whilst still 
within the error bars of the experiment, the differences observed at this dose were not 
problematic for the proceeding experiments due to the fact that the doses used were 2 Gy 
or less.
A further analysis was performed using the Alpha-Beta model which was developed at 
the University of Surrey,^ and see also [5] and [92]. A more detailed explanation of this 
model has been described previously in Section 6.2.4. However, will be described briefly 
here. In short, this model uses a Monte Garlo simulation which allows multiple estimates 
of a  and ^ parameters (which relate to an experimental data set supplied by the user) to 
be calculated. This allows two sets of data to be compared and a value, relating to the 
likelihood that they are from different populations, to be determined. The control data 
set (0 fiM of Hoechst 33258) was compared to the data set in which cells were incubated 
for 1 hour with 5 fiM Hoechst 33258. The results of the comparison are displayed in 
Figure 6.14 and the model predicted a likelihood of 26.5 % that the two populations were 
different. Gomparing these results to those collected in Section 6.2.4, e.g. Figures 6.8; 6.9 
and 6.10, show that a likelihood of 26.5% is actually reasonably low. This gives credibility 
to the idea that cells incubated with and without Hoechst 33258 behave in similar way 
with respect to survival after irradiation, and can be regarded as coming from one single 
population.
^Personal communication, Norman Kirkby
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F ig u re  6 .14: A scatter plot displaying the output from the q-/3 model. This plot shows the predicted (based on experi­
mental data using a Monte Carlo simulation) alpha and beta parameters for populations of V79 cells which have or have not 
been incubated for a period of 1 hour with 5pAf Hoechst 33258. A subsequent comparison was performed and the likelihood 
that these populations are different was calculated to be 26.5%. The cdf relates to the proportion of points within each 
ellipse at the point at which the contracted ellipses for each population, just touch.
6.4 .4  E ffect o f E xten d ed  S torage P er iod s at 0 °C
When using the end-station protocol in conjunction with X-irradiation, all cells need to be 
scanned prior to irradiation. This is because it makes logistical sense to irradiate all cells 
at once due to the fact the X-ray machine used for the irradiations is some distance (20 
minute walk) from the end-station microscope. Therefore all cells must be immediately, 
from the point where the dye has been removed from the dish, be stored on ice. Cells 
must remain at 0 °C until their return to the incubator (37 °C) after irradiation. This it 
to ensure that no Hoechst is removed from the nucleus by active cellular processes and 
also prevent progression around the cell cycle. This ensures that the phase of a particular 
cell, as predicted by the analysis of the images collected, is the phase at which they are 
irradiated. Therefore, the effect of keeping cells on ice for extended periods of time was 
investigated.
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Cells were prepared as described in Section 4.4.4, but in short, cells were seeded on Petri 
dishes and incubated at 37 °C for 4 hours before all dishes were removed and stored on 
ice at 0 °C. Between one and six hours later, dishes were successively returned to the 
incubator and allowed to grow for seven days before colonies were counted and survival 
assessed. Control cells remained in the incubator and were referred to as the t= 0  time 
point. Results are shown in Figure 6.15. Any deviation in plating efficiency observed 
between the controls and cells which experienced different incubation periods at 0 °C were 
small and within the error bars of the experiment. It was therefore thought that keeping 
cells at a temperature of 0 °C for periods on ice of up to 6 hours was acceptable and did 
not result in any loss of plating efficiency.
Î
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F ig u re  6 .15: Graph showing plating efficiencies of V79 cells after increasing durations incubation tim e at 0°C
6.4 .5  V alidation  o f T echnique
P a ra m e te r  D e te rm in a tio n  using H oechst 33258 and  N ile R ed
Cells which had been previously stained with both Hoechst 33258 (nucleus) and Nile Red 
(cytoplasm) were imaged using the end-station microscope. Image sets were obtained for 
an identical region, but acquiring using different filters in order to obtain images relating
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to the different fluorescent dyes. This allowed the observation of just the nucleus or just 
the cytoplasm. Using Imaged two corresponding images could then be merged to allow 
the the nucleus and cytoplasm to be viewed together on the same image, see Figure 6.16a. 
Using the merged image, it could then established if two adjacent nuclei which were two 
separate cells or just one cell in the G2/M phase. A large number of such cells were 
manually located and found to be two G1 cells. This was due to the fact that each nuclei 
within such a pair, had a distinct cytoplasm surrounding it, see Figure 6.16a. The fact 
that these nuclei each had their own cytoplasm surrounding them showed that they were 
two separate cells.
To ensure that when using the VES software to locate and analyse cells from a region 
scan, each nuclei is identified as an individual, the threshold parameter had to be selected 
appropriately. The appropriate selection of threshold parameter involved the use of the 
line profile tool which is available with the VES software. Line profiles were obtained 
across the width of such pairs of nuclei, see Figure 6.16c, and the intensity value of the 
trough recorded. This action was performed for around 30 pairs of cells per dish. From 
the intensity values at the trough, as determined from the line profiles, the highest value 
found, was used as the threshold. This ensured that all nuclei would be detected and 
subsequently analysed as separate cells. This is due to the cell recognition method used 
by the VES software, see Section 3.1.3. If the threshold is set too low then there would 
be no distinction between the two nuclei due to the background signal. In setting the 
threshold at a level higher than the background, there will be two distinct regions of 
pixels with intensities greater than that of the threshold set and therefore they will be 
identified as two separate cells. Adopting this approach (which has just been described), 
resulting histograms generated showed good agreement to what is expected from a DNA 
histogram, see the following section.
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(a ) PI and Nile Red (b ) Bright field image (c ) Line plot
F ig u re  6.16: Images showing the dual staining of the cytoplasm with Nile Red and the nucleus with propidium iodide, 
6.16a. The delineation of the cytoplasm allows cells to be classified as either in G1 phase or G 2/M  phase. This is also 
achievable using bright field images, see 6.16b. To ensure that correct threshold values are selected for use with the end- 
station microscope software, line profiles across such pairs were used to obtain intensity values at the trough region: see 
6.16c. Using these values as a guide can ensure that cells which are separate will be detected as such.
Assessm ent of Fixing and Staining Techniques using Asynchronous Cell Pop­
ulations
Initially different fixing techniques and different stains were assessed to determine op­
timum staining conditions. The use of 50% methanol and 50% acetone was compared 
against the use of 4% formaldahyde (in PBS), followed by a later permeablisation step 
using 0.1% Triton X. The different stains tested were Hoechst 33258 and propidium io­
dide. The use of all permutations resulted in histograms that were similar to each other 
and also to that collected using the flow cytometer: see Figure 6.17. Therefore, all dif­
ferent combinations could be used either for the validation purposes or for subsequent 
experiments.
Synchronised Data
Cells were treated with a thymidine double block which consisted of two block durations of 
8 hours separated by an interval period of 6 hours. At the end of the final block, cells were 
detached from the flask surface using trypsin and then re-seeded onto either Petri dishes 
(for use with the end-station microscope) or in flasks (for flow cytometry analysis). Cells 
were then prepared for flow cytometry analysis as outlined in Appendix A. Both Hoechst
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F ig u re  6.17: Histograms collected using the end-station microscope and flow cytometry. The different dyes used were 
Hoechst 33258 and propidium iodide.
33258 and propidium iodide were used. Data collected using the different modalities (flow 
cytometry or microsopy) were compared for each time-point and representative images 
are displayed in Figure 6.18 for each time point.
To enable flow cytometry data to be displayed alongside the microscope data, certain 
data processing was carried out on both data sets. For each of the microscope dishes, all 
raw, sum intensity data was normalised by the mean max value. The max value is the 
highest intensity value of a pixel found within a cell. The mean is taken over all cells 
within a dish. This parameter was used as it is thought to be the least dependent on 
the phase of the cell and therefore is a useful means on normalising data to correct for 
global differences in signal intensity between different dishes. Histograms for each of these 
data were then compiled with bins ranging from 0 to 2.5. The position of the G1 peak 
was established using the asynchronous data. The bin values for all histograms were then 
normalised to this value. Histogram frequency values were normalised to the total number 
of cells. For the flow cytometry data, the bin values for each histogram were normalised 
to the G1 peak of the asynchronous histogram. Again, all histogram frequency values 
were normalised to the total number of cells for each sample.
In Figure 6.18 the microscope data was very noisy compared to the flow cytometer data 
however this is to be expected because for the flow cytometry samples, 30,000 cells were 
analysed per sample whereas for the microscope data this was approximately 2,000. How­
ever despite this, there appeared to be good correlation between the data sets. At different
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F ig u re  6.18: Graphs showing cells which had been synchronised at the S phase (by a thymidine donble block) at dilTerent 
time-points after release from this block
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time points the positions of the two peaks correlated well between the data sets. There are 
some occasions were the peaks to not align completely however this could be due to the 
difficulty in selecting the position of the G1 peak on the asynchronous microscope data 
because the data are so noisy. There is also an offset effect which is discussed in Section 
6.4.6. There was also, in some instances, very slight over-estimation in the microscope 
data of number of cells in the G2/M phase. This could possible be due to a number of 
cells being incorrectly classified as just one cells when, they were in fact, two cells. This 
is unavoidable to some extent as if the threshold is set too high (to completely avoid mis- 
identification) the risk that some of the more faint cells being missed altogether increases. 
This was taken into consideration and steps taken to reduce this for the x-irradiated data: 
see Section 6.7.
5-Brom o-2-deoxyuridine Analysis using the End-Station M icroscope
Asynchronous cells were seeded on dishes and treated with BrdU for 1.5 hours. They 
were then stained, according to the protocol as outlined in Appendix B using a primary 
antibody anti-BrdU and a secondary anti-body FITG in conjunction with nuclear staining 
using propidium iodode and RNAse. Cells were then scanned using the microscope to 
obtain both propidium iodide and FITG region scans. The VES software was then used 
to analyse the propidium iodide data sets as outlined on in Section 6.4.5. This allowed 
the position of individual cells and their corresponding sum intensity (which corresponds 
to the DNA content) to be determined. Similarly, the VES software was used to analyse 
the FITG cells however in a slightly different way. Separation between the FITG-positive 
and FITG-negative cells was good. On visual inspection, the FITC positive cells were 
immediately apparent due to the strength of their signal, see Figure 6.19.
Line profiles were obtained across a number cells and these showed that the signal from 
the FITG-positive cells was always at least double that of the FITG-negative cells. This 
allowed, when using the VES software, an appropriate threshold to be set which was high 
enough that only FITG positive cells were identified. Locational information was then 
collected for the FITC positive cells which could be compared with locational information
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F ig u re  6 .19: Images collected using the end-station microscope using bright field, propidium iodide filter and the FITC  
filter.
of the propidium iodide data, thus allowing propidium iodide sum intensity values to be 
found for these cells. Results showing the sum intensity values for all cells and FITC- 
positive cells are displayed in Figure 6.20. Both sets of results were normalised to the 
position of the G1 peak of the “all” population. The FITG-positive cells are those which 
incorporated BrdU into their DNA during synthesis and it follows that these cells were 
in the S phase at some point during the 1.5 hour incubation period. It follows that the 
majority of these cells should have a corresponding amount of DNA. The FITG-positive 
population had a distribution whose peak was at around 1.8 with the lowest normalised 
sum intensity at 0.8. These low DNA-content cells could be attributed to those cells which 
were in the late S phase and then progressed through to the M phase before subsequently 
dividing. The G2/M phase is short and therefore this could have happened within the 
incubation period. This could also account for the presence of FITG-positive cells which 
have a high DNA content which correspond more to G2/M phase cells. In general though, 
the majority of the FITG-positive cells had a normalised sum intensity of the propidium 
iodide signal which corresponds to the S phase. To further clarify these data, a smaller 
incubation period with BrdU was used. However it resulted in no FITC signal being 
observed at all. It follows that, in order to obtain a good FITC signal that can be clearly 
discriminated against the negative signal, such an incubation time (1.5 hours) was needed. 
However, these data do corroborate previous data collected which suggest the propidium 
iodide sum intensity as collected using the VES software does indeed provide an estimate 
of DNA content, see Sections 6.4.5 and 6.4.5.
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F ig u re  6.20: Results collected using the end-station microscope and analysed using the VES software. The two data sets 
show propidium iodide signal for either all cells or for those cells which are positive for FITC signal. The FITC positive 
cells represent those cells which have BrdU incorporation which itself is indicative of cells in the S phase. Note that the bin 
sizes are different for the different data sets to allow visualisation of position of the bulk of the FITC cells along the x-axis. 
After the incubation period of 1.5 hours, 289 cells stained positive for FITC out of 6111 cells analysed.
6.4 .6  Q uality  A ssurance  
L inearity  of E n d -S ta tio n  System
As outlined in Section 4.4.6, flood flelds were acquired on the end-station microscope. 
These were analysed using ICS viewer. On each image, a grid was positioned onto the 
image which allowed pixel values to be obtained at specific points on an image. Ten points 
were recorded for images acquired using increasing exposure times. The mean pixel value 
(calculated from the 10 pixel values at the 10 points) for each exposure time was then 
plotted against exposure time, see Figure 6.21. Whilst the relationship between the ex­
posure time {x) and the pixel intensity {y) was linear it was not directly proportional; 
see Equation 6.3. The offset value, 2409, results in an effect being observed upon any his­
tograms collected using the end-station microscope. The entire DNA histogram collected 
will, in effect be contracted. This is because if a cell with a 01 content is detected and a 
cell with a 02/M  content of DNA is detected, then due to this offset, the signal collected 
from the 02/M  cell will not be double that of the 01 cell. This is not a negligible effect 
and work carried out in this section highlights the need for sufficient staining to ensure 
minimal contraction of the DNA histogram. The impact this effect has on the resulting
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DNA histogram is discussed further in Section 6.6.3. This effect can also be observed in 
the DNA histograms collected for the survival compared to that collected for the phase 
delay data: see Figure 7.1. The data collected using the end-station microscope for the 
survival experiment had a mean pixel intensity of 7529. After maintenance on the micro­
scope, improved performance meant that an average pixel intensity of 14862 was possible. 
With this higher average pixel intensity, the contribution from the offset (of 2409) to 
the signal collected is much smaller and therefore the resulting effect on the histogram 
collected was less pronounced.
!/ =  11.7-T 4-2409 (6.3)
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F ig u re  6.21: Graph showing the relationship between exposure time and average pixel value of the resulting image. Pixel 
intensity values were normalised to that of the 100 ms data point and data was collected on 3 separate occasions. A linear 
regression analysis was performed and an r  ^ value of 0.9975 was calculated indicating a strong linear relationship between 
exposure time and resulting pixel intensity values.
D egredation  of H oechst Signal O ver T im e
Cells were stained with Hoechst 33258 as outlined in Section 4.4.6. Once stained, the cells 
were stored on ice and at specified times, individual dishes were imaged and a region scan
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was acquired using the end-station microscope. These region scans were analysed, using 
identical settings, with the virtual end-station software. A number of parameters were 
calculated and analysed including the total sum intensity of cells detected. However, it was 
the maximum intensity value detected within each cell that was concentrated on as this is 
independent of thresholding values, which if the signal does degrade over time, will effect 
the determination of the cell boundary and therefore the total sum intensity calculated for
a cell. For each time-point the mean “maximum pixel intensity” was determined, Ir,
The cumulative mean, was determined for each time point along with the associated
standard deviation, expressed as a percentage of the mean. The cumulative mean, Cj
was calculated from the Imax value for that particular time point and all time points
preceding it. This is why for the first time point, the Imax and the are equal. These
data are displayed in Table 6.8. As expected for the , with increasing numbers being 
included in its evaluation, with increasing time-points, the standard deviation values 
decreased. The standard deviation decreased to 5% and stabilised around this value.
However, as the fluorescent signal dropped over time, the standard deviation of the Cj
increased as Imax values for these regions dropped and deviated from the original valued 
indicating a change in the Imax values. Based on these factors it therefore decided to 
limit the amount of time between staining and scanning to this duration which was 163 
minutes.
Focussing
A dish of cells was stained as outlined in Section 6.4.5. Cells were then positioned on 
the microscope and the stage position adjusted to focus the cells. The focussed position 
was found to be 0.330 mm. A region scan of 2000 /im x 2000 /im was taken with the 
surface of the dish at this focussed position. Region scans were also acquired at different 
stage positions for which cells progressively went out of focus. Four separate regions were 
scanned and 80 cells in total analysed. Total intensity for individual cells were compared 
at the different stage positions. To allow comparison between all cells analysed, intensity
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Table 6.8: Table showing the change in the standard deviation of expressed as a percentage of the cumulative
mean C i^  , over time. The cumulative mean, was calculated from the Imax value for that particular tim e point
and all tim e points preceding it. The mean “maximum pixel intensity” is represented by and was calculated for each
individual time point
Time Elapsed 
(min)
Mean
I^max)
Max Intensity
Cumulative
mean
I m a x  )
Cumulative
s.d./mean
(%)
0 40879 40879 -
12 40255 40567 1%
31 37134 39423 5%
38 35251 38380 7%
47 40764 38857 7%
56 40898 39197 6%
77 38647 39118 6%
85 35694 38690 6%
96 39691 38801 6%
108 37938 38715 6%
115 40256 38855 5%
124 39766 38931 5%
140 39076 38942 5%
147 39816 39005 5%
155 36521 38839 5%
163 36931 38720 5%
169 31353 38286 7%
176 30925 37878 8%
182 35630 37759 8%
190 35057 37624 8%
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data was normalised for each cell to the sum intensity for the focussed cell. The mean 
and standard deviation for all cells, for each stage position, were collected and the results 
are displayed in Table 6.9. Data for the whole population of cells analysed show that 
between ±  0.05 mm of the focal plane, the sum intensity measured is at most, only 6% 
less than that measured at the focal plane.
Images for one of the cells analysed are displayed in Figure 6.22. The cell at each z-stage 
position is shown. The normalised sum intensity (normalised to the sum intensity at the 
focal plane) is displayed in italics and brackets beneath the z-stage position. These are 
representative images and show the normalised sum intensity which can be expected for 
cell which from visual inspection looks like it has just gone out of focus. In this study it 
was thought that this occurred at a normalised sum intensity of 0.85, see Figure 6.22f. 
Therefore, using this degree of “fuzzyness” as a guide for discriminating by eye, cells 
which are out of focus will lead to an error in the remaining cells of at most about 12%. 
The majority of the cells will have a normalised value greater than this as shown by the 
mean values displayed in Table 6.9.
T ab le  6.9: Table showing the total intensity of individual cells at different stage positions, normalised to  the intensity for 
the focussed stage position. Data shown relates to that of 67 individual cells identified. The data for the focussed position  
is in bold
Stage Position  
(mm)
Average 
normalised total 
intensity
Standard Deviation
0.340 0.624 0.21
0.335 0.952 0.057
0.333 1.003 0.033
0 .330 1.000 0.000
0.327 0.958 0.046
0.325 0.939 0.046
0.320 0.585 0.221
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(a ) 0.320 mm (b ) 0.325 mm (c) 0.327 mm
(e) 0.333 mm
(d ) 0.330 mm
(f)  0.335 mm (g ) 0.340 mm
F ig u re  6.22: Representative images showing the extent of defocussing due to the position of the z- stage. The central 
figure shows the cell in focus at a z-stage position of 0.330 mm. The red box surrounding each cell shows that it has been 
detected by the software as a cell. Beneath each z-stage position is the sum intensity of the cell shown, normalised to the 
sum intensity at the focussed position.
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6.5 X-ray Dosim etry
6.5 .1  In trod u ction
Annealed TLDs, as described in Section 4.4.7 were used to measure doses under specific 
conditions related to the irradiation protocol as outlined in Section 4.5. This section 
outlines the steps taken to calibrate each TLD prior to use and the final factors which were 
obtained that allowed required number of machine monitor units (MU) to be calculated 
to deliver the required dose for the set up conditions used. Irradiations were performed 
using the Gulmay kilovoltage X-ray unit, see Section 3.2.
6.5 .2  D eterm in a tio n  o f In d iv idu al C alibration  F actors
Initially the individual sensitivity factors were determined for each individual TLD. A 
specially designed phantom was used which allows the positioning of a Farmer Chamber 
(Type 2571) and TLDs at the same depth within a perspex phantom. The Gulmay deliv­
ered 200 MU and the corresponding dose was measured using the Farmer Chamber. The 
TLDs were read and individual responses of each TLD was recorded and then normalised 
with respect to dose delivered as determined from the ionisation chamber. This was per­
formed in triplicate. The mean normalised response and the standard deviation was then 
measured for each TLD. The normalised responses for each TLD ranged between 3102 
and 4037. The standard deviation as a percentage of the mean ranged from between 0.4 
and 4.6%. It was decided to avoid using those TLDs with standard deviations greater 
than 3 %. It was the mean normalised response for each TLD that was then used as their 
individual calibration factor. It is these calibration factors which take into account the 
differences in sensitivities between the different TLDs.
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6.5 .3  In vestiga tin g  th e  V ariation  o f TL D  R esp o n se  w ith  D ose
Using the same phantom as described in the previous paragraph, TLDs were irradiated 
alongside a farmer chamber. Different doses were used to assess the variation of sensitivity 
of detection with dose. Doses delivered were between approximately 20 cGy and 5 Gy. The 
responses of the individual TLDs were then normalised using their individual calibration 
factors and plotted against the exact dose which was delivered, as measured by the Farmer 
Chamber during each irradiation. This plot is displayed in Figure 6.23 and the data 
displayed in Table 6.10. There was a strong linear relationship between dose and response 
as indicated by the value which was very close to unity. From these data, the ratio 
between the response (normalised for individual TLD sensitivity using the individual 
calibration factors) and dose was obtained for each dose used. Ratios for specific doses 
used could then be applied (along with the individual calibration factors) to any further 
measurement obtained using these TLDs. These ratios are also displayed in Table 6.10.
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F ig u re  6.23: Graph showing the TLD response to dose. Individual calibration factors (measured at 2 Gy) were applied 
to the reading of each TLD to take into account the different sensitivities of the different TLDs.
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T ab le  6 .10: Table showing the response of the TLDs to different doses of 250 kVp X-irradiation. *The response of each 
individual TLD is normalised to their corresponding, individual calibration (sensitivity) factor. The ratio displayed is that 
between the response and the dose delivered. The % error relates to the standard deviation expressed as a percentage of 
the mean.
Dose (Gy)
Mean Normalised TLD 
Response*
Standard
Deviation
% Error Ratio
0.23 0.20 0.003 1.5 0.90
0.56 0.51 0.008 1.5 0.90
0.91 0.82 0.015 1.8 0.91
1.07 1.00 0.019 1.9 0.93
2.14 2.07 0.046 2.2 0.97
3.22 3.19 0.055 1.7 0.99
4.29 4.37 0.107 2.5 1.02
5.37 5.55 0.116 2.1 1.03
6 .5 .4  D ose  M easu rem en ts u sin g  T L D s for C ell Irrad iation  E x­
p erim en ta l S et-up
TLDs were then used to measure the dose delivered during standard set up for the X- 
irradiation experiments. Different types of dishes were used and TLDs were prepared as 
described in Section 4.4.7. Whilst experimental set-up, as described in Section 4.5 uses 
2 ml of medium per dish, it was found that using such an amount was insufficient to 
cover the TLDs positioned in the dish. It was therefore decided to calculate the monitor 
units per gray for those dishes using 2 ml of liquid, from the mid-way point between those 
collected for the 0 and 4 ml dishes. Flasks have a larger surface area than the 6-well plates 
and the individual dishes (diameter of 35 mm) and therefore the two volumes used were 
0 and 8 ml of liquid with the intention to use 4 ml for cell irradiations. Table 6.11 shows 
the number of monitor units per gray required for different types of dish all containing 
2 ml of media. Monitor units can only be delivered in integer numbers. Therefore it is 
not possible to deliver the exact doses that are required due to the rounding up or down 
of monitor units. However, this does not m atter because doses are near enough the dose
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required and can be calculated exactly.
T ab le  6 .11: Table showing the number of monitor units required to deliver a dose of 1 Gy. This is for different cell dishes 
or flasks each containing 2 ml or 4 ml respectively.
Type MU required
35 mm petri dish 94.001
6 - well plate 93.577
Flask 92.621
6.6 FloCytus: M odelling a Virtual Cytometer
6.6 .1  In trod u ction
This section introduces the steps involved in fitting both flow cytometer and end station 
data to simulated data as predicted by a modified version of CelCyMUS. As discussed 
previously in Chapter 5, parameters which could be adjusted related to the DNA model 
of growth selected, the duration of the Cla; S and M phases, the number of cells and the 
number of elements within the S phase. These remained fixed and could not be adjusted 
by the optimiser selected. Those parameter which could be adjusted by the optimiser but 
whose initial values could be selected were BD instrument parameters (variance and the 
scale factor used to relate the number of copies of DNA into the intensity output of the 
machine used) and the durations of C lb  and C2. The output parameters produced by 
the model were the durations of C l and C2/M  (whose minimum duration was fixed by 
the values of C la  and M as selected), the instrument variance and scale factor, and finally 
the phi-star value which is a measure of the goodness of fit, the smaller the number the 
better the fit. This value was calculated from the weighted residual plot between the final 
fit and the experimental data. Initially, those parameters which could be user-defined 
were varied to investigate which selections resulted in the best fits, as determined by the
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phi-star values but considering only those fits that produced phase duration parameters 
matching well to actual phase durations.
This section concentrates primarily on V79 data however flow cytometer fits were obtained 
for asynchronous LN18 also. Initially optimal fits were found for the flow cytometer data 
for V79 cells. These cell parameters determined using flow cytometry data were then used 
in obtaining fits for the end-station data.
6 .6 . 2  F low  C y to m eter  D a ta  - A synchronous  
V79 Cells
It was decided to initially try  to obtain a good fit using the flow cytometer V79 data. In 
doing so, parameters could be obtained that related to the cell cycle, which could then in 
turn be used as a starting to find instrument parameters for the end-station. As the cells 
used in collecting the flow cytometer and the end-station data were both V79 cells then 
the only difference in the resulting flow cytometer/end-station simulations would relate 
to the instrument parameters (intensity scale factor and instrument variance). FloCytUS 
gave the option of gating experimental data which was always selected to exclude debris 
from the samples.
A growth analysis of V79 cells had previously been carried out (data not shown in this 
dissertation) that predicted a total phase duration of around 12.5 hours for V79 cells. 
Also the S phase for the V79 cells was predicted to be around 6 hours. This value for the 
duration of synthesis was estimated from inspecting previous experimental data collected, 
see Section 6.1.2 and from the literature [69]; [86] and [106].
Linear Mode
Each growth mode was then evaluated in turn. Initially the linear mode was used. The 
linear mode allows the user to set the start and end of the growth period within the S phase
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and then within this growth period, synthesis is linear. This mode struggled to produce 
good fits to the experimental data. Fits were especially difficult around the boundaries 
between the G1 peak and the S phase and the S phase and the G2/M peak. This was 
due in part to the narrow width of the G1 peak which resulted in a small instrument 
variance, an average of 2.4 x 10“ ,^ being predicted which gave less scope for the optimiser 
to produce a good fit with the experimental data provided. The best fit obtainable is 
displayed in Figure 6.27 which had a phi-star value of 4.13 x 10“ .^
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F ig u re  6.24: Figure showing the output from the FloCytUS model. Data displayed represent V79 flow cytometer data  
after a linear fit was attempted. Parameters used were 0.1 and 1 for a and b respectively. Obtaining a good fit using the  
linear growth model was difficult in that modelling the boundaries between the two peak was not possible for the instrument 
variance predicted.
Whilst this was by far the best fit around the Gl-S, the model still underestimated the 
number of cells at this boundary slightly. The model continued to fail around the S-G2/M 
region. Gell cycle parameters were also slightly overestimated with an estimated total cell 
cycle time of 16 honrs, see Table 6.12. In a attempt to produce a better fit in the G2/M 
region, the b parameter, which represents the fractional location of the S phase where 
synthesis stops, was decreased to 0.9. It was hoped that by bringing forward the time 
when all replication had to be achieved by, an increase in the S phase content at the end of
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this phase, enabling a better fit for the simulated data in this region, would be observed. 
This produced a fit with a slightly reduced phi-star value (4.8127 x 10“ 5). Also the phase 
duration parameters predicted by this fit had deviated, from what was thought to be true, 
even further. The G2/M phase duration had decreased to 1.5 hours and the G1 phase 
duration had increased to 17.2 hours and there did not appear to be any improvement 
with the fitting at the S-G2/M bonndary. Whilst this new fit did produce an increase 
in the number of cells at the end of the S phase, as predicted, the result for the overall 
simulated histogram was unchanged due to the resulting decrease in the number of cells 
in the G2/M phase: see Figure 6.25b which is also highlighted by the decreased duration 
for this phase.
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F ig u re  6.25: Figure showing the output from the FloCytUS model. Data displayed represent V79 flow cytometer data 
after a linear fit was attempted. Parameters used were 0.1 and 0.9 for a and b respectively. By decreasing the b parameter 
it was hoped that a better fit would be achievable around the S-G2/M  boundary due to the increase in cells in the S phase 
at the end of this phase. This was not observed and the result of changing this parameter was a corresponding decrease in 
cells in the G 2/M  phase.
Whilst a good fit was not obtainable with the use of the linear mode of growth, it did 
highlight the fact that the use of the flow cytometer data was a good starting point 
for estimating cell cycle parameters. Due to the fact that the instrument variance was
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predicted to be so low, the flow cytometer data must reflect closely to actual cell data. 
This means that it is a more rigorous starting point in which to compare simulated data 
to. In using such data, inability to fit simulations to the experimental histogram can be 
attributed to inaccurately selected parameters. However if experimental data with large 
variances were used, fits could well occur purely due to the a large variance, thus allow­
ing the spreading out of data and the apparent fitting when data should not in fact match.
T a b le  6 .12: Table showing the parameters predicted by the FloCytUS model for the best fits obtained using the three 
different growth modes available. The data displayed correspond to simulations performed which compared to  V79 flow 
cytometer data. ^Displayed also are the expected phase duration parameters as predicted from previous experimental work 
and the literature, [69]; [86] and [106].
Mode
Phase Durations Instrum ent Param eters
Phi star 
(x 1 0 -3 )
Parameters
C l S G 2/M Total
Variance 
(x 10 -3 )
Intensity 
scale factor
Linear a =  0.1 , b =  1 8.1 6 1.9 16.1 2.80 206 4.13
Power n =  1.25 6.7 6 1.9 14.6 2.52 205 3.56
Sigmoid kg =  5.5, ji =  0.55 4.7 6 2.0 12.7 2.51 204 2.91
Expected* 4 .0 6.0 2.J 12.5
Power Law Mode
The next growth mode investigated was the power law model: see Equation 5.3. W ith 
this growth model, using n =  1 resulted in a linear growth mode. W ith values of n less 
than one, the synthesis of DNA is predicted to be at the later stages of the S phase and 
the reverse is true for increasing n values above 1. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.26.
Again, the simulated data struggled to fit to the experimental data to a satisfactory 
degree. In keeping with the simulations performed using the linear growth model the 
variance predicted was low with an average value of 3.0 x 10“ .^ Whilst a good fit around 
the Gl-S boundary was achievable using n=2, in doing so, the model underestimated the 
number of cells in the S-G2/M boundary. To increase the involvement of the later part of 
the S phase the value of n was systematically reduced. Whilst this had the desired effect 
in that the simulated data fitted better to the S-G2/M boundary, this improved fit came
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at the expense of a reduced ht in the Gl-S boundary. At n =  1.25 the transition between 
fitting in the Gl-S and fitting in the S-G2/M occurs and it was at this point that the 
optimal fit was observed. Phase durations that were predicted by the model were very 
similar to those predicted for the linear model which is not surprising due to the fact that 
for n =  1.25, the relationship is approaching a linear one. These phase durations deviated 
slightly from what would be expected and are listed in Table 6.12.
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F ig u re  6 .26: Graphs showing the output of FloCytUS using the power law growth model with different n values. For 
values less than one, growth is predicted to be mainly at the end of the S phase whilst the opposite is true for increasing 
values of n. A linear relationship is represented by n = l .
Sigmoidal Mode
It was the sigmoidal growth mode that produced simulated data that most closely matched 
experimental data. In some respects this is not surprising due to the additional parameter 
available when compared to the power law growth model. This provides greater flexibility 
in fitting the simulated data to both the G1 and the G2/M curves and dealing with the 
boundary region of the two curves with the S phase portion of the histograms. The effect
1 6 1
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(a) Experimental versus simulated data
(b ) Simulated data separated into the dif­
ferent phases, G l; S and G 2/M
F ig u re  6.27: Figure showing the output from the FloGytUS model. Data displayed represent V79 flow cytometer data  
after a power law fit was attem pted. An n value of 1.25 was used.
of altering the sigmoidal parameters is shown in Figure 6.28. These extreme cases are 
included to highlight which parameters need changing, and in what direction, to get the 
required effect.
These data not only show what impact the different parameters have on the resulting 
histogram but they also highlight the need for careful consideration when selecting com­
binations of parameters to use. This is due to the fact that some combinations start and 
finish DNA synthesis at DNA contents other than one and two respectively. Significant 
differences from these values lead to severe discontinuities in the resulting simulated his­
tograms which can be especially observed for low values of (e.g. see Figure 6.28e)
where a linear relationship is being approached. This results in all the DNA synthesis 
occurring in a small period within the S phase which gives rise to the sharp and narrow 
peak observed for the individual S phase histogram in Figure 6.28f.
The best fit was observed when values of 0.55 and 5.5 were used for the parameters /i and 
kg respectively. The resulting phase durations predicted by the simulation matched well 
with cell data. The duration of G l and G2/M  were predicted to be 4.7 and 2.0 hours
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F ig u re  6.28: Figure showing the different growth curves and the associated individual histograms for different combinations 
of jjL and kg. These are extreme combinations displayed in order to show how changing these parameters affects the resulting 
simulation.
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respectively with a resulting overall cycle time of 12.7 hours. The resulting phi-star value 
was also the lowest observed throughout all growth models examined, 2.9 x 10“  ^ and 
these values are displayed in Table 6.12. The average variance calculated was 2.6 x 10“  ^
which was in keeping with values obtained using the other two growth modes.
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(a) Experimental versus simulated data
(b ) Simulated data separated into the dif­
ferent phases, G l; S and G 2/M
F ig u re  6.29: Figure showing the output from the FloGytUS model. Data displayed represent V79 flow cytometer data 
after a the sigmoidal growth mode was selected. Values of 0.55 and 5.5 were used for the and k@ values respectively.
LN18 Cells
Using the analysis performed using V79 cells as a starting point, LN18 cells were also 
analysed using the flow cytometry mode of FloCytUS. Whilst the cell cycle parameters 
predicted by FlCytUS are expected to be different, the machine used to collect the flow 
cytometry data was the same and therefore, machine parameters should be the same. 
Therefore as a starting point the sigmoidal growth mode was used and the BD instrument 
parameters selected were as predicted by the best fitting V79 simulations. All other 
parameters were also used with the exception of the S phase duration which was set at 
8 hours. This is due to the fact that LN18 cells have a much longer cell cycle, which is 
approximately 25 hours^, and as such the S phase is likely to be slightly longer [52]; [69].
^Personal communication, L. Barazzuol
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The initial fit highlighted that the use of a more pronounced sigmoid was required. Using 
the initial parameters, relating to the V79 fit but with an S phase of 8 hours, the simulated 
data did fit reasonably well. However, the fit was poor around the Gl-S boundary and 
also the simulation over-predicted the G l phase duration. It was predicted by the model 
to be 39.6 when in reality it is probably more likely to be around 14.5. To reduce the G l 
duration, the kg value was increased with the aim of making the sigmoid more pronounced 
in the model used to simulate growth. Due to the slight lag in the start of synthesis, more 
S phase cells will have a G l content of DNA for a short duration of the beginning of the 
S phase and therefore contribute to this region of the DNA histogram more. This in turn 
results in a reduced estimate by the model of the Gl phase duration.
I
(a) Experimental versus simulated data
(b ) Simulated data separated into the dif­
ferent phases, G l; S and G 2/M
F ig u re  6 .30: Figure showing the output from the FloGytUS model. Data displayed represent LN18 flow cytometer data  
after a the sigmoidal growth mode was selected. Values of 0.625 and 8.0 were used for the yLx and kg values respectively.
This strategy was successful and a good fit was obtained using /i and kg values of 0.625 
and 8 respectively, see Figure 6.30. The mean variance calculated over the all the LN18 
fits was calculated to be 1.8 x 10“  ^which was in keeping with previous datasets although 
marginally smaller. The phase duration predicted by the model were also in close agree­
ment to what was expected with a Gl phase duration of 23.9 hours, a G2/M  phase 
duration of 2.7 hour and an overall phase duration time of 34.6 hours. Also for this par­
ticular LN18 fit the machine variance predicted, 2.2 x 10~^ was slightly higher than the
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mean, and in closer agreement to that observed for the V79 analysis. This is true also of 
the phi-star value which was 2.2 x 10“  ^ showing that the success of the fit comparable to 
that of the V79 data.
These parameters used for the most successful LN18 fit were plotted against fractional 
position along the S phase alongside those parameters for the best V79 fit. These data 
were also plotted against the time, with data for V79 cells starting at 2 hours to take 
into account the reduced phase duration for these cells (6 hours compared to 8 hours), 
see Figure 6.31. Plotted in such a way, it was observed that the parameters used for each 
fit resulted in very similar relationships when considering just the portions of the curves 
which relates to growth and not the lag periods at the beginning of the phase in which 
no significant growth was estimated.
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F ig u re  6 .31: Graphs showing the relationship between position within the S phase versus the number of copies of DNA  
for a sigmoidal growth mode. Data displayed relate to the best fits observed for V79 cells (kg of 5.5 and a /x of 0.55) and 
LN18 cells ks of 8 and a /x of 0.625). Figure 6.31a relate to each relationships individual fractional relationship. Figure 
6.31b show both data sets plotted against time. Due to the fact that V79 cells have a 6 hour S phase, these data are plotted  
between 2 hours and 8 hours.
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6.6 .3  E nd-Station : A syn ch ron ous V 79 D a ta  
Introduction
Due to the fact that so much work had been carried out to ensure that the cell intensity 
data for the survival and the phase delay study had been processed it was thought that it 
should be these data that should be concentrated on when assessing the performance of 
the FloCytUS software with respect to the end-station component. Cells relating to the 
survival data had been individually checked to ensure that they were correctly classified, if 
not they were excluded from the data set. Data relating to the phase delay study could not 
be individually assessed due to the larger numbers of cells involved but steps were taken 
to remove those cells which were thought to be incorrectly classified. For further details 
of both of these methods use to process the survival and phase delay data see Sections 
6.7.2 and 6.7.3. In both cases, cell sum intensity data which had been normalised with 
respect to the mean sum intensity for all cells in the data set, were used.
Offset Param eter
Determining the most successful fit that FloCytUS has achieved is based on a number of 
aspects. It is not solely the goodness of fit that the simulated data has to the experimental 
data. As mentioned previously in Section 6.6.1, the phase duration must be considered 
also to ensure that they are within keeping with durations that were either known through 
various experimental work, or through what has been described in the literature. Whilst 
the offset is not a consideration required for the flow cytometer data due to how the signal 
is collected it is something that must be taken into account when using data collected 
with the end-station microscope. It is the offset effect which results in a contraction of the 
DNA histogram whereby the G2/M peak does not lie on the x-axis at a position double 
that of the G l phase.
In relation to signal intensity and exposure time, experimental work carried out and de­
scribed in Section 6.4.6 has characterised this relationship for the end-station microscope
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and an offset in response was determined. The FloCytUS model also predicts an offset 
value when comparing experimental data to simulated data. The offset is included in the 
relationship in which DNA content of a simulated cell is converted into a signal intensity. 
A value for the scale factor and the offset, as predicted by the model, are outputted and 
it is these values which are used to predict the effect the offset has on the data evaluated. 
In determining the effect by two separate routes, comparisons can be made to ensure 
adequate similarity between what was predicted based on the model and what was pre­
dicted using known microscope behaviour. The offset effect is evaluated using the ratio 
between the signal at the G2/M  position compared to that at the G l position along the 
signal intensity histogram (generally termed the DNA histogram). These two routes will 
be discussed separately.
Determination of the Offset Effect using End-Station Linearity Data 
The determination of the offset values was carried out using the end-station linearity data 
which was discussed in Section 6.4.6. These data characterised the response of the micro­
scope with respect to exposure time. Over the range investigated the relationship was a 
linear one, see Figure 6.21 and Equation 6.4 where y is the pixel intensity and x is the 
exposure time in ms.
2/ =  11.7a;+  2409 (6.4)
Due to the offset (2409) between these two parameters, a proportionate increase in pixel 
intensity value will not be observed following an increase in exposure time. Exposure time 
was used as a means to, in a defined manner, increase the signal available for collection 
by the camera, in order to characterise its behaviour. When collating data for DNA 
histograms using the end-station microscope, increases in signal relate not to an increase 
in exposure time, but to an increase in DNA content. Therefore this offset in relationship 
between signal emitted (as defined by either exposure time or DNA content) and response 
of the camera (pixel intensity) will have an impact on the shape of DNA histograms 
prepared using data collected with the end-station microscope. In simple terms, doubling
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the amount of DNA will not double the observed pixel intensity and therefore the G2/M 
histogram peak will not lie on the x-axis at a value that is double that of the G l peak. 
The histogram will in effect, be compressed along the x-axis.
In order to evaluate the degree of compression which could be expected in the survival 
and phase delay data, average pixel intensities were calculated over all cells within the 
individual data sets. The degree of compression is greatest for smaller intensities used. 
Average values were then multiplied by 0.66 to obtain an estimate of the average pixel 
intensity for a G l cell. This value (0.66) was used as it was thought that this would 
give a good estimate of an average pixel intensity value of a cell in G l. This may be 
on the low side but it was thought better to obtain a more conservative estimate of the 
offset effect. Using the estimated pixel intensity value for the “G l cell” which had been 
calculated, a rearrangement of Equation 6.4, was used to obtain a hypothetical value for 
the corresponding exposure time. This was used in place of a DNA content of this “G l” 
cell. This value was then doubled to obtain an estimate for the exposure time relating 
to a G2/M phase cell. From this second exposure time the corresponding pixel inten­
sity was calculated from the original form of Equation 6.4. The relationship between 
the pixel intensities for the hypothetical G l and G2/M  cells was then calculated. This 
ratio, used to evaluate the effect of the offset using linearity data, was termed, vs^tiounearity
Determination of the Offset Effect using FloCytUS Parameters Outputted for Fitted Data 
An alternative method, also used to determine the ratio between pixel intensities for hy­
pothetical G2/M  and G l cells, was performed using instrument parameters as predicted 
by FloGytUS and Equation 6.5. This equation is a slight variation on what the BD Instru­
ment component of the FloGytUS model uses to convert the DNA content predicted by 
the simulated data, into an intensity value which can be used to produce a DNA histogram 
in which to compare to experimental data inputted. The parameter s represents the scale 
factor and o represents the offset both of which are parameters outputted by FloGytUS. 
The values of x and y represent the DNA content and the corresponding end-station or 
flow cytometer signal respectively.
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(6.5)
A hypothetical cell of DNA content 1 and 2 was considered. These values relate to G l 
and G2/M respectively. Using parameters outputted by FloGytUS and Equation 6.5 a 
microscope intensity was calculated for each cell type. The ratio between these two sig­
nals was then calculated. This ratio, used to evaluate the effect of the offset using output 
parameters from this model, was termed, ratiOmodeZW- If the model predicted behaviour 
similar to that which was observed experimentally (with respect to the offset) then the 
ratios ratio^^earity and roiiOmodeiied should be in close agreement to one another. A worked 
example outlining each step taken to calculated these ratios (both linear and modelled) 
is included in Appendix F.
Ratio Values Relating to Final Fits
When considering the resulting fits produced by FloGytUS software, parameters were 
analysed, using these methods described, to ascertain whether predicted values were ap­
propriated. Examples of such ratios are displayed in Table 6.13. These values relate to 
the final fits chosen for the Survival and Phase Delay data-sets. These fits were chosen in 
part due to the close agreement observed between the two values as calculated using the 
two different methods.
T ab le  6 .13: Table showing the ratios between hypothetical signal intensity for G 2/M  and G l cells. Galculation for the 
hypothetical signal intensities used either end-station linearity data or BD instrument parameters outputted by FloGytUS  
for a particular fit to experimental data. Gomparison between ratios obtained by the two m ethods was carried out to  ensure 
offset parameters outputted by FloGytUS were in agreement with what was predicted based on experimental data.
Data-set
Average Pixel Ratio
Intensity Linearity Modelled Difference
Survival
Phase
7529
17060
1.60
1.78
1.66
1.84
0.06
0.06
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Fitting to  Experim ental D ata
As mentioned previously, offset was an important factor in deciding upon an adequate 
fit. This was alongside the predicted (by the model) phase durations and the goodness 
of fit, as characterised by the phi-star value and through visual assessment. Using the 
phase parameter determined for this cell line previously (see Section 6.6.2) which were a 
kg of 5.5 and a /i of 0.55 for use with the sigmoidal mode, good fits between simulated and 
experimental data were obtained within the first couple of attempts. The fit to the survival 
data set is displayed in Figure 6.32 and the fit to the phase delay data set is displayed in 
Figure 6.33. The resulting parameters predicted as a result of fitting simulated data to 
these experimental data sets are displayed in Table 6.14.
The fits obtained were similar for both data sets at around 2.5 x 10“®. Whilst these 
values of phi-star were smaller than for the flow cytometry comparisons, it must be noted 
the the variance was greater (by two orders of magnitude) and a better fit was probably 
possible due in part to this and also due to the reduced amount of features associated 
to the histogram, again making it easier to fit. However, the fact that the use of cell 
parameters obtained for the flow cytometry assessment, allowed such a good fit to be 
obtained was encouraging and gave weight to the validity of these parameters as sensible 
ones to use for this cell line.
Unfortunately, for both data-sets, the model struggled to produce simulations in which 
the phase durations matched closely to values that would have been expected. The model 
produced fits for both data-sets in which the G2/M phase was overestimated. Also, for 
the survival data set the G l phase duration was slightly under-estimated and there was 
an appreciable overestimation of the G l phase duration for the phase delay data. Despite 
numerous attempts, these discrepancies in phase duration could not be resolved. For 
both data sets there was one instance each in which more accurate phase durations were 
predicted. However both of these fit were visually very poor and the predicted offset 
vastly different from that predicted using the end-station linearity data.
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(a) Experimental (yellow histogram) versus simulated (blue histogram) data.
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(b ) Simulated data separated into the different phases, G l (blue); S (yellow) and G 2/M  (red).
F ig u re  6.32: Graphs showing the experimental data for the survival analysis collected using the end-station microscope 
alongside the resulting simulated data from FloGytUS, see Figure 6.32a. Data is also shown for the contribution of the  
different phases at different normalised sum intensities, see Figure 6.32b.
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(a) Experimental (yellow) versus simulated (blue) data.
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(b ) Simulated data separated into the different phases, G l (blue); S (yellow) and G 2/M  (red).
F ig u re  6 .33: Graphs showing the experimental data for the phase delay analysis, collected using the end-station microscope 
alongside the resulting simulated data from FloCytUS, see Figure 6.33a. Data is also shown for the contribution of the 
different phases at different normalised sum intentsities, see Figure 6.33b.
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T able  6 .14: Table showing the parameters predicted by the FloCytUS model for the best fits obtained using the exper­
imental data collected using the end-station microscope for the survival and phase delay data-sets. Growth parameters 
used for both data-sets were as determined in Section 6.6.2 which were a kg of 5.5 and a /r of 0.5 using the sigmoidal 
mode. ^Displayed also are the expected phase duration parameters as predicted from previous experimental work and the 
literature, [69]; [86] and [106].
Phase Durations Instrum ent Param eters
Data-set
G l S G 2/M Total
Variance 
(x 10- 2)
Offset
Intensity 
Scale Factor
jr ill st&r 
(x 10-®)
Phase Delay 2.7 6.0 5.6 14.3 8.3 0.12 0.61 2.5
Survival 13.0 6.0 6.5 25.5 8.0 0.27 0.53 2.8
Expected* 4.0 6.0 g.J 12.5
6.7 X-irradiations and End-Station Microscopy
6.7 .1  In trod u ction
The dosimetry was discussed in a previous section, Section 6.5. This work produced 
values for the MU/dose required for use with different cell dishes under standard set up 
conditions, these being the standard set-up used routinely for cell irradiations using the 
Gulmay at the Royal Surrey County Hospital. These values are shown in Figure 6.11 and 
were used to calculate the monitor units required for the doses used with the irradiations 
discussed in this section. However, due to rounding errors, the resulting doses that were 
actually delivered were slightly different and these are displayed in Table 6.15. The doses 
quoted in this section and all later sections relate to the “dose required” as opposed to 
the “dose delivered”, again, see Table 6.15 displayed below.
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T ab le  6 .15: Table showing the doses delivered compared to those required as a result of the rounding up or down of 
monitor units.
Dose Required (Gy) Dose Delivered (Gy)
0.1 0.106
0.25 0.255
0.5 0.511
2 2.021
6.7 .2  Survival
D ata processing
As described in Section 4.5, initial and revisited (after 3 days) region scans were collected. 
Using the VES software the initial image set was analysed and a points list of all cells 
located was produced. These cells had locational information as well as information 
regarding their size; the maximum intensity and sum intensity. Fiducial markers were 
used which ensured that the revisited scan was at the same location as the initial scan. 
No additional corrections were required to take into account any rotational differences 
as a result slight misalignment of the dish within the holder. These were very small and 
such corrections were not necessary in this instance. This is because the resulting colonies 
(containing at least 35 cells) were large compared to an individual cell and would not, 
therefore, interfere with the ease at which an initial cell could be coupled to its resulting 
colony.
Due to the poor performance of the microscope, when using the VES software a low 
threshold was required to ensure that all cells were detected. However, this meant that a 
number of cells which should have been classified as two single cells, were grouped together 
as just one cell. Alongside the points list, the VES software can also produce a region scan 
of images, showing the initial image analysed and with the cell identified demarcated. The 
corresponding points list was displayed in Excel and each individual cell position located 
by the software, was manually assessed for correct classification. It was marked on the
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spreadsheet, beside the corresponding cell, those which were classified as one cell, when 
actually they were two. This was, although time consuming, not difficult. This is because 
the software analyses individual frames in numerical order. The cells detected are listed 
on the points list in the order in which they were detected. Therefore each frame of the 
region scan was inspected in numerical order and the first cell encountered corresponded 
to the first cell of the points list. As cells were seeded sparsely, it was very rare that 
there was more than one cell per frame. Mostly the frames were blank as each region 
scan contained 1024 frames and around 150 cells were plated per dish. If there was 
more than one cell per frame then the co-ordinates for these two cells were considered, 
to determine which cell image corresponded to which point listed. If on inspection, the 
cell was incorrectly categorised, it was labelled as such. After all cells were inspected the 
sum intensities of those labelled cells were split in two, with all other cell information 
being copied across to this new point on the points list. Additionally, anything that was 
detected by the software but was not in fact a cell was excluded from later analysis. The 
processing of these data in this way, was carried out to provide greater accuracy in the 
subsequent histogram that was produced. This was because this histogram was used as 
an assessment of the phase of individual cells, this is discussed in Section 6.7.2.
D eterm ination of Cell Survival - Asynchronous
After the processing of the points list as just described, there was a resulting total number 
of 3690 cells. For each dish, the x and y values of these cells were plotted using Excel in 
a 2D scatter plot. The plot axes were then modified such that the grid size was identical 
to that of the region scan. The revisited region scan was used as the background for this 
plot, allowing the initial points to be superimposed over the colonies, see Figure 6.34.
Using this plot, any point without a corresponding colony could be located. The computer 
cursor was used to hover over such a point which then displayed its co-ordinates. A cell
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F ig u re  6 .34: A dot plot of the initial cell positions (red), as determined using the VES software and plotted using Excel. 
This plot was then superimposed onto the revisited region scan.
could then be marked as dead on the points list spreadsheet. If there was any doubt about 
whether the number of cells contained within the colony was sufficient to be classed as 
surviving, the zoom function was used which allowed cells within such a colony to be 
clearly visualised thus allowing them to be counted manually. From these data, survival 
for each dish was determined. Initially, the plating efficiency was determined which was 
normalised by the plating efficiency of the control (for that particular day) to provide 
the survival fraction. This was carried out for each dish, irradiated over the five separate 
days. These data are displayed in Table 6.16. The data are also plotted on a survival 
curve, see Figure 6.35, alongside data previously collected and discussed in Section 6.6 
(six-well plate data). Also plotted are published data for V79 cells after X-irradiation,
[78].
D eterm ination of Initial Cell Cycle Phase
To establish the phase of individual cells, further processing of the survival data was 
required. As discussed previously in Section 6.4.6, poor focussing of cells has an impact 
on the resulting signal collected by the microscope. As such, any cells whose acquired
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T able  6 .16: Table showing the survival fractions of V79 cells after irradiation with 250 kVp X-irradiation using the  
microscope protocol as outlined in Section 4.5. Data are plotted in Figure 6.35.
Dose (Gy) No. dishes Mean S.F. Standard
Deviation
S.D. (% of
mean)
0 9 1.00 0.08 7.5
0.1 7 0.94 0.16 16.6
0.25 6 0.99 0.05 5.4
0.5 7 1.01 0.09 8.8
2 7 0.88 0.07 7.8
image was poorly focussed, was excluded from the study. During the processing outlined 
in Section 6.7.2, cells which were out of focus were also labelled, alongside those cells 
incorrectly classified. This was after visually inspecting the images (from the initial region 
scan acquired prior to irradiation), of each individual cell plated. Therefore, for the 
separation of the survival data into separate phases, depending on their initial fluorescent 
intensity, these additional cells could be excluded from the analysis. The number of out- 
of-focus cells identified was 892. Whilst these cells were excluded from the phase analysis, 
they were included in the asynchronous data set described previously, see Section 6.7.2.
The resulting number of cells for the phase determination analysis was 2798. These 
cells were normalised with respect to the mean sum intensity of the dish from which 
they came. A histogram displaying these data is shown in Figure 6.36. These data 
were then analysed using FloCytUS software, see Chapter 5 to allow determination of 
the likelihood of a cell being in a phase, depending on its normalised sum intensity. 
The steps involved in this process, including the parameter selection, are discussed in the 
modelling section of this chapter, see Section 6.6. In short, the model was used to compare 
the experimental data with simulated data based on fixed cell parameters inputted into 
the program. On obtaining a suitably good fit between the simulated and experimental 
histograms, histograms for the individual phases (Gl, S and G2/M) could be obtained for
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F ig u re  6.35: A graph showing survival data for asynchronous V79 cells. Published data is plotted as per their survival 
parameters, a  and j3 which were 0.115 G y“  ^ and 0.039 Gy~^ respectively [78]. The “raw” data was collected at an earlier 
stage using six-well plates and are displayed and discussed previously in Section 6.2.2. The green squares show the dose 
points for survival data collected using the end-station microscope. Inset is an expanded view of the low dose region.
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F ig u re  6 .36: Histogram showing the distribution of sum intensities of all cells analysed for survival. The intensities are 
normalised by the mean of the sum intensities. Gell numbers are normalised by the total number of cells.
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the simulated data set. The fit between the experimental data and the simulated data, 
and also the histograms relating to the separate simulated G l, S and G2/M  data are 
shown in Figure 6.32. These were plotted using Excel, the x-axis being the normalised 
sum intensity and the y-axis being the number of cells. The total number of cells allowed 
to grow for the simulated data was the same as the number in the experimental data set.
The individual simulated histograms for G l, S and G2/M were plotted in Excel. Data 
could be separated into different bins and then the proportion of cells within that bin, 
from the three different phases, could be determined. Bin size was selected based on the 
resulting number of cells within that bin and also to minimise contamination from different 
phases into that particular bin, see Figure 6.37 and Table 6.17. This analysis serves as 
a tool in which the likelihood of a cell being in a particular phase, can be determined 
from its normalised sum intensity. Survival data was then separated with respect to their 
normalised sum intensity, into these five separate bins. These bin numbers relate to the 
following phases:
1. Predominantly G l
2. G l and S
3. Predominantly S with some contribution from both G l and G2/M
4. S and G2/M
5. Predominantly G2/M
As mentioned earlier, whilst every effort was made to obtain as pure a population of cells 
(with respect to phase) as possible, sometimes this was not always achievable. Therefore, 
bins were selected to ensure that there would be a bin to represent, as best possible, each 
phase, G l (bin 1); S (bin 3) and G2/M  (bin 5). It was accepted that the additional 
bins, located between the phase boundaries (bins 2 and 4), would have a high degree 
of contribution from more than one phase. However, by increasing the number of bins 
used, the contribution from other phases to the individual phase bins could be limited,
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thus improving the purity of the bin contents. Purity can only be maximised to a certain 
extent, the limiting factor being the resulting number of cells within that bin, as high 
purity comes at the price of a narrow bin width and subsequently fewer cells. As such, a 
purity of about 75% was used for bins 1 and 5 which resulted in an average value of 201 
and 94 cells being analysed per dose respectively. Unfortunately, a purity of only 60% was 
achievable for bin 3 (S). This was due to an offset observed in the relationship between 
the fluorescence of a cell and what is detected by the end-station microscope, see Section 
6.4.6. This reduces the range of sum intensity values, observed on the histogram, which 
represents the DNA content of each cell. Therefore, a twofold increase in DNA content 
does not result in a twofold increase of sum intensity. This resulted in considerable overlap 
between the individual phase histograms, for the simulated data, see Figure 6.32b. Even 
using a broader bin width for bin 3 (S), which resulted in only 60% purity, the number 
of cells analysed were still very low, with an average of 56 cells per dose point. However, 
it was assumed that broadening the bin width further (to increase the number of cells 
included) would result in a population of cells that could not be described as S phase, 
because of the signiflcant contamination from the other phases. The number of cells per 
bin for each dose is shown in Table 6.18. Survival analysis, for cells contained within these 
individual bins, was then performed.
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F ig u re  6.37: Graph showing the different contributions from the different phases that were observed in the simulated  
data: see Figure 6.32. When selecting the bin ranges for these data, the number of cells present and the need to  keep 
the populations within the bins as synchronised as possible were paramount. The ranges relating to the bin number are 
displayed in Table 6.17.
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T ab le  6 .17: Table showing the different contributions from the different phases that were observed in the simulated data: 
see Figure 6.32. The bin values relate to the normalised sum intensity.
Bin no. Lower bin value Upper bin value
cells in:
G1 S G 2/M
1 0 0.85 75.1 24.9 0.0
2 1.05 52.8 45.2 2.0
3 1.05 1.15 25.9 60.7 13.4
4 1.15 1.3 4.8 52.4 4&8
5 1.3 3 0.2 24.0 75.8
T ab le  6 .18: Table showing the number of cells contained within each bin used and for each dose used for the survival data.
Dose Number of cells in bin:
(Gy) All 1 2 3 4 5
0 626 226 155 74 72 99
0.1 608 221 166 57 62 102
0.25 441 151 119 42 55 74
0.5 503 189 118 47 68 81
2 620 218 176 58 62 106
D eterm ination of Cell Survival - Binned D ata
For each dish, cell data were sorted, based on their normalised sum intensity, into the 
different bins which had been defined. Bin data was then further split into two categories, 
those which had, and which had not, formed colonies. From these data, survival fractions 
for each bin could be calculated. Individual bin plating efficiencies were not used in the 
calculation of survival fraction due to the low number of cells present. Instead, the overall 
plating efficiency for the corresponding day was used. Survival data, collected over the 
different days and for different dishes were collated with respect to bin number and dose.
Initially, the data for all the bins were compared against the asynchronous data discussed
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in Section 6.7.2. This was to ensure that survival results were similar. The only difference 
between the asynchronous data population and the “all bins” data population is the 
exclusion in the latter, of the out-of-focus cells. Whilst there was quite a large reduction 
in the number of cells available for the binned data, 2798 compared to 3690, the overall 
behaviour should be similar. If not, it would suggest that the out-of-focus cells were 
related to a particular population. This could lead to confusion in the results over which 
data set reflected the true survival and also whether it was appropriate to use certain 
binned data. Fortunately, all the binned data and the asynchronous data agreed very 
closely with one another: see Table 6.19. This implies that the sub-population of the 
asynchronous data set, (all of the binned data) is a representative sample and that the 
out-of-focus cells are not associated primarily to a particular phase.
T able  6 .19: Table comparing the asynchronous data with the complete binned data set. Displayed is the mean survival 
fraction and the associated standard deviation (s.d.) The binned data set is taken from the asynchronous one with the  
exclusion of those cells which were out of focus and therefore whose mean sum intensity would not accurately reflect a cells 
phase. Close agreement was observed between the two data sets showing that the binned data set was a good representative 
sample of the asynchronous data set.
Dose (Gy)
All Bins 
2198 cells
Survival Fraction for:
Asynchronous 
3690 cells
Mean s.d. Mean s.d.
0 1.005 0.074 1.000 0.075
0.1 0.935 0.121 0.943 0.156
0.25 0.973 0.066 0.991 0.053
0.5 1.035 0.076 1.008 0.089
2 0.883 0.070 0.876 0.068
After the comparison between the asynchronous and all binned data was carried out, data 
contained within the individual bins were analysed. Survival fractions for each dose and 
for each bin were determined and the results are displayed in Table 6.20. Due to the fact 
that there was significant contribution from more than one phase, results from bins 2 and 
4 were not analysed further. Therefore, only the data for “all” bins, and bins 1, 3 and 5
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T ab le  6 .20: Table showing survival data for different bins. The different binning is as described in Table 6.17. Displayed 
are the mean survival fraction and the standard deviation (s.d.)
Dose
(G ^
All 1
Survival Fraction for bin: 
2 3 4 5
Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.
0 1.005 0.074 0.983 0.177 1.076 0.069 0.995 0.171 1.006 0.155 0.944 0.179
0.1 0.935 0.121 0.925 0.100 0.894 0.270 0.940 0.220 1.003 0.189 0.949 0.105
0.25 0.973 0.066 0.945 0.098 1.012 0.088 1.010 0.115 0.920 0.284 0.961 0.161
0.5 1.035 0.076 1.091 0.067 0.936 0.117 1.071 0.095 1.016 0.133 1.100 0.090
2 0.883 0.070 0.925 0.169 0.877 0.110 0.766 0.227 0.918 0.189 0.866 0.104
were plotted, see Figure 6.38. To maintain the clarity of the graph, the error bars were 
omitted. However, the survival data for each of these individual bins and data for “all” 
bins were plotted separately, including their associated error bars, see Figure 6.39.
At 0.1 Gy there appears to be a dip in the survival curve for all bins and the survival 
fractions at this dose are very similar. However the lowest survival fraction observed was 
for bin 1. At 0.25 Gy the survival fraction for bin 3 (S) had increased and remained 
elevated through to the 0.5 Gy dose point. By looking at the data and the variance and 
taking into account the contribution into this bin from G1 and G2/M  phase cells, the 
very slight and short lived dip in the survival curve at the 0.1 Gy dose point could be 
attributed to these factors and may not be due to low dose hypersensitivity. For the other 
bins, the survival fraction increases only very slightly at the 0.25 dose point. At 0.5 Gy 
however, a more substantial increase was observed and the survival fraction rose to over 
1 for all 4 bins. Whilst, to a certain extent, a substructure in the survival curve was 
observed for all 4 bin types analysed ( “all” , and bins 1, 3 and 5), for bins 1 and 5 this 
substructure, on visual inspection, seems most pronounced.
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Further analysis was performed in which the ratios between survival at the different low 
doses were compared to those at 2 Gy: see Table 6.21 for each bin. In doing so, the 
substructure of each bin could be compared relative to the survival behaviour at the more 
well characterised, “normal” dose point of 2 Gy, which lies on the standard L-Q part of a 
survival curve. The survival at 2 Gy is the denominator of these fractions and therefore 
any value below one represents a survival that is lower than that for 2 Gy. Any values 
greater than one represent those survival fractions which are greater than that observed at 
2 Gy. All fractions calculated for the different bins at the different low doses were greater 
than or equal to one. The lowest ratio observed was for bin 1 (G l), for the survival 
fraction at 0.1 Gy compared to that at 2 Gy, (SFo.iGy/SF2Gy) which was one. This shows 
that the survival at 0.1 Gy was identical to that at 2 Gy. The (SFo.iGy/SF2Gy) for “all” 
bins and for bin 5 were similar and close to unity. However for bin 3, this ratio was much 
larger, 1.23. This shows that the survival at 0.1 Gy is much higher compared to that at 
2 Gy.
At 0.25 Gy, the ratios (SFo.25Gy/SF2Gy) for each bin increased. Only very slightly for bins 
1 (Gl) and 5 (G2/M) of the order of 0.01, implying that at this point on the survival curve, 
cells are still in the low dose hypersensitive region. The increase was greater for bin 3 (S), 
0.09 implying that if this bin was affected by a region of low dose hypersensitivity, it was 
only present at very low doses and cells at this point would move into the more resistant 
region of the survival curve. There was an intermediate increase in the SFo.25Gy/SF2Gy 
ratio for the “all” bin compared to SFo.iGy/SF2Gy of 0.04.
At 0.5 Gy, there was a much greater increase in the ratio SFo.sGy/SF2Gy for bins 1 and 5, 
of the order of 0.16 implying a shift into the increased radioresistant part of the survival 
curve. There was a smaller increase for bin 3 and “all” bins of 0.08 and 0.07 respectively. 
This implies that the low dose substructure was less pronounced and shorter lived for the 
“all” bins population. This could be explained by the inclusion of all different phases 
within its population.
By inspecting the actual ratio values rather than just their dynamics over the low dose 
range, and also looking at the data set in its entirety, there is the suggestion of a more
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enhanced low dose effect for bin 1 (Gl) compared to that of bin 5 (G2/M). This is due to 
the lower SFo.iGy/SF2Gy ratios for bin 1, compared to bin 5 (1 compared to 1.1). However 
there is also the suggestion that the region of increased resistance is more pronounced 
for bin 5 compared to bin 1 (Gl). This is due to the fact that the SFo.5Gy/SF2Gy is 
greater for bin 5 when compared to bin 1, whose values are 1.27 and 1.17 respectively. 
This is of course relative to the SF2Gy and is therefore a measure of how pronounced the 
substructure is compared to this one dose point. Another point to consider is that any 
errors in the survival fraction for 2 Gy will of course affect these ratios. If the ratios for 
each of the low dose points for bins 1 and 5 are compared, there appears to be a systematic 
shift of 0.1 between these data sets. This could either be a real effect, as discussed, or it 
could potentially be due to an error in the 2 Gy dose point.
Inspecting this data set as a whole a low dose hyper-radiosensitive effect can be observed 
in the asynchronous data. It also appears that there is a low dose effect for both bins 
1 (representing the G l phase) and 5 (representing the G2/M phase). There appears to 
be a more pronounced effect in the hypersensitive region for the bin 1 data and a more 
pronounced effect in the region of increased radioresistance for the bin 5 data.
T a b le  6 .21: Table showing the ratios between survival at the low dose points compared to that at 2 Gy. Ratios were 
calculated for all bins and bins 1, 3 and 5.
Ratio All
Bin number:
1 3 5
Ratio Error Ratio Error Ratio Error Ratio Error
SFo.iGy/SF2Gy 1.06 0.21 1.00 0.29 1.23 0.53 1.10 0.23
SFo.25Gy/SF2Gy 1.10 0.15 1.02 0.29 1.32 0.41 1.11 0.29
SFo.5Gy/SF2Gy 1.17 0.15 1.18 0.24 1.40 0.39 1.27 0.20
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6.7 .3  P h a se  D elay, A p o p to sis  and 7 H 2 A X  A n alysis
Introduction
Cells irradiated for the phase delay, apoptosis and 7H2AX assay were all prepared and 
initially scanned in an identical manner. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to discuss the 
steps taken in analysing the resulting data in the same section as most processes were 
identical. Also, they are collectively referred to as the phase delay data. Those parts, 
specific to individual assays, were addressed individually as and when required. The 
steps taken to irradiate and image cells for these assays are outlined in Section 4.5. To 
recap though, cells were initially stained with a 5/iM solution Hoechst 33258 for one hour. 
Cells were then stored on ice and, sequentially scanned using the end-station microscope 
to obtain a region scan for each dish. Cells were then irradiated and returned to the 
incubator for either 1; 2 or 4 hours and fixed and then analysed either for apoptosis, 
7H2AX foci or for phase.
Position and Fluorescent Signal M anipulation - Initial Cells
Initially, the VES software was used to obtain points lists for each dish from the initial 
Hoechst 33258 scans. An identical step was carried out on the survival data in which a 
very low threshold was required due to the poor signal collected. This was as a result 
of poor microscope performance. This meant that an unacceptable number of cells were 
incorrectly classified as being one cell when they were in fact two. To resolve this issue, 
each frame was inspected in turn thus allowing each cell listed on the points list to be 
checked. This is not possible for the phase data due to the fact tha t more cells are 
analysed and there are more cells per frame which makes manually identifying each cell 
impractical. Also it was not as crucial to do this because the subsequently improved 
microscope performance allowed a much higher threshold to be used before cells started 
to be missed. With this higher threshold, far fewer cells were incorrectly classified, around 
3 to 4% whereas this could be up to 14% for the survival analysis. Whilst this percentage
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is smaller, it was a concern that initial phase results would be contaminated by this small 
percentage of incorrectly classified cells. Therefore, whilst the software was running, and 
the detected cells were displayed on the screen, the number of incorrectly classified cells 
could be manually tracked using a hand-held tally counter.
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F ig u re  6.40: Histogram showing the distribution of sum intensities of all cells analysed for 7 H2AX and apoptosis. The 
intensities are normalised by the mean of the sum intensities. Cell numbers are normalised by the total number of cells.
Once analysis was complete and the points list was generated, the points list data was 
copied into Excel for further manipulation. Data were then ordered by the sum intensity 
value. It was assumed that those cells incorrectly categorised as being one cell (when they 
were actually two) would have the largest values of sum intensity. This was also observed 
when performing the survival analysis. Those cells with the highest intensity sum value 
were therefore excluded from the study. This excluded number of cells was equal to the 
number of cells that was manually counted (with the hand held counter) as incorrectly 
classified. The remaining cells were then normalised by the mean sum intensity of the 
dish and displayed in the form of a histogram with a bin size of 0.01. Cells number were 
also normalised by the total number of cells, the resulting histogram is displayed in Figure 
6.40. Due to the fact that the region scan was much smaller than that for the survival 
study, (2 mm x 2 mm for the phase delay/apoptosis/ qH2AX study compared to 6 mm 
X 6 mm for the survival study) maintaining focus for all cells was achievable. Therefore
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no exclusion of out-of-focus cells was required, as all cells were sufficiently in focus. The 
total number of cells analysed was 7730 cells.
Position and Assessm ent Param eter D eterm ination - R evisited Cells
The steps taken to obtain the positions of the cells from the second (revisited) scan are 
different for the different assays and therefore are discussed separately.
A propidium iodide scan was used to obtain a points list. This was performed at the 
time of the scan with the dish in situ. No post-processing of the points list obtained was 
carried out. This was because each point was subsequently revisited which allowed any 
mistakes in categorising a cell to be rectified as and when they were identified. At each 
point revisited, an image was acquired using the FITC filter. Region scanning could not 
be used to obtain foci images because the sensitive focussing required was beyond the 
capabilities of the auto-focussing software used for region scanning. Each image acquired 
was named to match the point that it was currently located at. Also, the points list was 
copied into Excel which allowed the foci count to be entered next to the appropriate cell 
point. A representative image of the foci observed is shown in Figure 6.41. This was for 
one of the control dishes after 1 hour incubation time.
F ig u re  6 .41: Representative image of a cell containing foci after 1 hour incubation.
The VES software was used to analyse the FITC images collected. The threshold was
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set such that minimal cells were missed but the fewest cells possible were incorrectly 
categorised. Typical threshold values set were around 10.
Phase Delay
The VES software was used to analyse the propidium iodide images collected. Again the 
threshold was set such that minimal cells were missed but the fewest cells possible were 
incorrectly categorised. Typical threshold values set were around 15.
M atching Initial and R evisited  Cells
The X and y co-ordinates of the initial and revisited points lists were plotted on the 
same 2D scatter plot in Excel. This allowed the positions of pairs of cells (one from the 
initial and one from the revisited data set) to be clearly visualised. Three such pairs were 
located and their co-ordinates recorded. A spreadsheet which calculated a first order 
polynomial ht^ (this spreadsheet had the capability of using higher order polynomial fits, 
using more points, however this was not found to be necessary) was then used to obtain 
a conversion factor which was applied to all revisited cell co-ordinates. This allowed the 
initial co-ordinate and revisited co-ordinate system to be matched, see Figure 6.42. It was 
found that this method provided a much higher level of agreement between the initial and 
revisited cells than the use of the fiducial markers. The use of fiducial markers involved 
locating specific, identifiable structures on images (of these marks) to allow the revisited 
plane to be matched to the initial plane. However, these structures, and their positions, 
were located manually and therefore resulted in small associated errors in the resulting 
conversion. These were not problematic for the survival study due to the large colony size 
compared to that of an individual cell. However, for the phase delay study, the matching 
of individual cells from the initial and revisited scan was required. Therefore, a higher 
degree of accuracy was required and this error introduced from the manual identification 
of fiducial structures, prevented this.
All “intial” and “revisited” data were then copied onto the same spreadsheet. The font
'^Personal communication, M. J. Merchant
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F ig u re  6.42: Dot plots showing the initial and revisited locations of cells on a dish. Co-ordinates were obtained from the 
points lists generated for initial and revisited scans using VES software analysis, 6.42a. Using matched cell co-ordinates 
a transformation matrix was determined using a second order polynomial fit. This matrix was then used to convert the  
revisited cell co-ordinates which were then replotted against the initial cell co-ordinates, 6.42b. Data shown is for a dish 
containing cells irradiated with 2 Gy and fixed after one hour.
colour for the initial cell and revisited cell data were changed to blue and red respec­
tively. All data were then sorted using the y co-ordinate and then the x co-ordinate 
columns. Matching pairs of cells were then easily identifiable from the similarity between 
co-ordinates and were grouped together. The different font colours allowed the data from 
the initial and revisited scans to be easily distinguishable. Information, relating to those 
cells which did not have a matching pair, were deleted. This resulted in data where each 
cell had a set of initial parameters obtained from the initial scan, relating to the its phase 
on irradiation and also data relating to the secondary assay used at some time after irra­
diation, i.e. 7 H2AX foci, apopotosis or phase delay. This was carried out for all dishes 
and it was found that this method produced well matching sets of cells for all dishes. 
Whilst not all initial and revisited cells aligned 100%, they did to a degree of sufficiency 
that allowed them to be easily matched. Results showed that converted revisited points 
were positioned, with degree of proximity to the original points, with accuracy that was 
similar for all time-points. This indicates that within the greatest incubation time used, 
cell motility of V79 cells was not a major effect.
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D eterm ination o f Initial Cell Cycle Phase
The next step was to determine which values of normalised sum intensity were asso­
ciated with which cell cycle phase. The processes carried out were identical to those 
carried out for the survival study but for completeness, will be discussed again here. 
The resulting number of cells that had been scanned for the initial part of the phase 
delay/ apoptosis/ yH2AX study was 7730. These data were then analysed using FloCy- 
tUS software, see Chapter 5, to allow determination of the likelihood of a cell being in 
a phase depending on its normalised sum intensity. The steps involved in this process, 
including the parameter selection, are discussed in the modelling section of this chapter, 
see Section 6.6 . In short, the model was used to compare the experimental data with 
simulated data based on fixed cell parameters inputted into the program. On obtaining 
a suitably good fit between the simulated and experimental histograms, histograms for 
the individual phases (Gl, S and G2/M) could be obtained for the simulated data set. 
The fit between the experimental data and the simulated data, and also the histograms 
relating to the separate simulated G l, S and G2/M data are shown in Figure 6.32. These 
were plotted using Excel, the x-axis being the normalised sum intensity and the y-axis 
being the number of cells. The total number of cells allowed to grow for the simulated 
data, was the same as the number in the experimental data set.
T a b le  6 .22: Table showing the different contributions from the different phases that were observed in the simulated data, 
see Figure 6.32. The bin values relate to the normalised sum intensity.
Bin no. Lower bin value
% cells in:
Upper bin value
G l S G 2/M
1 0 0.75 74.3 25.7 0.0
2 0.75 0.95 53.9 44.6 1.5
3 0.95 1.1 22.7 61.9 15.4
4 1.1 1.2 4.7 49.0 46.2
5 1.2 1.9 0.3 24.8 74.9
The individual simulated histograms for Gl, S and G2/M  were plotted in Excel. D ata
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F ig u re  6 .43: Graph showing the different contributions from the different phases that were observed in the simulated  
data, see Figure 6.32. When selecting the bin ranges for these data, the number of cells present and the need to keep 
the populations within the bins as synchronised as possible were paramount. The ranges relating to the bin number are 
displayed in Table 6.17.
could be separated into different bins and then the proportion of cells within that bin, 
from the three different phases, could be determined. Bin size was selected based on the 
resulting number of cells within that bin and also to minimise contamination from different 
phases into particular bins, see Figure 6.43 and Table 6.22. This analysis serves as a tool 
in which the likelihood of a cell being in a particular phase can be determined from its 
normalised sum intensity. Data were then separated with respect to their normalised sum 
intensity, into these five separate bins. These bin numbers relate to the following phases:
1. Predominantly Gl
2. G l and S
3. Predominantly S with some contribution from both G l and G2/M
4. S and G2/M
5. Predominantly G2/M
As mentioned earlier, whilst every effort was made to obtain as pure a population of cells 
(with respect to phase) as possible, sometimes this was not always achievable. Therefore,
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bins were selected to ensure that there would be a bin to represent, as best as possible, 
each phase, G l (bin 1); S (bin 3) and G2/M (bin 5). It was accepted that the additional 
bins located between the phase boundaries (bins 2 and 4) would have a high degree of 
contribution from more than one phase. However, by increasing the number of bins used, 
the contribution from other phases to the individual phase bins could be limited, thus 
improving the purity of the bin contents. Purity can only be maximised to a certain extent, 
the limiting factor being the resulting number of cells within that bin as high purity comes 
at the price of a narrow bin width and subsequently fewer cells. The resulting purities 
decided upon were 74%, 62% and 75% for bins 1, 3 and 5 respectively. The mean (averaged 
over all of the dose points) numbers of cells, for each time point that were analysed, are 
displayed in Table 6.23, for each of these bins.
T ab le  6 .23: Table showing the mean number of cells per bin for over the doses used for the three different experiment 
days. Each different experiment day represents a different tim e point after irradiation used, 1 hours, 2 hours and 4 hours.
Mean number of cells (averaged over all dose 
Bin number points) in each bin at a time after irradiation of
1 hr 2 hrs 4 hrs
all 110 149 124
1 31 38 22
2 23 36 30
3 10 15 20
4 9 11 12
5 38 49 39
It is clear that numbers are very low. This was especially true for bin 3 (S) who’s bin 
width is much narrower than those for bins 1 and 5. Unfortunately the bin width could 
not be increased to include more cells because the purity predicted by the simulated data 
was at already at a low level, only 62%. The bin width was not broadened any further 
because it would result in a population of cells that could not be described in terms of 
a single phase S phase due to the increased likelihood that cells at that normalised sum, 
intensity would be at a phase other than the primary one for that bin.
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The reason for the increased uncertainty in the phase at the range used by bin 3 is in part 
due to an offset observed in the relationship between the fluorescence of a cell and what 
is detected by the end-station microscope, see Section 6.4.6. This condenses the range of 
data on the normalised sum intensity histogram along the x-axis. This resulted in there 
being considerable overlap between the individual phase histograms for the simulated 
data, see Figure 6.33.
Another reason for not increasing the bin widths for all three bins is to ensure compatibility 
of this data set with the survival data set. Whilst the numbers of cells within each bin was 
very low, it was thought that in order to compare results from assays carried out using 
these cells with survival data, proportions of different phases within each bin should be 
as close to one another as possible. Analysis for cells contained within these individual 
bins was then performed.
7H 2A X  Assay - Asynchronous
Initially, the phase information that was collated and linked to each cell analysed, was not 
used. All cells were analysed to obtain the asynchronous data set. The mean number of 
cells analysed per dish was 153. Using the raw foci counts, the mean number of foci were 
calculated for each dose and for each time-point, see Table 6.25. The percentage foci- 
positive cells was also determined for each dose and for each time-point, see Table 6.24. 
Foci-positive cells are classed as such if they have one or more foci. Unfortunately, due 
to time limitations, repeats for these experiments were not performed. As such, no error 
values are listed with these data. It was decided to use the variation between mean values 
collected for each bin, for each time point for the control dishes. The standard deviation 
was calculated to be 0.307 for the mean number of foci and 13.9% for the percentage of 
foci-positive cells. Whilst this is not a true error in both the mean number of foci per cell 
and the mean number of foci-positive cells, it gives an idea of how the data varies over 
these bins and gives a reasonable indication as to natural fluctuations in these data. These 
values used for an approximation of the error are quite high for use with the “all” bin 
data, but given that these errors were used for analysis of the binned data, as discussed
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later in this section, see Section 6.7.3, it was felt to be prudent to adopt these same error 
values for the purposes of demonstrating a proof of principle.
T a b le  6 .24 : Table showing the percentage of 7 H2AX foci positive cells.
Dose (Gy) 1
Time (hr) 
2 4
Percentage of ^ H 2A X  foci +ve cells (%)
0 43 46 44
0.1 57 52 63
0.25 56 32 46
0.5 51 45 62
2 86 64 65
Percentage o f Foci-Positive Cells
Data for the foci-positive cells were inconclusive and it was thought that this parameter 
was too insensitive for the doses used. For the control there was little variation between 
the different time-points which is to be expected. This was also true of the 0.1 Gy dose 
point. For the following two dose points (0.25 and 0.5 Gy) it again was thought that the 
variation between the percentage foci-positive cells was due to natural variation between 
cells. At the 4 hour time-point the percentage of foci-positive cells actually increases again 
which adds further weight to this opinion. If this increase was due to anything other than 
natural variation it could be thought of as quite odd behaviour. It would imply that 
damage is being detected by cell mechanisms even as late as 4 hours after irradiation 
which conflicts with current understanding of the repair dynamics of 7H2AX foci, [73]. 
Whilst this behaviour could be explained by the conversion of initial DNA single strand 
breaks (SSB) into DSB if mis-repair has occurred, or repair has not occurred by the time 
replication begins in the S phase, [21]; [66], an explanation which is more probable, given 
the size of the error bars, is the variation in the data. The only dose to show clear changes 
over the time-points analysed was 2 Gy. At 1 hour post irradiation the percentage foci-
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positive cells was 86% which decreased to 64% by 2 hours and 65 % by 4 hours. These 
data appear to suggest that in the low dose region there is not much variation between 
the low doses and there remains a persistent level of foci even at 4 hours. For the 2 Gy 
dose point, the percentage of foci-positive cells is initially higher, at 86% but then by the 
2 hour time point the percentage had dropped to a similar level to that observed for after 
irradiation with the low doses.
T ab le  6 .25: Table showing the mean number of 7 H2AX foci per cell.
Dose (Gy) 1
Time (hr) 
2 4
Mean foci /  cell
0 0.84 0.86 0.81
0.1 1.45 1.25 1.64
0.25 2.43 0.95 0.99
0.5 1.59 1.21 1.92
2 5.15 2.83 1.80
M ean Num ber o f Foci per Cell
A more sensitive parameter was also calculated from the raw data collected, mean number 
of foci per cell, see Table 6.25. It appears that again, at 4 hours post irradiation, there 
were some residual foci which were similar for the 0.1, 0.5 and 2 Gy dose-points, between 
1.64 and 1.92. The residual foci for the 0.25 Gy dose-point at 4 hours was much lower 
at 0.99. The average (over the three time-points used) mean foci number per cell for the 
control was found to be 0.77. It was also observed that for the 0.25 Gy dose-point, at one 
hour after irradiation, the mean number of foci/cell observed was distinctly higher than 
that of the 0.1 Gy and 0.5 Gy dose-points. It would therefore appear that initially, more 
damage was observed but that it was rapidly repaired and to a greater extent than the 
0.1 Gy and 0.5 Gy dose-points.
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F ig u re  6 .44: A graph showing the mean number of 7 H2AX foci counted after different doses of 250 kVp X-rays at different 
time-points after irradiation. Mean number of foci is plotted against time after irradiation. The error bars used relate to  
the variation observed between all five bins of the three control dishes collected for the three time-points (1, 2 and 4 hours). 
This standard deviation observed was 0.307 and as such error bars of this amount were applied to each dose point.
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F ig u re  6.45: A graph showing the mean number of 7 H2AX foci counted after different doses of 250 kVp X-rays at 
different time-points after irradiation. Mean number of foci is plotted against dose. The error bars used relate to the 
variation observed between all five bins of the three control dishes collected for the three time-points (1, 2 and 4 hours). 
This standard deviation observed was 0.307 and as such error bars of this amount were applied to each dose point.
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7 H2AX Assay - Synchronised
The “all bins” data relates to data contained within all bins established and as such re­
lates to the asynchronous population. These data were discussed in the previous section, 
Section 6.7.3 and will not be discussed in depth in this section. The data relating to the 
phase delay/ apoptosis/ 7 H2AX were sorted into separate bins based on their normalised 
sum intensity. The choice of bins was discussed in Section 6.7.3 and resulted in approxi­
mately the same proportions of each of the different phases in bins 1; 3 and 5 as for the 
survival data. The data relating to bins 1, 3 and 5 for mean number of foci per bin and also 
for the percentage of foci-positive cells are displayed in Tables 6.26 and 6.27 respectively. 
Unfortunately there was insufficient time to carry out repeats of these experiments which 
is why no associated errors are displayed alongside the data in these tables. However, 
data is also displayed in graphical form, with error bars relating to the variance observed 
in the control dishes analysed over the course of the experiment. Control data were used 
and the standard deviation in the mean (either mean foci number per cell or percentage 
foci positive cells) was calculated over all the bins used and all time points. These values 
were calculated to be 0.307 and 13.9% for the mean foci per dish and for the percentage 
of foci positive cells, respectively.
Percentage o f Foci-Positive Cells
As for the asynchronous data, the percentage of foci-positive cells with respect to dose 
and time-point were investigated. There could potentially be some substructure in the 
relationship between percentage of foci-positive cells and dose. For example, for both 
bins 1 and 5 at 0.1 Gy, there does appear to be an increase in the percentages compared 
to the 0.25 Gy data points at 1 hour after irradiation. However, looking at the bin 5 
data, whilst the percentage foci positive cells at 0.1 is 79% compared to 62% for the 0.25 
dose point at 1 hour, the value at 0.1 Gy at 2 hours after irradiation decreases to 52%, 
but then rises again to 80% at four hours. This could be an indication of the extent of
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variation in percentages which, if this high, is most probably due to the limited number 
of cells in each sample. Instead of looking at individual numbers, trends instead could be 
considered. There does appear, for bins 3 and 5, at 0.1 Gy, to be the largest percentage 
of foci positive cells at the 4 hours time-point. It appears that, for this time-point, cells 
struggle to repair foci, meaning that this percentage remains high.
There also appears to be a feature that the percentage of foci positive cells remaining at 
the last time-point investigated, 4 hours, do not manage to return to the levels observed 
for the control samples. These tend to be between 50% to 60% with some slightly higher 
and some slightly lower. Also, as mentioned before these levels seem higher for the 0.1 Gy 
dose point, when data for these points are compared with other data for that time point.
Whilst some observations have been made regarding this data set, as mentioned before 
when analysing the “all” bins data for percentage foci positive cells, this parameter is 
quite insensitive. Also sample numbers are few, which is why there is not a great deal of 
of information that be confidently retrieved from these data.
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M ean Num ber o f Foci per Cell
Starting with bin 1, see Figure 6.46a, in which the cells are predominantly G l, there 
does appear to be some degree of substructure in the low dose region in that the mean 
number of foci per cell increases up to 0.25 Gy and then drops again at 0.5 Gy for the 1 
hour time-point however this is more likely to be due to experimental variation. At the 
2 and 4 hour time-points, this substructure seems less pronounced if at all present. The 
relationship seems more likely to be linear.
For bin 3, see Figure 6.46b, there seems to be quite a lot of variation in the data making 
it difficult to assess. It was bin 3 which had the fewest number of cells and therefore it 
is not surprising that this data sets appears to have the greatest variance. Looking at 
data from all the time-points, the data relating to 4 hours looks, at some dose points, to 
have a greater mean than for the 1 hour time point. This seems unlikely based on current 
literature, which show that the peak of foci production is reached by as low as 10-30 
minutes after irradiation [88]. As mentioned before, this behaviour could be explained 
by the conversion of initial DNA single strand breaks (SSB) into DSB if mis-repair has 
occurred, or repair has not occurred by the time replication begins in the S phase [21]; [66]. 
However, given the size of the error bars it seems more probable that the increased mean 
foci observed is due to variation within the data. It is more likely that the mean number 
of foci for each time-point, in bin 3, follows a linear relationship with dose.
Bin 5, see Figure 6.46c, had the greatest number of cells associated with each dose and 
time-point. The results for this bin follow a more likely pattern in that, for the later 
time-points, the mean number of foci per cell decreases for all but one dose point. This 
was for 0.1 Gy in which the mean value for the 2 hour time point was less than for the 4 
hour time-point. However, both were less than the 1 hour time-point which is what you 
would expect given that the mean foci per cell reaches a peak early (between 10 and 30 
minutes, [88]) before decreasing as damaged DNA is repaired. However this anomaly is 
probably within the natural variance of these data given the small sample size for this 
dose point which was only 15.
With bin 5 there appears to be the most pronounced instance of a low dose effect within
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F ig u re  6 .46: Graphs showing the mean number of 7 H2AX foci counted after different doses of 250 kVp X-rays at different 
time-points after irradiation for bins 1, 3 and 5. Mean number of foci is plotted against dose. The error bars used relate to 
the variation observed between all five bins of the three control dishes collected for the three time-points ( 1 , 2  and 4 hours). 
This standard deviation observed was 0.307 and as such error bars of this amount were applied to each dose point.
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the 1 hour time-point data set. Similar to bin 1 data, the mean foci per cell increased with 
dose up to and including 0.25 Gy where the mean value reached 3.73, before dropping to 
2.51 at 0.5 Gy. At the 2 and 4 hour time-point, the relationship of mean foci number per 
cell with dose appeared to vary linearly, with as to be expected, a steeper gradient for the 
2 hour time-point compared with the 4 hour time-point.
Looking at how the mean foci per cell varies with time, results show an increase in this 
value with increasing bin number. Therefore, the further along the cell cycle, the greater 
the number of foci per cell. This is to be expected and due to the fact that the DNA 
content increases with phase. As broadbeam irradiation was used for this experiment, it 
follows that the larger the amount of DNA in the radiation field, the larger the number 
of foci produced. This relationship has also been observed by other studies, [65]. In an 
effort to normalise data with respect to the amount of DNA, for the 1 hour time-point, 
low dose data for bins 1; 3 and 5 were normalised with respect to the 2 Gy dose point of 
the corresponding bin, see Table 6.28. In absolute terms, there are more foci present in 
the later phases, but what was of interest was to observe how the mean number of foci 
changes per dose, independent of DNA content present, for the different phases. In doing 
this normalisation, the dependence relating to the radiosensitivities of each bin will also be 
accounted for, thus allowing the extent of any deviations from a linear relationship between 
dose and mean foci number per cell, to be investigated for each phase. This is of course 
assuming that the response at 2 Gy is a good indication of the overall radiosensitivity.
T ab le  6 .28: Table showing the mean number of foci per cells normalised to that of the 2 Gy dose point.
Dose (Gy) all 1
Bin
3 5
Mean foei /  cell - Normalised to count at 2 Gy
0 0.16 0.14 0.10 0.14
0.1 0.28 0.22 0.09 0.38
0.25 0.47 0.34 0.32 0.48
0.5 0.31 0.23 0.22 0.32
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These data highlight the low dose substructure for the asynchronous data and for bin 5. 
It appears that the extent of the substructure is greatest for the bin 5 (G2/M) cells, whose 
normalised mean foci value observed at the 0.25 Gy dose point increased to the highest 
value. This region also appears to start at 0.1 Gy and persist up to and including 0.25 
Gy. It could be argued that there is a substructure in relationship between the occurrence 
of foci with respect to dose for the bins 1 and 3 (G1 and S phase cells) due to the slight 
fluctuations in the normalised count numbers. However, these are very slight and are 
most probably due to experimental variation.
Sum m ary
These data have highlighted some interesting features in the relationship between the 
mean foci number counted per cell at different doses, time-points and phases (as inferred 
from the related bin number). Whilst data did suffer significantly from limited cell num­
ber which made analysis problematic, a credible low dose substructure was observed for 
bin 5 and for the “all” data at the 1 hour time point.
A poptosis
Unfortunately it was found that the use of the YOPRO-1 assay in conjunction with the 
ES microscope did not produce any usable results. The cells were effectively stained with 
with the YOPRO-1 stain. However, there was no perceptible difference between those 
which could be classed as positive cells and those which could be classed as negative cells. 
It was envisaged that there would be a clear distinction between these sets of cells but 
this was not the case. Similarly to those cells which were stained with Hoechst 33258 (for 
DNA content information), the sum intensity parameter was used. Each cell was initially 
normalised by the mean sum intensity of the dish in question and then plotted in the form 
of a histogram. However, the histograms produced had just one peak. Whilst this was 
not surprising for the lower doses, where apoptosis is not so prevalent, at 2 Gy, a small 
amount of apoptosis was expected [48]. Another indicator that the assay and microscope 
combination was not successful could be observed from the data, for one time-p oint.
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plotted on one graph, see Figure 6.47. The bin size of the histogram was increased in 
this figure for ease of viewing, however, even using a finer bin size, the contents of each 
bin did little to clarify where any possible delineation between normal and apoptotic cells 
could lie.
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F ig u re  6 .47: A histogram displaying cell counts at different sum intensities (FITC signal =  apoptosis) which have been 
normalised to the mean intensity of that dish. Data for the 2 hour time-point has been used for this histogram.
P h ase  D elay
It was also found that the use of propidium iodide was not compatible with the initial 
staining of Hoechst 33258 and therefore using this secondary dye for phase delay assess­
ment was not possible. Originally it was hoped that due to the smaller molecule size of 
Hoechst 33258, that it would not affect the binding of the larger molecule of propidium 
iodide with the DNA. However, this was not the case and whilst it was found that the 
propidium iodide was able to intercalate with the DNA, it was an incredibly weak bond 
and rapid degradation of the the signal was observed. It was found that it was possible to 
scan the first few dishes well but any later had a very poor propidium iodide signal and 
it was impossible to obtain decent scans. The fact that the signal degraded so quickly 
was concerning and any analysis made from these scans would be seriously compromised. 
This line of investigation was therefore discontinued.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Overview
Work described in this dissertation primarily relates to the development of a protocol in 
which the phase of cells in situ, could be determined using a combination of fluorescence 
microscopy and mathematical modelling. The original aim of this project was to inves­
tigate the effect cell cycle phase has on both survival and phase delay after low doses 
of X and particle irradiation. Preliminary work undertaken and described in Sections
4.2 and 6.2 highlighted the need for a survival assay that was sensitive enough for the 
determination of survival in the low dose region. Synchronisation methods were also in­
vestigated to determine their suitability for use with these methods. W hat arose from the 
experiments performed, and the literature reviewed, was that if effects after low doses of 
particle irradiation were to be investigated, targeted irradiations were required.
Targeted irradiations require specific irradiation protocols which generally involve cells 
needing to be attached to a substrate prior to irradiation. This allows each individual cell 
to be located and irradiated with a set number of particles. The error in dose delivery 
associated such methods are very small and typically less than 1 %. Broadbeam irradi­
ations, in which cells can be irradiated either attached to a substrate or in suspension, 
suffer from large variations in the number of particles delivered, to an individual cell, for a 
given mean dose/number of particles set. These variations are governed by Poisson statis­
tics and are most pronounced in the low dose region where small changes in the number 
of particles delivered relate to large percentage differences in the dose delivered. Such 
differences in the number of particles delivered to cells for a given dose point can mask
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any low dose substructure which may be present, these ideas are discussed in Sections 
2.3.3 and 2.5.2.
Methods of synchronisation were also investigated, see Sections 4.1 and 6.1, and various 
issues with such methods became apparent. Whilst some methods investigated were 
successful they proved too toxic for use with a much reduced plating efficiency of treated 
cells of, on average about 10%. Other methods were unreliable such as contact inhibition 
using LN18 cells. Some methods worked reasonably well but were time consuming to 
prepare, e.g. the modified mitotic shake and some suffered from low yields such as the 
mitotic shake. However, the main problems were the incompatibility these methods had 
with an irradiation protocol that required cells to be attached. Due to the fact it takes a 
couple of hours for cells to attach, cells could have progressed to subsequent phase(s) of the 
cell cycle by the time attachment had taken place. Another issue with any of the methods 
used which involved any disruption in the biochemistry of the cell environment, either 
through pharmaceutical of physical means, the resulting cells collected may not refiect 
the true nature of the phase which they represent, [27]. Taking these factors into account, 
and also the work performed by Richard et al. [97]; [96] in which it was postulated, 
based results obtained through mathematical modelling, that signalling between cells at 
different phases of the cell cycle was infiuential in low dose hypersensitivity signalling, a 
means of quantifying cell cycle phase in situ was investigated. It is the work which was 
carried out to initially develop such a protocol and its initial use with X-rays that are 
discussed here in this chapter.
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7.2 The Use of the End-Station Microscope as a 
Cytom etry Device
7.2.1 In trod u ction
In Sections 4.4 and 6.4 the steps undertaken in developing a protocol in which the end- 
station microscope and related software, see Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 was used to assess 
the phase of cells prior to irradiation. The protocol involved the initial seeding of cells, 
subsequent staining with a nuclear fluorescent dye and subsequent imaging using the end- 
station microscope. Cells could then be revisited at a later time, either to assess survival 
or to quantify another end point such as 7H2AX foci, apoptosis or phase delay. To allow 
the associated error to be quantified, an existing mathematical model (in which simu­
lated populations of cells could be grown) was developed. This involved the inclusion of 
a module in which a simulated population of cells was processed using a virtual flow cy- 
tometer or a virtual end-station microscope. This allowed experimental data, in the form 
of intensity histograms, collected with either modality, to be compared with simulated 
populations of cells. This provided an estimate of the number of cells, of each phase, 
present in each bin defined. This in turn could provide an estimate of the likelihood a 
cell is in a particular phase based on its intensity value. Experimental data obtained in 
the process of developing this protocol and the modelling results obtained are discussed 
in this section.
7.2 .2  D evelop m en t o f th e  E n d -S ta tion  M icroscop e P ro to co l  
H oechst 33258
In Section 2.6.1 the work carried out by a number of other groups using microscopy as 
a form of cytometry to analyse the phase of individual cells was discussed. Whilst the 
majority of these groups worked with fixed cells, [18]; [47]; [53]; [128], others used live
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cells but with bright field microsocpy, [79]. The technique which is used and described 
in this dissertation, involves fiuorescent microscopy with live cells and as such, a suitable 
nuclear stain which was not toxic to the cells needed to be used. Previous studies have 
shown Hoechst 33258 to be suitable as a live stain, [82]; [102] and so its use in this study 
was investigated. Initially its toxicity was assessed at levels of lOO/xM and below, and at 
levels of 10/zM or less, no appreciable difference was observed in the plating efficiencies 
when compared to the controls.
Due to the offset factor which will be discussed shortly, it was necessary for the signal 
intensity related to cells analysed, to be as high as possible. The limitations on what was 
achievable related to the concentration used for staining the cells; the exposure time; the 
gain and also the intensity of the fiuorescent lamp. W ith respect to the exposure time, 
there is a limit to which this can be increased, to prevent unacceptably long scan times 
and also to limit the associated UV exposure. The exposure time was limited to 200 ms. 
The camera gain and fiuorescent lamp intensity were used to their maximum intensity. 
Once these sources had been exhausted the only option left was to try  and increase the 
concentrations used to stain the cells. Therefore the final limiting factor, relating to 
satisfactory signal intensity, was the maximum concentration levels of fiuorescent stain 
that could be tolerated by the cells used. Whilst data showed that the plating efficiencies 
after incubation periods of one hour with Hoechst 33258, 10 /jM ,  were still high it seemed 
prudent to use a concentration level much lower to ensure that the cells were well within 
the level tolerated. It was for this reason that a concentration level of 5 fiM was selected 
for use with this protocol.
Whilst toxicity at this concentration level of Hoechst 33258 was assessed, it was also 
necessary to assess the radiosensitivity of cells to ionising radiation after treatment at 
this concentration level with this stain. This is because previous work has identified both 
Hoechst 33342 and 33258 as a potential agent for increasing the resistance of V79 cells 
to radiation, [31]. Whilst a radio-protective effect was determined in V79 cells treated 
with Hoechst 33342, with a dose modifying factor of 1.3% observed at the 10% survival 
level, this was for a concentrations level of 20 /iM and an incubation periods of 2 hours.
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The equivalent Hoechst 33258 results showed an almost negligible effect. However, other 
groups have also investigated this effect, [102], and found that using concentrations of 5 
/iM of Hoechst 33258 with an incubation period of 1 hour resulted in a slight increase in 
survival for V79 cells after doses of 3 Gy of 250 kVp X-rays, 40% compared to 35% for 
unstained controls.
This effect was also investigated in this dissertation and the survival was found to be 
unchanged for stained and unstained populations of cells, after 250 kVp irradiation. Con­
centrations of 1 and 5 jjM  with an incubation period of 1 hour were assessed. The survival 
between 0.5 and 4 Gy appeared to be unaffected. However, there was a slight decrease in 
survival fraction at 5 Gy for cells treated with 5 fiM. of Hoechst 33258. However, the sur­
vival for the treated and untreated cells for this dose, were within the experimental error 
calculated. Whilst there are differences between the data collected for this dissertation 
and the work published by Schettino et al. [102], these could be due to slight biological 
variations between the cells used.
As a further check to ensure that the incubation period with Hoechst did not impact the 
radiosensitivity of the cells used the a  /  P model, described in Section 6.2.4 was used to 
compare the populations of stained and unstained cells with respect to their associated 
a  and /3 parameters. The model predicted that the likelihood that these populations 
were the same, with respect to their a  and P parameters and therefore their response to 
radiation, was 73.5 %. If this result is compared to data presented in Table 6.7 it can be 
seen that this likelihood of agreement of 73.5 % (or likelihood of disagreement of 26.5%) 
is in keeping with other comparisons between other V79 data sets, analysed using this 
model.
Whilst using a lower concentration would have been preferable for these experiments, the 
ability to be able to differentiate between cells at the different phases was of great impor­
tance. The only way this was achievable was to have a sufficiently strong signal which 
due to the limiting factors described, required the use of a slightly higher concentration of 
Hoechst than has been previously used by other groups. Whilst there is slight disagree­
ment between data presented here and published data, [102], every effort has been made
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F ig u re  7.1: Sum intensity histograms for Hoechst 33258 for the survival experiment and for the 7 H2AX, apoptosis and 
phase delay experiment. Data is normalised to the mean sum intensity of each dish. Data show a slightly compacted 
histogram for the survival data.
to ensure that at the levels used, the Hoechst 33258 stain did not impact survival results 
in any way.
Linearity of End-Station M icroscope: The Offset Effect
As discussed previously, in order to achieve sufficient separation between the G1 and 
G2/M  peaks on sum intensity histograms, collected using the end-station microscope and 
software, the intensity signal emitted by cells imaged, must be of an adequate strength. 
This is due to the relationship between emitted signal and collected signal that was 
determined. For quantification purposes, this relationship was determined and expressed 
in terms of the resulting pixel intensity (averaged over a number of set locations on a 
flood field image) for increasing exposure time, see Equation 6.3.
?/ =  11.7 T-k 2409 (6.3)
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The ideal situation would be one where for a signal emitted, if doubled in strength (e.g. the 
signal from a G2/M  cell compared to that of a G1 cell) the signal collected would double in 
strength also. As a result of the offset (of 2409) associated with the relationship displayed 
in Equation 6.3, a stronger signal collected will be less affected by this parameter than 
a fainter signal. It follows that the separation between peaks will be more pronounced 
for data sets whose cells have stronger signals. However, the increase in sum intensity 
experienced between a G1 cell and a G2/M cell is more complicated than a simple doubling 
of the intensity emitted as it relates to the combination of increase in size (in number 
of pixels) and also an increase in pixel intensity. It is this combination of these effects 
which gives the clear distinction between the peaks relating to the G1 and G2/M  cells, on 
the sum intensity histogram. Individually, the histograms for the cell size (in pixels) and 
average pixel intensity produced single peaked distributions. However, the combination 
of the two (total sum intensity) resulted in a distribution with two peaks relating to G1 
and G2/M phase cells.
This is in contrast to work carried out by Harder et a l  [53] in which there was very little 
variation in the average pixel intensity throughout interphase however a sharp increase was 
observed for metaphase. If this was the case for the data presented in this dissertation then 
it would imply that all cells in interphase would have a similar average pixel intensity. This 
would imply that all increase in sum intensity could be attributed to size and therefore 
these cells would not, in relation to one another, be affected by an offset effect. However, 
cells in mitosis would be subject to an offset effect and therefore, although having double 
the intensity of the G1 cells would not produce double the fluorescent signal.
This could be worrying because it could mean that cells in mitosis had sum intensity 
values that could be as much as 40% less than a cell with an identical amount of DNA, 
but in G2. However, this was not the case and individual mitotic cells were identified 
and their normalised sum intensity recorded. Their distributions were in keeping with 
that which was estimated by the modelling. Coupled with the fact that the relationship 
between the positions of the two peaks, as determined from visually inspecting the final 
histograms, matched well with that predicted by the microscope linearity relationship.
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see Equation 6.3 and the modelling parameters. A description of how this relationship 
was predicted using microscope linearity data collected in Section 6.4.6 and FloCytUS 
parameters can be found in Appendix F.
Whilst data presented here suggest that there is an increase in the average pixel intensity 
as cells progress through the cell cycle, this is in contrast to data published by Harder et 
al  [53]. The most likely reason behind these discrepancies observed is can be attributed to 
the acquisition of the fluorescent images. The end-station microscope at Surrey Ion Beam 
centre is a fluorescent microscope and the system used by Harder et a l  [53] was a confocal 
microscope. Confocal microscopy allows the acquisition of fluorescent images in multiple 
planes which in turn provides a more accurate characterisation of the fluorescence signal 
in that region. This does not mean that increased accuracy in the fluorescent signal 
acquisition would result in a decrease in the ability to accurately discriminate cells at 
different phases of the cell cycle. It more likely suggests that the determination of cell 
cycle phase based on fluorescent signal is more complex and in the case of the end-station 
microscope at Surrey Ion Beam Centre, is not just dependent on average pixel intensity.
Focussing
Adequate focussing of cells was essential when using the end-station microscope as a 
cytometry device. This is because poor focussing seriously affects the fluorescent signal 
emitted by a cell, which in turn would affect the phase that was assigned to it. The 
analysis undertaken in Section 6.4.6 in which the sum intensity was collected for known 
cells, suffering from varying degrees of mis-focus, highlighted the level of focussing that 
was required to ensure errors were kept to a minimum. Any cell which was not focussed 
to this level was excluded from the phase analysis.
The issue with focussing whilst problematic, only affected the survival data. This was a 
consequence of the large region scans required. For the survival and phase delay study 
these region scans were 6 mm x 6 mm and 1 mm x 1 mm respectively. The larger scan 
size was to allow suitable space for colonies to grow without overlapping. Unfortunately,
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however, maintaining adequate focussing over the region scan proved problematic. This 
was due to a number of reasons, some of which could be overcome. Ensuring adequate 
staining helped with the focussing due to the ability to see small substructures in the cell. 
This ensured that when the automatic focussing was used, the correct focal plane could 
be selected. Without the ability to accomplish this, adequate focussing would never be 
possible. Whilst this problem was easily overcome as sufficient staining was also required 
to minimise the offset effect as described previously, other problems were more tricky to 
deal with. One such factor was the very slight curvature of the dishes used. The automatic 
focussing software was able to cope with this over small regions but over larger regions 
such as those used for the survival assay, it was sometimes not possible leading to some 
cells being too far out of focus to use. Other problems also included cells which were not 
attached properly, again, resulting in them falling too far out of the focal plane. This was 
dealt with by adapting the protocol used. Cells were allowed longer time to attach and 
also prior to imaging cells were washed with PBS to remove any cells which had not yet 
attached properly.
Whilst all possible measures were taken to minimise this effect, the problem still persisted 
and had a serious negative impact on the technique. It meant that each cell had to be 
manually revisited in turn and an assessment made on whether it was focussed enough to 
be included in the study. This meant that large numbers of cells were excluded from the 
survival study which was undesirable and also made the protocol very labour intensive. 
For this to be a viable technique, this problem would have to be resolved. This is discussed 
further in Section 8.2.
Validation and R esults Histogram s
Previous groups have also validated the use of microscopy systems using synchronisation 
techniques, e.g. [47] in which synchronised cells were analysed using both flow cytometry 
and microscope techniques and found this to be successful. The end-station microscope 
and software system were validated using cells which had been blocked in the G l/S  phase 
using a thymidine double block. At different time points after release from the block,
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cells were then analysed using either flow cytometry or the end-station microscope and 
the histograms from each compared. Comparisons between the different modalities were 
good but failed slightly at the later time point of 8 hours when large numbers of newly 
divided G1 cells were present. A similar problem was encountered by Gasparri et al. 
[47], and again these discrepancies between flow cytometer data and microscope data 
were attributed to the difficulty in detecting individual G1 cells shortly after division. 
Whilst this effect was problematic, it did highlight important features relating to the 
data collected using microscopy: if two nuclei are close together, they are most probably 
two separate cells and not a cell undergoing mitosis. This was shown through a dual 
staining study, the results of which are described and displayed in Section 6.4.5, in which 
cells were stained with Hoechst 33258 and nile red to stain the nucleus and cytoplasm 
respectively. This showed the separate cell boundary clarifying the fact that such cells are 
indeed separate, this was also observed using bright field microscopy. Also the fact tha t the 
thymidine double block microscopy data only compared well to the flow cytometer data if 
the threshold parameters were set assuming this fact, further validated this assumption. 
With this in mind; steps were taken to limit this effect (to some extent) by ensuring 
the threshold set for cell detection was set high enough by manually assessing such cells. 
The threshold was then set at a value that was greater than the background pixel value 
measured in the narrow space between these two cells.
Using such a method did help with the correct categorisation of G1 cells but this technique 
again, did benefit from a strong fluorescent signal. The increased signal to background 
ratio meant that a greater threshold could be set, thus allowing greater discrimination 
between closely neighbouring, newly formed G1 cells to be achieved with none of the 
fainter cells being missed by the detection software. Faint cells not being detected were 
an issue and impacted on the maximum limit at which the threshold could be set, as all 
viable cells needed to be detected and included in the analysis.
Whilst appropriately selected threshold parameters did reduce the number of incorrectly 
classified G1 cells as mentioned, the limitations in place in setting the threshold, meant 
that some cell pairs were counted as one cell. These needed to be dealt with and for the
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survival data, this involved the individual assessment of each individual cell. Again, this 
was incredibly labour intensive and not at all practical. Due to the larger numbers of cells 
involved with the phase delay study an individual assessment of each cell was not possible 
and therefore much cruder method was employed in which the number of mis-identified 
cells were manually counted during the software analysis. This number of cells was then 
excluded from the study, the cells excluded being those with the greatest sum intensity. 
These methods are not ideal, mostly due to the time taken to implement them, but in 
the absence of more discriminating detection software were required.
Whilst problems were encountered, the use of the end-station microscope as a cytometry 
device was shown to be a valid technique. Flow cytometry data compared well with 
microscope data for both synchronous and asynchronous cell populations. A BrdU assay 
also showed that labelled cells had a DNA content, as predicted by the propidium iodide 
signal, that corresponded to S and early G2/M phase cells which was to be expected. 
The main problems observed however was the difficulty in discriminating between newly 
formed G1 cells. The resulting measures that were taken in order to resolve these issues 
meant that the post-acquisition processing of data were particularly time consuming and 
not at all practical if large amounts of data are to be analysed.
A poptosis  an d  P h ase  D elay
The protocol developed in this dissertation worked well for the end points of survival and 
7H2AX foci counting. The results collected using these assays will be described later in 
this chapter, see Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. However the two other biological end-points 
investigated, phase delay and apoptosis, were not successful. The reasons for this are 
likely to be related to incompatibilities of these assays either with the end-station micro­
scope itself or with incompatibility with certain aspects of the protocol and are therefore 
discussed here.
Apoptosis
The reasons why a clear signal was not observed after use with the YOPRO-1 stain could
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be due to a number of factors, including the fact that at the doses and time points used 
there was insufficient apoptosis to be clearly detected. Whilst it was thought that this 
would be the case for the earlier time points and the lower doses, for the 2 Gy dose point 
at 4 hours there should be a sufficient degree of apoptosis. Ghosh et al. [48] observed 
apoptosis in V79 cells with doses as low as 0.58 Gy at 6 hours after irradiation with 
^°Co-7 rays, using a DNA fragmentation assay. Also Krueger et al. [71] found elevated 
levels of active caspase-3 (an apoptosis marker) at doses as low as 10 cGy, 24 hours after 
irradiation. With sufficient apoptosis, an accurate assessment could have been carried out 
on appropriate thresholds (relating to end-station microscope software detection parame­
ters) in which to detect, by automated means, apoptotic cells. Whilst the signal strength 
relating to apoptotic cells should not change appreciably for the higher doses and later 
times, the number of apoptotic cells would increase and greater numbers of cells would 
provide clearer distinction between the positively and negatively stained (for YOPRO-1) 
populations of cells stained when plotting the resulting data. This was not the case and 
no clear distinction was observed, even at the 2 Gy and 4 hour dose-time combination, 
between positively stained and negatively stained cells.
Whilst insufficient numbers of labelled cells could partly be the problem, on visual inspec­
tion there were cells that were stained appreciably higher than surrounding cells. This is 
supported by data published in which the YOPRO-1 stain was highlighted as the most 
sensitive assay for apoptosis out of six different methods tested. Therefore whilst insuf­
ficient numbers of apoptotic cells was a limitation, it was not the only reason why this 
assay, used in conjunction with the end-station microscope, was unsuccessful.
These issues could be related to the detection software. Visually inspecting cells stained 
with this dye showed significant involvement in the cytoplasm in all cells. For those neg­
atively stained cells the nucleus remained unstained which is to be expected as the live 
cellular processes that are in place, actively keep the stain out of the nucleus, therefore 
a faint nuclei could be seen surrounded by a brighter cytoplasm. However for cells un­
dergoing apoptosis, the nuclear membrane becomes permeable to this dye, thus staining 
the nucleus, a bright cytoplasm surrounding an only slightly brighter nuclei. Therefore
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detection was problematic as the background signal relating to the uptake in the cyto­
plasm meant that the difference between the background and the nucleus was minimal. 
Therefore individual nuclei could not be detected, only whole cells. The contribution from 
the cytoplasm meant that the sum intensity values were similar for positively stained and 
negatively stained cells. There was the possibility of analysing the data manually using 
software such as Imaged however this would have been incredibly time consuming and 
was thought that this was beyond the scope of this study.
In hindsight a greater time point after irradiation should have been started with. How­
ever the primary aim of the investigation was phase delays incurred after irradiation. The 
apoptosis analysis was an additional feature that was investigated in the study, as its 
inclusion resulted only in a slight modification to the protocol and only one extra staining 
step and one extra scan. Therefore if this assay were to be used then a full assessment 
would be required with later time points and higher doses initially used. Also required 
is the development of the detection software to be able to distinguish faint objects in a 
brighter background as without this, analysis would have to be performed manually and as 
mentioned earlier, would be too labour intensive to be a feasible assay. The development 
of the software mentioned, coupled with an initial assessment of this assay using much 
higher doses and later time points after irradiation, would probably yield more conclusive 
results.
Phase Delay
Results showed that the initial staining of cells with Hoechst 33258, interfered with the 
later staining of these same cells using propidium iodide. It was originally thought that 
these two stains could be compatible as they used different different mechanisms in which 
to combine with DNA and also due to their different sizes. Hoechst 33258 intercalates 
with the minor groove of the DNA, [31] whereas propidium iodide intercalates with the 
DNA bases [24]. Also, Hoechst 33258 is a smaller molecule with a molecular weight of 
533.88 g/mol compared to 668.39 g/mol for propidium iodide, [7]; [8]. However, it was
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found experimentally that the initial staining did interfere with the secondary staining. 
Whilst the propidium iodide could initially stain, the signal rapidly degraded indicating 
a very loose bond forming between the bases and the propidium iodide molecule. Whilst 
it is not clear what the specific reasons are for this, investigations could be made into 
different combinations, e.g. a later staining with TOPRO-3 or even trying a different 
initial staining such as DRAQ5, both of which have found to work well with nuclear 
staining, [82]. TOTO-1 has also been reported as a particularly stable nuclear dye, [29] 
which could be an option worth investigating in the future.
7.2 .3  M od ellin g  F low  C y o tm etry  and E n d -S ta tio n  D a ta  using  
F lo C y tU S
Introduction
Using the FloCytUS model described in Chapter 5, both flow cyotometry and end-station 
microscope data were analysed. The ultimate aim of such analysis was to allow the like­
lihood of a cell being in a particular phase to be calculated, based on its normalised sum 
intensity as measured using the end-station microscope and software. Preliminary steps 
involved using the flow cytometry module of FloCytUS to allow cell cycle parameters, for 
V79 cells, to be determined. These were then used in conjunction with end-station micro­
scope parameters, predicted experimentally or through use of the model. The resulting 
fits of simulated data to experimental end-station microscope data were then separated 
into the separate phases. These data were then used to establish the likelihood that a cell, 
with normalised sum intensity related to a particular “bin” , was in a particular phase. 
These bins could be adjusted to obtain a desirable percentage likelihood. Using these 
“bin” ranges determined, experimental data relating to survival and yH2AX could be 
separated into these respective bins depending on their normalised sum intensity values, 
as determined from the initial Hoechst 33258 scan. This allowed data to be separated 
into their respective phases for analysis.
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Flow Cytometry Data
To initially determine the cell parameters, flow cytometer data were analysed using Flo­
CytUS. Histograms related to this modality have much greater separation between the 
two peaks (C l and C2/M) and have much smaller associated variances when compared 
to data collected using the end-station microscope. Therefore, the use of these datasets 
seemed to be a sensible starting point. The use of the model involves the growth of a 
simulated population of cells which is then fitted to experimental data. Different S phase 
growth models were tested, these being a linear growth mode; a power law mode and 
finally a sigmoidal growth mode, see Figure 7.2. The sigmoidal growth mode was found 
to be the most effective and its use resulted in simulated data which fitted well to the 
experimental data. The sigmoidal parameter used which related to the S phase growth 
of V79 cells were a y  value of 0.55 and a kg value of 5.5. Also, using such parameters not 
only produced a good fit between simulated and experimental data, but also estimated 
individual phase times comparable to published data [26]; [69]; [86]; [106]. The phase 
times predicted by the model were 4.7 hours and 2.0 hours for the C l and the C 2/M  
respectively. The S phase was fixed at 6 hours.
W ith DNA growth in the S phase modelled by a sigmoid with parameters of n and kg of 
0.55 and 5.5 respectively, it suggests that there is a slight delay at the start and at the 
end of the S phase with a maximum rate of DNA synthesis at the middle of this phase. 
There is some suggestion that this could be the case however there are some conflicting 
data. Collins et al [25] found that in synchronised V79 populations (synchronised using 
a thymidine double block) there was an increase in the rate of DNA synthesis at the start 
of the S phase. However, for asynchronous populations of V79 cells, analysed by pulse 
labelling with tritiated pH]thymidine, they found opposite behaviour in that there was a 
slight reduced rated of synthesis at the start of S phase with the maximum rate at the 
middle of S phase and with the synthesis rate dropping off again at the end of the S phase. 
This is similar to behaviour described by the S phase growth parameters predicted by the 
model.
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Reasons for the discrepancies in this published data, [25] could be explained by work 
performed by Dewey et al. [32]. This group investigated the progression of cells into the 
S phase and found that when cells are synchronised, interactions with cells in S phase 
could shorten the G1 phase by decreasing the time taken for the population of G 1 cells 
to cross the G l/S  boundary. In effect, the proximity of S phase cells to G1 phase cells 
could accelerate the entry of G1 cells into S [32]. It may be possible for this behaviour 
to also have an impact on the rate of DNA synthesis of synchronised cells at the start of 
the S phase.
Other factors to consider are observations relating to the use of the thymidine double 
block in which it was observed that thymidine does not halt synthesis, it merely slows 
down synthesis in the S phase [20]; [46]. All these issues with the synchronisation data 
further highlight points discussed by Cooper [27], that populations of cells, synchronised 
with one respect, may still have other cellular processes which continue to be carried out. 
This results in a population of cells that are not a true reflection of the behaviour of cells 
in the phase in which the “synchronised” cells are meant to represent.
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Other groups have also found similar behaviour to that observed in the asynchronous 
population of cells of Collins’ study [25]. Terasima et al. [121] observed in asynchronous 
HeLa cells an increased rate of synthesis at the middle of the S phase. It was also found, 
[68] that at the start of S phase there was an increase in the production of RNA which 
again could account for the slight lag in DNA synthesis at the start of the S phase. 
Another study which involved modelling the synthesis of DNA, also observed a similar 
behaviour for one of the cell lines investigated, [17]. Points discussed here give credence 
to the S phase growth mode selected and also the parameters predicted by FloCytUS 
based on flow cytometry data, collected for V79 cells. These cell cycle parameters were 
therefore used when obtaining fits of simulated data, to histograms collected for V79 cells 
using the end-station microscope.
Flow cytometry data relating to LN18 cells were also analysed using FloCytUS. Machine 
parameters predicted by FloCytUS for the V79 data were used, however, the cell cy­
cle parameters were slightly adjusted due to the total length of the cell cycle. This is 
around 25 hours compared to 12.5 hours for the V79 cells. The amount of DNA increased 
throughout the S phase in a similar manner to that predicted for the V79 cells. In both 
cases the sigmoidal function was used, however, for the LN18 cells there appeared to be 
a greater lag before synthesis started, see Figure 6.31b which is reproduced on page 226. 
This could possibly be related to the amount of RNAse synthesis required prior to DNA 
synthesis. However, it leads to some interesting starting points for further work on this 
topic that are beyond the scope of this current project. Potentially, how cells synthesise 
DNA and the mechanisms involved, could be investigated from DNA histograms collected 
with flow cytometry.
End-Station D ata
Using the S phase growth parameters for V79 cells, simulated data were fitted to experi­
mental data, collected using the end-station microscope, for cells involved in the survival 
and the phase delay study. Using these growth parameters and estimates for the instru­
ment parameters gave rise to excellent agreement between experimental and simulated
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data. Very few simulations were required in order to obtain a good fit. This gives further 
confidence that the parameters used, and the growth mode selected are valid.
Whilst good fits between experimental data and simulated data were achievable, the 
resulting phase durations predicted by the model were slightly higher than what was 
expected. For the phase delay data, the G1 phase was underestimated and predicted 
to be 2.7 hours (compared to the expected 4 hours) and the G2/M phase was slightly 
overestimated and was predicted to be 5.6 hours (compared to the expected 2.5 hours). 
For the survival data, the estimates for G1 and G2/M were 13 hours and 6.5 hours 
respectively. The S phase was fixed at 6 hours. Estimates based on experimental data 
and from the literature, for these phases were 4 hours; 6 hours and 2.5 hours for G l; S 
and G2/M respectively [69]; [86]; [106]. Whilst these parameters deviated slightly from 
what was predicted, the growth parameters were identical to those used when fitting 
simulated data to the flow cytometer data. Also, the offset parameters predicted by 
the model, matched what was predicted using the experimental data. Due to the close 
agreement of the simulated and experimental histograms, individual phase histograms 
relating associated with these fits were used to quantify the likelihood of a cell being in 
a particular phase depending on its normalised cell intensity. This consequently set the 
binning used for the survival and 7H2AX.
Unfortunately, investigations into the impact that the different phase durations could 
potentially have on the resulting data was not possible. This was due to the inability of the 
model to make more accurate predictions of the phase durations whilst still maintaining 
an adequate fit between simulated and experimental histograms. A future development 
that is recommended, see Section 8.2 would be to develop the model to allow the user to 
fix the cell cycle durations and instead allow the optimiser access to the numbers of cells 
in the different phases of the cell cycle. This would allow this effect described here, to be 
fully scrutinised.
Data collected using the end-station microscope were quite noisy. This was mainly due to 
the low number of cells analysed, (of the order of a couple of thousand) when compared 
to the number of cells analysed using flow cytometry (around 30,000 cells). This lead
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